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ABSTRACT 
This study offers ап alternative historiographical perspective оп the Irish in New 
Zealand. This study found that ап Irish enclave existed in Hamilton ftom 1864-1940. 
It was ftagile and soft-edged, but despite continual pressure for assimilation, it 
thrived. Unlike previous investigations of other Irish communities in New Zealand, it 
was found to have had а strong provenance, to have been predominantly Irish and 
Catholic, and to have expanded without interruption. It displayed exclusive pattems 
of religious/cultural behaviour and traits documented in overseas studies. It is 
investigated in three parts, and over three generations. First, the Irish in the founding 
military settlement are considered. The statistical and demographic evidence for the 
development of the community over the next two generations is then presented, and 
finally the experience of life in the community and legacy for the third generation is 
documented through oral histories. The Irish militiamen were identified ftom the 
New Zealand Army records, and Catholic Irish civilian settlers were traced through 
traditional sources. Some of their direct descendants and others were interviewed. In 
this way, а composite picture was constructed ftom the beginning of the enclave 
forwards, and ftom the end back. It was found that а core group of Irish militiamen, 
supplemented Ьу Irish Catholic civilians, facilitated the development of the Catholic 
Church, around which the community gathered. This thesis is а small contribution to 
the history of the Irish in New Zealand, about whom little research has been done. lt 
has provided conclusive evidence of at least опе Catholic Irish enclave. It is hoped 
that it will serve as а useful basis for comparison with studies of other similar 
communities. 
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lntroduction 
Few studies have dealt with the history ofthe Irish in New Zealand. Neither has а 
profile of the so-called "multigenerational Diaspora" of Irish in New Zealand been 
considered. Тhе renowned Irish historian Donald Нannan Akenson acknowledges this 
discrepancy in his definitive statistical overview of the Irish in N ew Zealand, Half the 
World ftom Home. Не refers to Richard Р. Davis' Irish Issues in New Zealand 
Politics 1868 - 1922 (1974) as the only significant monograph on the Irish.1 Не goes 
on to say, "Despite а few fugitive articles, the history of the Irish in N ew Zealand is 
where Davis left it". 2 There is Patrick O'Farrell's interesting personal excursion on 
the Irish in Australia but it only briefly touches on New Zealand. 3 Lyndon Fraser's 
recent complex postdoctoral study of the Irish in Christchurch, is the first work to 
assemЫe an in-depth study of an Irish settlement in а major centre, the Irish in 
Christchurch. This study investigates the Irish in Нamilton in the period 1864 -1940, 
and the implications of the term 'Irishtown' .4 
Although these puЬlications do address some aspects of the Irish in New Zealand, at 
the time ofwriting Fraser's has Ьееn the only detailed study ofthe Irish ex:perience at 
а local or national level. However, an initial comparison with this study perhaps 
leaves more questions aЬout the Irish in New Zealand than it answers. Hamilton and 
Christchurch were two different types of settlement, there were two quite different 
types of selection processes for immigrants. The socio-economic status and 
denominational characteristics for Irish immigrants also differed, and most 
significantly, Fraser concludes that the Catholic Irish in Christchurch had а propensity 
to cluster.s This study concludes that the Нamilton Irish, although а small community, 
were more than а cluster. Their religious/cultural behaviour and historical continuity 
1 Donald Haпnan Akenson, Halfthe World from Ноше (Canada, 1990), р. 38. 
2.Akenson, р. 38. 
з.O'Farтell, Patrick. Vanished Кingdoms - lrish in Australia and New 
Zealand (New South Wales University Press, 1990). 
4 Gibbons, Р.Ј., Astride the River: А Нistory ofHщnilton (Hamilton, 1977), р. ЗОО. 
s Lyndon Fraser, То Tara via Hol,·head. lrish Catlюlic Immigrants in Ninetenth Century Christchurch 
(Auckland, 1997), р. 117. 
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over three generations in defiance of pressures to assimilate provided indisputaЫe 
proof of an Irish community.6 This study will offer another perspective on the Irish 
in New Zealand. There are difficulties finding terminology that adequately describe 
it. Fraser experiences similar difficulties. Не talks about the 'development of ethnic 
identification among Irish Catholics as emergent ethnicity', or the process of 
ethnicisation.1 In this study, the lrish community in Hamilton, which was known as 
'Irishtown', is described as an enclave. The literal meaning ofthe word is 'enclosed 
territory within foreign territory'. Irishtown was effectively а community within 
another, with its own religious, cultural and social systems. However, it was not 
'enclosed' in the sense that it members could not leave, but rather they chose to live 
in an altemative social reality. The experience which will Ье described in this study 
was more than а tendency to cluster, and much less than а ghetto. 
Attributes found in overseas studies of Irish communities include evidence of the 
degree of religious affiliation, the Irish pattems of socialisation, and an internal 
community structшe, including working class insularity. While the traditional New 
Zealand historical sources have provided some statistical and documentary evidence 
of the demographics, activities and resources of Irishtown, they provide little 
information on the traits or characteristics of the enclave. These were elicited ftom 
the oral histories of some of its inhaЬitants. Their recollections contribute information 
on those aspects of the community not usually accessiЫe through other sources. The 
narratives include childhood memories, shared family memories, and the cohort's adult 
reconstruction oftheir life experience, or their religious/cultural experience in the case 
of Irish Catholics. 
Donald Harman Akenson explains why the American studies have found that one of 
these characteristics, the generic term "religious affiliation", pertains to а pattem of 
behaviour associated with Irish Catholics exclusively. "The American scholars have 
suggested а syndrome of characteristics said to have been exhibited Ьу the Catholics 
6 Donald Harman Akenson, Half The World From Home: Perspectives on the Iri~ 
in New Zealand 1860-1950 (Wellington, 1990), р. 197. 
7 Fraser, р. 3. 
iЬid., р. 158. 
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oflreland, and that these attributes influenced the migrant's behaviour."s Не goes on 
to say that the Iiterature rarely Iinks such traits to Protestants. This may explain why 
"Irish American" and "Irish Catholic American" are synonymous in the other studies 
consulted.9 Не suggests that; "Although one cannot in New Zealand say that Irish 
equals Catholic, one can make with confidence the related (but not equivalent) 
identification - namely, that almost all Catholic were Irish". Akenson goes even 
further using Catholics as а surrogate "for the Irish and their descendants".10 
Akenson suggests that the word "religion" Ье used to describe tribal identification for 
native Irish abroad.11 This study will show that 'tribal' memory in Irishtown helped 
maintain the church-centric enclave. Author Мarjorie Fallows discusses this extension 
to the successive generations within an 'ethnicity' when she describes religious 
affiliation as а "persistent ethnic trait" .12 Shared family memories of the Hamilton 
experience indicate that this is so. 
Thus, the Church in Hamilton was the principal focus for the Catholic community both 
spiritually and demographically. The site of the first Catholic Church provided the 
basis for the subsequent development of Church buildings and facilities over the 
following seven decades. The impecunious community ofHamilton also supported 
Church projects Ьу fundraising, and although Irish clergy were not specifically 
requested for the parish, their presence from 1901 to 1940 served as а critical 
a:ffirmation of parishioners' Irish roots. In other words, without them the Irish 
community in Hamilton тау have dissipated with the deaths of the Irish settlers 
between 1910 andl920, there not being enough пеw Irish immigrants to sustain а 
sense of 'Irishness'. The success of the Irish community in Hamilton up to that time 
was due neither to numerical dominance nor outside pressure, but to а sense of 
8 Donald Harman Akenson, Small Di:fferences. Irish Catholics and lrish Protestants 1815-1922: 
International perspectives (Montreal, 1988), р. 4 7. 
9 Matjorie R Fallows, Irish Americans: ldentity and Assimilation (New Jersey 1979). 
Dale В. Light, 'The role oflrish-American organisations in assimilation and community formation' in 
Irish Studies 4. The lrish In America: Emigration. Assimilation and Impact, edited Ьу Р.Ј. Drudy 
(Cambridge, 1985). 
Ellen Horgan Biddle, 'Тhе American Catholic lrish Family', in Ethnic Families in America, edited Ьу 
Charles Н. Mindel and Robert W. HaЬenstein (New York, 1981 ). 
Hasia R. Diner, Erin's Daugћters 1n America (Мaryland, 1983). 
10 Akenson, Small Differences, р. 54 
11 Љid.,'p. 129. 
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solidarity, cornmunity staЬility and the pervasive influence of the Church. The teпn has 
conjured different associations for different generations. Ken Arvidson, contemporary 
poet and а Professor ofEnglish at the University of Waikato, recalls а childhood in 
Hamilton East in а memoir puЫished in 1995. Не states that "ftom the 1870's to the 
First World War, Нamilton East was familiarly known as Irishtown". Yet, for him, the 
chronological parameters extended beyond that. Не was bom in 193 8, and goes on 
to list Irish-descended neighbours and fiiends he grew up with in а cornmunity that, 
he says, "must have been among the nearest approaches to а Little Ireland cornmunity 
anywhere in New Zealand".в One ofthe cohort, Rosie Sterritt, who has lived most 
of her life in Cook Street close to the church, began her interview for this study Ьу 
saying; "Irishtown, that's new, never heard ofit!".14 Another, Jack Flynn describes 
а geographical boundary "From Galloway Street, out to Sillary Street, to Nixon Street 
back to Dey Street, that was Irishtown, just those houses in that area.". Although he 
lived in Flynn Street, outside this area, he considered himself part of the Irish 
cornmunity. 15 The use of the name also had connotations of class, another respondent 
was disconcerted Ьу the use of the name; "1 never heard my mother use the 
expression, that's why to me I find it rather offensive when you talk about it, she 
never referred to herself as being part of Irishtown" .16 F or the purposes of this study, 
the teпn will Ье used to describe the cornmunity during the period 1864 - 1940. 
Chapter I outlines the military settlement of 1864 and how the presence of а cluster 
of Irish Catholics facilitated the building of the first church. In Chapter II the 
statistical and documentary evidence for the development, expansion, and demise of 
an enclave over the next two generations is presented. The experience oflife in such 
an enclave is explored in the oral histories of Chapter 111. In Chapter IV conclusions 
are drawn, and comparisons are made with Fraser's work and with the study ofthe 
Irish ghetto ofButte Montana. 
12 Fallows, рр. 106-111. 
13 К.0., Arvidson, "Out oflrishtown", in The Source ofthe Song: New Zealand writers 
on Catholicism, edited Ьу Mark Williams (Wellington, 1995). 
14 Rosie Sterritt, 11 December 1983, Таре 1 О, А 0:30 
15 Jack Flynn, 23 November, 1992, Таре 4, А 28:44. 
16ZoeHorton,25August 1993, TapeS,A 10:17. 
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lnfoпnation on this community was gathered in different ways, hampered Ьу the fact 
that there have been few studies of Hamilton in the period. ProЫems included the 
lack of primary research done either on the Hamilton East military settlement, or on 
Church history. No history ofthe Catholic Church in Hamilton has been undertaken, 
nor of the Catholic schools.11 It was discovered that there are no extant Catholic 
school admission registers for Hamilton in the period. Although some surviving 
documents have been centralised at the Archives ofthe Catholic Dioceses, others may 
still Ье in private possession. F or example, the original uncatalogued Parish Accounts 
Ledger and Мinutes Book were found in а Ьох in St. Mary' s Presbytery in the process 
of research for this study, their existence having been previously unknown. 
The presence of the Irish in the military settlement was to prove critical to the 
development oflrishtown, and its records а valuaЫe source for the study of the first 
Irish in Hamilton. А complete alphabetical and numerical list of the N.Z. Апnу 
Department, Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Militia, [ 4th Waikato 
Regiment], was compiled, and cross referenced with the N.Z. Army Department, '4th 
Waikato Regiment Land Register 1864, and the original 1st survey map ofHamilton 
East.1s While this proved to Ье а time consuming exercise, it provided invaluaЫe 
infoпnation on the continuity of the settlement. Although variations in the spelling of 
surnames in the nominal and the land rolls were proЫematic, the different spellings 
were retained to preserve the accuracy of the records. It is hoped that this will prove 
to Ье а resource for other researchers. 
The oral histories of descendants of the original Irish settlers have also proved to Ье 
valuaЫe for several reasons. Where documentary infoпnation was sparse or non-
existent, as was often the case, the oral histories have confiпned or supplemented 
material. Family relationships and community kinships were quickly identified through 
17 There is some jubilee puЫications ofthe Notre Dame des Мission Sisters, and Marist Brothers which 
although comprehensive are confined to the history of their Orders in the Parish. 
18 N.Z. Апnу Department, Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Militia, (Original 
register held Ьу the National Archives, Wellington, New Zealand.). {Held оп Microfiche at 
University ој W aikato misfiled under: 'Nominal and Descriptive Roll, 3rd Regiment, W aikato 
Militia; 4th Regiment' (Auckland, 1863). 
See Appendix (D). 
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the narratives, а process that may have proved too costly to research through Ьirth 
death or marriage records. 1n the same way, identifying the locations offamilies was 
made possiЫe. The resulting portrait of а community; family life, the role of women 
and children, and pattems of socialisation, would have been almost impossiЫe to 
present using traditional sources. 
The initial criteria for selection of potential inteIViewees was that they would Ье direct 
descendants of an original Irish settler, civilian or military, and to have lived in the 
Hamilton parish between 191 О and 1940 .19 The nature of the settlement was an Irish 
Catholic one. Although the recollections of the Protestant Irish in the community 
might have provided an interesting perceptual contrast, neither time nor resources 
made it possiЫe to attempt to trace them, as they did not appear to have organised 
themselves in any special way after their initial distribution in the military settlement. 
Alasdair Galbraith alludes to the lack of sources on the Protestant Irish in his recent 
thesis on the 'hidden' population of Irish Protestants in the North Island of New 
Zealand. 20 Galbraith used ships lists and hospital registers to determine the 
denomination ofthe Irish he found. This study has the advantage ofthe Мilitia rolls 
recording such information in the militiamen. Several methods were used for finding 
candidates. The parish visitor for St. Mary' s, Sister Magdalen Ryan has lived in 
Hamilton most of her life and was аЫе to provide а comprehensive list of 'old 
identities' whom she knew to Ье descendants oflrish families. Sr. Magdalen has lived 
in Hamilton for most of her life. Preliminary telephone inteIViews yielded other 
contacts. Over а period of several months over fifty potential candidates were visited 
or telephoned. Twenty-two of these were interviewed and recorded, and nineteen 
were used in the study. Most were in their 70s and 80s.21 А preliminary inteIView 
was undertaken with suitaЫe candidates both on the telephone and in their own 
homes. Those chosen for interview were then recorded, some over two sessions. The 
interviews lasted between one and two hours each. The empirical data in each of the 
transcriptions was cross-linked with both traditional sources and the other oral 
19 See Appendix (А) 
20 Alasdair GalЬraith, 'New Zealand's 'lnvisiЫe' Irish' Irish Protestants in the North Island ofNew 
Zealand 1840-1900' (Ш1puЫishedМA thesis, UniversityofAuckland,1998). 
21 iЬid., 
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testimonies. Thus the consistency and reliabllity of the information was tested, and 
а social, demographic and cultural profile ofthe Irish community was compiled. 
During the interviews, visual and auditory cueing was employed. А large photograph 
(1200mm х 1200mm) ofHamilton East was used. Once the dwellings ofthe cohorts 
childhoods were identified, they, were then asked to recall relatives' homes, where 
childhood friends had lived, school routes, and the homes of neighbours with Irish 
accents. The interviewers own Irish accent incidentally provided the auditory cue. 
Photographs, some borrowed ftom one respondent to show another (family, sports, 
school, church and work photographs ), and others from archival sources, were used 
to aid the recollection offriends and relatives in the community. Another method of 
visual cueing included field trips to the area. Elderly residents were driven slowly 
along every street in Hamilton East Ьу the interviewer, stopping frequently outside 
homes. An assistant took notes of locations that provoked а memory. This 
information was later cross referenced to identify locations where houses had been 
demolished, and the names of the families that had inhablted them. This method 
produced very satisfactory results as many original homes ofthe cohort's childhoods 
survive. Other field trips to the cemetery with members of the cohort provided 
valuaЫe undocumented anecdotal information and evoked childhood memories of 
rites and rituals later used to evoke а response at interview. 
Their oral testimony has been а valuaЫe source of data, not only to supplement the 
gaps in the primary sources, but also to provide the type of information that is not 
usually documented. 1n this case, it explores the role ofwomen in the community and 
the experience of childhood. Information on the parents of those interviewed has also 
been gathered from the testimony, and some family memories have been evoked that 
provide information on the first generation of settlers. The nature of the community 
has inspired the retention of shared memories and the passing of these memories to 
the present generation. Some anomalies in these stories have been discovered, and 
myths are shown to have evolved, which have been used to perpetuate the traditions 
and continuity of the group over the period. 
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Only а small selection of title searches and Births, Marriages, and Deaths Certificate 
searches were undertaken, partly for reasons of expense, and partly because these 
sources do not offer complete information. The original Ьirths, deaths, and marriage 
registers for Hamilton and Auckland were made availaЫe and proved to Ье а 
reasonaЫe source for identifying the social and geographical nature ofthe community. 
Requests elicited manuscripts, rare puЬlications, and photos in private possession. 
Archives consulted included the Hamilton PuЫic LiЬrary, Auckland PuЬlic LiЬrary, 
Auckland Regional Office ofthe National Archives, LiЬrary ofthe Auckland Institute 
and Museum, The Queen Elizabeth Army Museum Waiouru, the Alexander Tumbull 
LiЬrary, Archives ofthe Catholic Diocese of Auckland, Archives ofNotre Dame de 
Missions in Lower Hutt, Archives ofthe Sisters ofMercy, New St., Auckland, the 
University ofWaikato liЬrary, the Photographic Archives ofthe Waik:ato Museum of 
Art and Нistory, the Нistorical Places Trust Hamilton, Lands and Information New 
Zealand Archives in Hamilton, Land Registry Office, Hamilton, Registrar Births 
Deaths and Maпiages Hamilton, Hamilton City Council Records, Hamilton PuЬlic 
LiЬrary, Valuation New Zealand in Hamilton, The Latter Day Saints Genealogy 
Centre, the Waikato Genealogical Society, New Zealand Aerial Mapping Ltd., 
Hastings, and Bishop's Office, Chanel Park in Hamilton,and Offices of St. Mary's 
Parish in Hamilton and the convent ofNotre Dame des Мissions in Hamilton. In the 
next chapter, the documentary evidence for the military settlement will Ье considered. 
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Chapter Опе: Military Settlement 1864 
The history ofthe Irish in Hamilton begins in 1864. They were among the military 
settlers who were to estaЫish the township, now а city that is centrally located in а 
larger area known as the Waikato. In this chapter, а short history of the 
foundation of the settlement is outlined so that the beginnings of the Irish 
community may Ье understood. The context in which they settled, including the 
methodology and terms of recruitment for the militia and the type of men recruited, 
is ап important consideration in the development of the Irish community. The 
initial distribution and denomination of the first and subsequent companies was 
also to influence the development of the enclave in Hamilton East ·rather than 
West. The conditions for settlement were not ideal, and the settlers encountered 
many difficulties. This was to prove to Ье а decisive factor in the persistence of the 
settlers. The role of religion in the community, and the issues of nationalism, the 
evidence for the placement of the original Catholic Church, and its historical 
precedence in Нamilton, were all issues critical to the development of the 
subsequent Irish community. 
The history of its foundation begins with the passing of the New Zealand 
Settlements Act of 1863 when the richest agricultural lands of the W aikato were 
confiscated from the Maori tribes. Officers of the Imperial Forces chose sites on 
the Waikato River for three main proposed Military townships, one of which was 
the deserted Мaori village of Кirikiriroa, renamed "Hamilton", (See Мар 1 ). >1 
Two sites were chosen for settlement, one on the eastem bank of the W aikato 
River and one on the West, therefore "Hamilton East" and "Hamilton West". 
There was enough land between the two for 500 to 600 men·2 On the east wide 
387 town acre Ыocks were surveyed on the east side and 259 on the west·3 
1 Р.Ј. GibЬons, Astride the River: А Нistor, ofНamilton (Нamilton, 1977), р.35. 
2 Н. С. М. Noпis, Aлned Settlers: The story ofthe Founding ofНamilton. New Zealand 1864-
1874 (Sydney, 1956), р.40. 
З P.D.H Allen., 'Military Settlement in the Мiddle Waikato Basin', (МPhil, University of 
Waikato, Нamilton 1969), р.55. 
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Мар (1) North Island, Waikato District and Hamilton New 
Zealand, showing Military Settlements 1864/1865 • 
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Кirikiriroa, along with other designated sites, was to Ье settled Ьу special 
Volunteer Corps that had Ъееn raised for service in the New Zealand Wars, but the 
main function of which was to settle men on the land after the rebellion was over. 
These townships were to replace the Imperial Forces and continue to provide а 
buffer zone between the North Island Maori people and South Auckland settlers; 
"А ftontier line to the South of Auckland may Ъе taken up and permanently 
guarded Ьу men сараЫе, with little assistance, of resisting the attacks of 
trouЫesome natives beyond it". 4 Premier Alfted Domett, whose ministry 
presented the settlement plan to the Govemor, believed that the recruits who 
would comblne the aspects of both farming and defence could Ье found in the gold 
fields of New Zealand and Australia, where Irishmen formed а large part of the 
workforce. Men, he said, who were "hardy, self-reliant, accustomed to а bush life 
and expert in the use offirearms".5 
The terms of enlistment gazetted in New Zealand on 5 August 1863 included ftee 
passage for those not already in the North Island, рау, rations, and а town and 
farm section according to rank. 6 Ву 6 October 1863 the first three of four 
Regiments were almost formed. The fourth, which was to Ье settled in Кirikiriroa 
(Hamilton), had not yet enlisted опе recruit Ьу this time. 7 The recruitment of the 
fourth regiment differed ftom that of the others in that there were not quite enough 
volunteers left in New Zealand. An application was made therefore to the Мinister 
of Defence Ьу Lieutenant William Steele to recruit in Australia. Steele was asked 
to bring back 'settlers' rather than 'soldiers', who should preferaЫy Ье married, 
respectaЫe and of good character, to ensure that they made permanent settlers. 8 
The Irish migrants in Australia would have been attracted to the terms of 
enrolment, which were; ftee passage, the promise of land, and по requirement to 
fight. 9 The 4th Regiment, therefore, was to have а different composition to the 
others. There would prove to Ье more Catholic Irish than Protestant Irish in it, and 
4 GiЬЬons,.p. 30. 
s ·ь·d L!_., 
6 Norris, Anned Settlers, Р 17. 
7 iЬid., р. 19. 
8 iЬid., р.21. 
9 iЬid., рр. 21-22. 
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which reflected the profile of the Irish migrants to Australia who were 
predominately Catholic. 
Accordingly, most of the men in the advance party, Captain Steele's No. 4 
Company, were Australian recruited. 10 lt was not only the greater numbers of 
Catholic Irish in the advance party that was to Ье the reason for the estaЫishment 
of an enclave, they were better equipped for survival than the following militiamen 
because they had the best selection of availaЫe land. Hamilton East had been the 
first part of Hamilton to Ье surveyed.11 The evidence shows that No. 4 Company 
built the Hamilton East Redoubt where the militiamen camped while waiting for 
their town lot. 12 These men received the first balloted land allocations in 
Hamilton. 13 Мар (2) shows the distribution of town acres in Hamilton East to the 
men ofthe advance party, No. 4 Company, and their nationalities. Ofthe 113 men 
in the advance party, the section allocation of93 can Ье traced. 
The reason for the conglomeration of section allocations around the central part of 
Hamilton East was that this was where the best land was, with flat building sites 
and proximity to the landing at the river. Almost all of the section allocations to 
these men can Ье traced-14 Although the literature suggests that all land was 
balloted, and therefore the distribution was random, the clusters on the map show 
otherwise. There are distinct clusters of English and Irish. The cluster of English 
militiamen's sections with road ftontage on Clyde Street, Cook Street, Firth Street, 
and Albert Street are all almost adjacent to each other. Similarly there are three 
distinct clusters of Irish militiamen's sections. There are in the Clyde Street, 
Galloway Street and Wellington Street areas. These initial clusters of particular 
interest to the development of Irishtown. 
10 N.Z. Anny Department, Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Мilitia. 
Of 113 men in No. 4 Company, 85 were recruited in Australia. 
11 Gibbons, р.61. 
12 Allen, р.58. 
13 Љid., р. 61. 
Allen, р. 17. The method of distribution was as follows. "Each Officer and man was entitled to 
one town section, and to farm sections varying in size with rank date of enrolment". Those 
enlisting Ьefore 1 April 1865 were entitled to the following: Field Officers-400 acres, Captains-
300 acres, Surgeons-250 acres, Subalterns-200 acres, Sergeants-80 acres, Corporals-60 acres, 
Privates-50 acres. 
14 See Appendix (Е). 
Мар (2) Hamilton East showing nationality of, and section allocation to, No. 4 
Company, 4th Regiment Waikato Militia 1864, and estimated positions of 
Catholic Churches 1865, and 1877. 
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The cluster of Irish in the Clyde Street area may explain why Moule granted the 
land at the redoubt for the building of the first church. F or the same reason the 
core group of Irish militiamen in the vicinity of the second church may have been 
the reason that land was later purchased there for its construction. The group on 
Galloway Street could also Ье assumed to have been another core group that 
рrоЬаЫу influenced the development of this street into the preferred location for 
the civilian settlers of the 1870s. The Wellington Street cluster was situated in 
another area that was to later become densely populated with Irish families. An 
overall view of the clusters shows that they generally occur in the north-eastern 
part of the Нamilton East surveyed area, which complements the later evidence 
that the Irish settlers tended to settle in this area. 1s The proposal is that these were 
not randomly distributed, but were based on nationality rather than religion. This 
initial advance party is of interest because they influence the pattern of the 
development of buildings. It appears that these men had the advantage of being 
offered the prime town sites availaЫe. 
Land was better on the East side for two reasons. Land adjacent to the river on 
the river terraces had the advantage of having already been cultivated Ьу the 
previous Maori occupants, rendering the task of growing crops easier for these 
first settlers.16 The flat land around the redoubt also proved suitaЫe for cropping. 
The following excerpt supports this, "The best selection of land was around the 
Hamilton East ог Кirikiriroa redoubt, on slight rises; there the land is stiffer and 
equally fertile in appearance . . . а number of town acres on the eastern side will Ье 
in а thick and high manuka scrub, where soil is not only rich but is quite still 
enough for the cultivation of excellent wheat". 17 The land to the east of the river 
was also elevated, and the first sections balloted around the redoubt had better 
drainage and а flat building platform in proximity to the river landing. Closeness to 
the landing was essential for the short cartage of building supplies. 18 It is known 
that these sections had good elevation; " ... at Кirikiriroa the river flowed ЗО to 80 
15 Norris, Armed Settlers, р. 212. 
16 GibЬons, р. 26. 
Norris, Armed Settlers, р.44. 
17 Allen, р. 47. 
18 William Graham, Plan ofНamilton East, SeptemЬer 23 1864, S.O. 201, А2 
LINZ. 
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feet below the surface, ftom the river а series of terraces rose to generally elevated 
surface" .19 Sections were also planned to surround а puЫic square, which was 
intended to Ье the town centre. 2о The Hamilton East settlement appeared to have 
all the requisite components for а successful settlement. 
The distribution of sections on the basis of nationality rather than religion raises 
some questions about the lack of sectarianism in the preliminary settlement. 
However, before the issue of Irish Catholics and Protestants is addressed, the 
numbers of distribution of total Irish in the rest of the rest of the 4th Waikato 
Regiment must Ье considered. 
Over 600 men were recruited before 18 71, including the advance party. 21 After 
discharges, desertions, deaths, and substitutions are allowed for, 460 men remained 
of whom 456 are recorded as having received their land grants. They received at 
least an acre in town and 50 acres in the surrounding farmland. Information on 
these settlers can Ье obtained ftom the Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll of the 
4th Regiment Waikato Militia. This includes name, Ьirthplace, date and place of 
enrolment, age, height, occupation, religion (nominated as 'Catholic', 'Protestant' 
or 'Presbyterian') and discharge dates. 22 152 of these men were Irish, 89 of theni 
19 Allen, р 47. 
20 Gibbons, р.46. 
21 Norris, Armed Settlers, р.24. 
The total muster was estimated as numЬering 570 men, but the records show that there were 622 
recruits including substitutes. 
22 N.Z. Army Department, Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Мilitia, the 
process ofresearch for this study, а full list ofthe militiamen that settled Hamilton Was tabulated 
for the first time. Appendix (Е) details these men. giving their regimental numЬers, and where 
possiЫe sumames and Christian names. The Irish contingent, and the advance party have been 
listed. It remains for the other details from the rolls to Ье included, so that other studies of the 
European founders сап Ье undertaken. Rarely is а source availaЫe that offers evidence of 
Ьirthplace, religious denomination and occupation as well as physical characteristics. А study 
that follows these militiamen from their arrival in New Zealand to their deaths would provide 
interesting information оп the demographic Ьehaviour of опе group of settlers. 
Golden, Rev. John, Some Old Waikato DaYs (New Zealand ТаЫеt Printing and PuЫishing 
Company, Dunedin 1922), р. 57. There is evidence that the last substitution was made Ьetween 
1869 and 1871. Father John Golden records that а Father Stephen Chastagnon had charge of 
Нamilton for aЬout two years and left in 1871. Не says that during Father Chastagnon's tenure а 
presbytery was built, and while it was Ьeing constructed he stayed with ап Ensign John Patrick 
Shanaghan. Norris recorded that ВаЬеr was the last man enrolled, and that he was the substitute 
for Shanaghan. Therefore, he could not have enrolled before 1871 as Shanagahan was 
still ап Ensign in Hamilton until then.Norris, Armed Settlers, р. 24. 
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Catholic Irish. When this number is added to the other Catholics in the Regiment 
and using Akenson's assumption that all Catholics were of Irish origin, it can Ье 
estimated that over а quarter of the Regiment was Catholic. This is higher than 
Akenson' s estimation that the 'Irish ethnic group in the late Victorian era 
constituted а little under one-fifth of the New Zealand population".23 Therefore 
there was а larger number than the national average of multigenerational Irish 
Catholics in the Regiment. This gave the Irish а significant advantage in 
estaЪlishing а community. The high numbers of Irish in the regiment, though not 
necessarily Catholic, are also important. It has been shown that the early group 
clustered on the basis of nationality. It is suggested that this is another reason that 
the Catholics were given land for the first church as there was а cultural 
camaraderie with the Protestant lrish and there was а reciprocal sympathetic 
understanding of their denominational needs. 24. 
When the farm allocations around the town had Ъееn surveyed it was considered 
that the men could Ъе self sufficient and they were struck off рау, receiving rations 
for а further year. 2s Often the farms allocated were largely swamp, or were 
completely under water. Colonel Moule received many complaints, such as the 
following petition. "More than half the 50 acre Iots received .. .is nothing but 
swamp . . . Men could not find sufficient dry ground to stand on". 26 lt is presumed 
that the men in the advance party also received the best of the surrounding country 
sections. An example of an Irish militiaman who was one of the first 1 ОО to 
receive arguaЪly better land was John Crosby, of No. 4 Company who supported 
his family поm his farm Ыосk. 21 Нis son Patrick, who was Ъоm on 8 February 
1864 was the first white child bom in Hamilton. 2s Нis family lived in а tent at first 
2З Donald Напnаn Akenson, 'The Irish in New Zealand', in Familia: Ulster Genealogical 
Review, 2, (5), 1989, р. 10. 
24 152 in the Regiment were Irish, there were 8 Australians. Тhе evidence in 
the introduction shows that more Irish migrated to Australia than New Zealand, therefore it could 
Ье assumed that the Australians in the regiment were more likely to Ье oflrish extraction. 
25 Н. С. М. Norris, 'Glimpse ofWaikato Нistory 1820-1870: The first European settlers in the 
Waikato', Auckland-Waikato Historical Journal, 22, (April, 1973), рр.20-24. 
26 Norris, Armed Settlers, р.67. 
27 N.Z. Army Department, Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Мilitia. No. 122, 
John CrosЬie. 
28 Registrar General, Birth Register, Cambridge, Folio No. 125/1865, Ref. No.81, Entry No. 26. 
Waikato Times, July 1902. 'Death offirst white child to Ье Ьоm in city'. 
Нamilton East Cemetery Records, No. 1566. 
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while waiting for their town acre to Ье surveyed. The daughter of Patrick Crosby 
remembered recalling how John CrosЬie (sic) had worked locally whenever work 
was availaЫe, grew vegetaЫes and grain on his farm, kept а cow and poultry, and 
only just managed to feed his family. 29 This gives an indication of the difficulties 
the other settlers faced. Even men with suitaЫe land had great difficulty accessing 
it with heavy loads. А board of enquiry decided that if а militiaman's land was 
more than half swamp, another ballot could Ье made. 
Conditions were harsh. The town Ыocks were too small to furnish а living, so 
those with unsuitaЫe farm sections living оп their town Ыocks had to find work in 
the vicinity in addition to the food they grew on the acre. They had no money to 
spare.30 Two years after the settlement was estaЫished, Rev. Ј. F. Mandeno's 
description ofHamilton gives an indication ofthe severity ofthe conditions; 
"Containing between three and four hundred houses, very straggly, as each 
house is built on а separate acre and Ьу no means picturesque, except as the 
river which runs through the middle of it makes it so. Still, after riding 
three or four hours over the fem, any appearance of civilisation is very 
welcome. It has not а thriving appearance about it. The people are 
evidently living there till they can get away ftom their military duties". 31 
The proЫems the settlers faced included farm sections that were part swamp with 
difficult access, and а lack of capital for drainage and cattle. The men were not 
farmers, most were tradesmen or labourers. 32 The market for crops was in 
Auckland and fteight costs Ьу river were too high. When militiamen began to 
leave after three years, town dwellers were reluctant to leave town for farm 
sections, many ofwhich were unusaЫe.33 
29 Pat Barnett, 22 OctoЬer, 1992, Таре No. 7, А 7:00. 
ЗО Norris, 'Glimpse of Waikato Нistory', рр. 23-24. 
31 А. Dmmmond, Earl,· Davs in the Waikato (Нamilton, 1956), р. 192. 
32 N.Z. Army Department, Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Мilitia 
33 Allen, р. 109. 
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Even in town conditions were harsh, the ground was covered with manuka scrub 
and bracken fern. On the east side а large area of kahikatea bush stood in а 
swamp. 34 There were gullies and streams cutting into the sandy pumice soil, and 
many lakes and small ponds. 35 The forests and scrub areas were wet swamps in 
winter. 36 There were no bricks and the houses had only earthen floors, wooden 
chimneys, and fireplaces. The walls were unlined and all cooking was done 
outside. 37 Perhaps the conditions were not so unfamiliar to the Irish. The Irish 
recruits ranged in age ftom 18 years to 39.38 This meant that they were born in 
Ireland between 1825 and 1846. In Ireland in 1841 40% of the total dwellings in 
rural areas were one-roomed cablns made of mud or some other perishaЫe 
material. 39 А bed was often straw and basic furniture was lacking. 40 This may 
have given the Irish а cultural advantage and тау explain their tenacity. The 
population of Hamilton had dropped ftom 1445 in 1865 to an all time low of 250 
persons Ьу 1869.41 Ву this time, 25 Irish militiamen remained of the 53 that had 
received land in Hamilton East. 42 This represents а decrease in the whole 
population of more than 80%, while the numbers of Irish in Нamilton East had 
decreased Ьу 50% only. The reasons for this tenacity were possiЫy because the 
Irish survived better in the conditions, and the Irish that had received the best land 
had estaЫished а small cultural cluster with which others identified. It is suggested 
that the multigenerational Irish Catholics in the regiment did cluster but there was 
also а non-sectarian cultural base between the Irish Catholics and Irish Protestants 
that provided mutual cultural reinforcement. This is evident in the way in which 
they received the land for their first church, and the probabllity that they needed 
help to construct it. 
34 Norris, Aпned Settlers, рр.44-45. 
35 Н.С.М. Norris, 'Early Europeans in the Waikato', in Waikato: Man and his Environment, 
Edited Ьу. D.Н. Goodall, (Нamilton, 1972) р. 33. 
36 GibЬons, р.41. 
37 Norris, 'Glimpse ofWaikato Нistory', рр. 23-24. 
38 N.Z. Апnу Department, Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Мilitia. 
39 F.S.L. Lyons, Ireland Since the Famine (London, 1971), р. 52. 
40 Cormac O'Grada, Ireland Ьefore and after the Famine (Manchester, 1988), р. 5. 
41 N.Z. Govemment Gazette (1864), рр. 147-156. 'Population of 4th Regiment 836 Мales and 
660 Females, total 1,496. 
Rates Rolls Auckland Province 1869, рр. 408-410. [Assessment Roll ofthe Кirikiriroa Нighway 
District for the year 1869]. 
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The Protestant and Presbyterian men had the opportunity to worship. Colonel 
Moule conducted open-air services for these men in the Hamilton West redoubt оп 
the west side of the river. 43 The Catholics in the Regiment did not have such а 
facility. Because there was а large contingency of Irish and Irish-descended 
militiamen, Moule decided to give them land to construct their own place of 
worship. There is further evidence of the supplementing of the Irish-bom 
Catholics with those of Irish descent as provided Ьу а visiting priest's description 
of the early Catholic community in the following excerpt; 
"То this isolated community, 14 hours and nine changes of horse from 
Auckland, came the beginnings of the estaЫishment of the Catholic Church 
in Hamilton, in the form of а visiting priest, Father Vinay, stationed at 
Rangiaowhia, who сате to celebrate Mass with the Catholic community 
between 1863 and 1869. Because of the strong Irish element in the 
W aikato Мilitia there was an average attendance of 5 7 people at Mass". 44 
This shows that there was а definite cluster and further supports the reasons that 
the Catholics were granted land. Norris describes the location as an, "exceedingly 
picturesque site for а church оп а commanding eminence overhanging the river". 45 
It appears that Moule was recognising the importance of appeasing the Catholics in 
his Regiment Ьу giving them а quality site. It сап Ье considered that Moule 
donated а site that was close to the cluster of Irish in No. 4 Company. This 
evidence concurs with а Hamilton historian Н.С.М. Norris who observed that 
there was а cluster of Irish in this area.46 It has long been considered that the first 
Catholic Church was built in 1877, in fact the evidence shows that it was "in the 
course of erection" in 1865. 47 Dr. Peter Gibbons confirms this belief; 
43 Norris, Armed Settlers, р.80. 
44 ACDA INТ. 1/3-6 [Typescript Ьу Rev. Е. Simmons, 'Auckland Parishes, а very small 
bedraggled township. Нamilton 1869-1966']. 
45 Norris, Anned Settlers, р. 106. In the chapter of Anned Settlers relating to 1865, Moule is 
quoted as presenting the site for the church to the Catholics. Unusually, Norris has not provided 
the exact reference for the quotation so that the source can Ье checked for possiЫe further details. 
In the course of research for his definitive and comprehensive history of Hamilton, Astride the 
River, University of Waikato historian Dr. Peter GibЬons has offered the opinion that he found 
Norris, who he says was а lawyer, to Ье а reliaЬle and thorough source, to Ье а reliaЫe and 
accurate source. 
46 Norris, Anned Settlers, р. 212. 
47 IЬid., р. 106. 
"Considering the size of the township and the financial proЬlems, it is 
remarkaЫe that early in the 1870s three denominations had erected 
churches ... The Roman Catholic church erected their first building soon 
afterwards". 48 
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In the process of this study it was discovered that not only was the first Catholic 
church constructed а half а decade earlier than was thought, but that it also 
appears to have been the first church constructed in Hamilton. There were four 
main churches in Hamilton in the 1870s but the Catholic Church was the first 
church to have been started in Hamilton, and possiЫy the first church built. The 
Anglicans began building а church in 1866, but it was bumt down in 1867 before it 
was completed. 49 The Methodists opened their first church in 1868. 50 The 
Presbyterians completed theirs in March 1867 51 
The implications of this discovery are that the Catholic Irish were an important 
element in the consideration of the foundation of the city of Hamilton. They not 
only estaЫished an ethnic cluster when the indications are that others рrоЬаЫу did 
not, but also an estaЫished historical precedence. Of all the denominations in 
Hamilton, the Catholics have had the longest continuity of church buildings. 
The original location of the 1865 building predates Church archival sources. No 
title exists. PossiЫe sites can Ье considered through information discovered in the 
following puЬlished and unpuЬlished recollections. For example, Christopher 
Waikato Times 'Нamilton Centenary Issue', supplement (Мonday, August 24, 1964), 
р. 159. 
Golden, р. 36. While perhaps this study may provide material for the ongoing debate on the 
history and historiography of the Irish in New Zealand, it has also had direct implications for the 
history of Нamilton. The discovery of the previously undocumented location, and date of 
construction, of the first Catholic Church in Нamilton, has led to а revision of the date of its 
founding. It is now considered that the Church in Нamilton Ьegan in DecemЬer 1865, rather 
than 1877 as had Ьееn thought for many years. Тhе location of the site of the first church in 
Нamilton is also of historical significance as the evidence shows that it was рrоЬаЫу the first 
Church constructed in Hamilton. While the site is presently unmarked, it is hoped that there may 
Ье the facility to do so in the future. 
48 Gibbons, р 48. 
49 ·ь·d 1_1 ., 
50 ·ь·d !....L,, 
51 Waikato Times 'Нamilton Centenary lssue', р. 164. 
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Carthy, ап Irish Catholic Мilitiaman, had а town section in the northem part of 
Hamilton East. 52 Нis son, Pat, has been documented as recalling "wading through 
the flax and fem in Opoia Flat to get to the old church 'at the redoubt' for 
Мidnight Mass". 53 Irene Crosby, one of the oral history cohort, recalls а family 
memory that her grandfather, Irish militiaman John CrosЬie (sic), "got wood to 
build the first Catholic Church 'оп the redoubt' . 54 Amateur historian, Geoflrey 
Roche, the author of ап unpuЬlished script on the Catholic Parish of Saint Mary' s 
suggested that "it appears to have been in Von Tempsky Street, 'in part ofMoule's 
redoubt'. " 55 The redoubt location is again mentioned in а script compiled circa 
1981 Ьу one of the cohort, Zoe Horton.56 In his memoirs, Father John Golden, 
priest in Hamilton from 1874 to 1883, writes of the "30 ft long church" and that 
"originally it stood 'at the redoubt' over the river".57 А photograph ofit appears in 
the Hamilton Convent JuЬilee publication of 1935 in its later position оп Clyde 
Street, where it was used as а "school for Primers". 58 This evidence suggests that 
the first church was 'at the redoubt. . . in the redoubt ... on the redoubt'. What the 
size or exact site of the redoubt was is not certain, but it is possiЫe that the church 
was situated somewhere within it, or within the surrounding military reserve, even 
possiЬly оп Colonel Moule's own selection which was beside the Мilitary 
Reserve.(Map 1). 
While the precise location has been lost, what is important is that ап approximation 
сап now Ье made. This church was а permanent structure rather than а temporary 
artifice because there is evidence that а presbytery had been built beside it to house 
а Father Stephen Chastagnon, who had charge of Нamilton, Cambridge and 
Ngaruawahia between 1869 and 1871.59 Father John Golden notes that after the 
church was built the visiting priest had stayed with опе of the militiamen until "the 
52 No. 352, Christopher Carthy, No. 4 Company, Section No. Е119. 
53 Rejoice in Норе: Centenaг. Sister ofOur Lady ofthe Мissions Hamilton 1884-1984, edited Ьу 
Sister Mary Audrey Hair (Нamilton, 1984 ), р. 19. 
54 No.122, John CrosЬie, No. 4.Company, SectionE 129. 
Irene Crosby, 22 OctoЬer, 1992, Таре 7, А 11:45. 
55 Geoffrey Roche, 'Catholic Parish of Saint Мary's Hamilton', October 26, 1965. [UnpuЫished 
personal memoir held at Waikato Нistorical Society]. 
56 Zoe Horton, 'Memoirs of а long association of her family with St. Мary's Parish, Нamilton 
East'. [UnpuЫished personal memoir, circa 1981). 
57 Rev. John Golden, р. 7. 
58 Нamilton Convent JuЬilee, р. 5. 
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heads of the little congregation ... resolved to secure а permanent residence for the 
priest and а cottage was purchased". 60 This is evidence that although there were 
few early parishioners, they were organised and proactive, which again indicates а 
cluster, or perhaps а small community. The Catholic diocesan archives confirm 
that the first presbytery was built in 1870.61 Both the church and presbytery were 
sturdy enough to have been moved to the Clyde Street site nine years later. 62 It is 
also interesting that Father Golden makes particular reference to а religious 
characteristic associated with Irish Catholics. Father Golden describes James 
Shanaghan, presumaЬly son of John Patrick, as "old enough to take part in the 
removal and re-erection of the first Catholic Church. His family has inherited the 
spirit of their parents and grandparents". 63 In other words, recognisaЫe Irish 
Catholic traits could Ье seen in the behavioural pattems of the first generation Irish 
in Hamilton. This is an important consideration in the life of the enclave. lt will Ье 
seen that this pattem persisted over three generations. 
In conclusion, the Irish settlers had an early historical advantage in estaЫishing а 
cluster, not only because the earliest arrivals acquire quality land, but their 'strong' 
presence enaЫed the construction of the first church in Нamilton. There is also 
partial evidence for them being the only nationality to cluster, therefore, the Irish 
Catholics not only had an historical precedence in the 'bricks and mortar' of the 
community, but also in their cultural foundation. The larger numbers in Irish 
Catholics and their initial geographical distribution in the in the founding Regiment 
ensured that such а cluster was а possiЬility. This would not necessarily indicate, 
however, that they would Ье persistent, and yet they were. This was because the 
type oflrish Catholic settler in the Regiment was hardy, resilient, and staЫe. They 
may also have had more familiarity with the harsh conditions than their 
counterparts. There was no evidence of denominational separatism or sectarianism 
towards or between the Irish in the Regiment. Instead, they appeared to share а 
cultural camaraderie. These considerations support the observation that а cluster 
59 Golden, р. 57. 
60 iЬid., Ьefore it was built Father Chastagnon had stayed with John Patrick Shanaghan, quarter-
master at the military camp. No. 530, James (sic) Shanaghan. 
61 ACDA INТ. 1/3-6. 
WeeklY News, 18 NovemЬer 1871. [Вishop Croke's visit to Нamilton]. 
62 Golden, р. 7. 
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of Irish created the foundation for an ensuing enclave. This cluster was shown to 
have had attributes that indicated а strong potential for the development of an lrish 
Catholic community, including attributed Irish characteristics and observed 
religious associations. Most importantly it estaЫished the apparatus of the church, 
and while in this founding generation the church was located in proximity to а 
cluster of Irish, in the following ones the community located itself in proximity to 
the church. 
Therefore, the development of what сате to Ье known as 'Irishtown' can Ье 
directly traced to а comЬination of the site of the first church, and the behaviour of 
а small cluster. In the next chapter it will Ье shown that its site in Hamilton East 
was very important to the subsequent development of the Catholic Community and 
associated buildings until it accumulated а total of 14 acres of land in proximity to 
the first church over the next seven decades. 64 
63 Golden р.58. 
64 Waikato Times 'Нamilton Centenary Issue', р. 159. 
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Chapter Two: 'Bricks and Mortar' 
The documentary evidence seems to suggest that not only was there continuous 
Irish settlement in Hamilton between 1864 and 1940, but а distinct Irish 
community. The proof ofthis community is the general clustering effect over the 
period. An initial cluster has been shown in the evidence for the Irish in the 
military settlement. In the period after 1870, the Irish militiamen still constituted 
а core group that was supplemented Ьу civilian settlers. An intensive new 
clustering of Irish Catholics began. The links between the military and civilian 
settlers included chain migration, endogamy, and the role of the church. The 
statistical information shows that the numbers of Catholics increased and that the 
community continued to thrive and grow and remain Irish. The characteristics 
that make this community distinctively Irish are explored. The constant pressures 
for assimilation on the community including the lack of sectarianism, nationalist 
inclination and the lack of competition for work and yet the community did not 
begin to dissipate until the 1930s. So why did it survive? 
The statistical information provides complete information after 1911 of those 
Hamilton residents who were bom in lreland, and those who have nominated 
themselves as 'Catholic' оп the census retums. The classification of 'Irish' 
includes some of those Irish bom settlers who arrived in Hamilton with the Militia 
and civilian settlers, and also пеw immigrants who may have come directly from 
lreland, or moved fi-om other areas of New Zealand. Graph (1) shows that the 
numbers of Irish-bom rose fi-om 1911 until they peaked in 1921 and declined 
thereafter, while the Catholic population maintained а steady and notaЫe increase 
through the period. 
ln the introduction, Akenson's hypothesis was that Catholics as а group сап Ье 
used as а surrogate for the multigenerational Irish. Those Catholics bom in New 
Zealand сап therefore Ье said to Ье part of the multigenerational cohort of first 
and second generation Irish in New Zealand, which was being constantly 
supplemented Ьу пеw immigrants. However, Graph (1) shows that the rise in the 
number of Catholics after 1921 was not dependent оп the number of пеw Irish 
immigrants, but was being caused Ьу something. 
Graph (1) Irish and Catholics in Hamilton 1911-1936. 
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There are two possiЫe explanations. First, that the immigrants' families were 
more fertile. The baptismal records which will Ье considered in this chapter 
appear to show that immigrant Irish parents had only as many children baptised as 
first or second generation lrish.1 However, without more detailed study of the 
ages of the immigrant women and their pattems of f ertility no assumptions can Ье 
made on the possiЬilities of an increase or decrease in the fertility rate of new 
immigrants. Second, the increase in the Catholic population could Ье directly 
attributed to the presence of an Irish enclave in Hamilton. Akenson has concluded 
from his own research on the population distribution of Catholic and Protestant 
Irish in New Zealand that there was nothing remarkaЫe about the distribution of 
Catholics, or Irish. According to his studies, the urban/rural breakdown of the 
entire population and the Roman Catholic population for the year 1921 was 
almost identical. That is, more Catholics lived in urban areas, fewer in rural areas, 
and their percentage distriЬution would Ье expected to Ье the same as the general 
population. Therefore, he argues, if according to his own hypothesis the Catholics 
1 The untranscriЬed Ьaptismal registers are а useful source of information on the numЬers of 
parishioners as no other complete records have survived. Тhis scope of this study does not permit 
ore detailed investigations of the registers, but in this staЫe population they may yield some 
information on the fertility rates of Irish and Catholics for comparative analysis. 
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are а surrogate for the Irish as а group, they "did not bunch".2 Yet, the following 
evidence shows in Hamilton, they did. The numbers for the Irish bom and 
Catholics in the period are atypical for the general population, showing а relative 
increase in both. ТаЫе (1) shows that while the total numbers of Irish-bom in 
New Zealand decreased between 1916 and 1921, they increased in Hamilton. The 
national decrease was due either to death or to lower immigration; it is not 
possiЫe to discern Irish immigration figures for New Zealand.з The increase in 
Hamilton must have been caused Ьу Irish migrants coming to Hamilton from 
other areas, аг.d Catholics either displaying ,an unusual increase in fertility rates, 
or moving to Hamilton from other areas also, the latter is more рrоЬаЫе. 
ТаЫе (1) Percentage increase in Irish born in Hamilton and New Zealand 
1916 and 1921. 
% Irish born 
New Zealand 
%1rish born 
Hamilton 
Source: 
1916 
3.4% 
1.3% 
From Censusyears 1916 and 1921 
1921 
2.8% 
2.3% 
Not only did the numbers oflrish increase relative to the general population but as 
the following ТаЫе (3) shows, there was also а higher concentration of Catholics 
in Hamilton for all the years shown. А consideraЫe disparity between the 
Catholics as а percentage of the population of Hamilton, and Catholics as а 
percentage of the population of New Zealand can Ье seen.4 This evidence adds 
further weight to the theory that Catholic families were moving to Hamilton. 
ТаЫе (2) shows that as а percentage of the general population in 1921 there were 
over 2.5% more Catholics in Hamilton than would Ье expected. The ТаЫе also 
shows that the number of Catholics in Hamilton almost douЬled between 1916 
and 1921. In comparison, the numbers of Catholics in New Zealand only 
2 Donald Напnаn Akenson, Small Differences: Irish Catholics and lrish Protestants. 1815-1922 
(Canada, 1988), р. 55. 
3 Donald Напnаn Akenson, 'The Irish in New Zealand', р. 1. The figures for Irish migration to 
New Zealand are included under the general heading Australasia. 
4 Birthplace omitted from 1926 Census. 
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increased ftom 151,606 in 1916 to 164,133 1921 This finding is significant in 
relation to the pattem for the general population, it can Ье said that the statistics 
ftom 1911 and 1936 show that there was а definite cluster of Irish and Catholics 
in Hamilton. 
ТаЫе (2) Numbers of Catholics in Hamilton 1901-1936 relative to 
the population of Hamilton and the population of New Zealand 
Year CathoHcs in Catholics as а CathoHcs as а 
Hamilton percentage о/ percentage ој 
Hamilton NewZealand 
Population populati.on 
1901 181 14.44 14.21 
1906 334 15.53 14.29 
1911 495 13.97 13.94 
1916 813 13.79 
1921 1566 16.00 13.47 
1926 1865 13.28 12.89 
1936 2531 15.76 13.09 
Source: Population Census, 1911, 1916, 1921, 1926, and 1936. 
Note: Figures for total population ofHamilton not availaЫe for 1916 
This is раlраЫе evidence for an Irish community in this period. It is likely that 
Irish immigrants were attracted to Hamilton because а distinct Irish community 
existed there. The first and generational Irish that lived there chose to remain for 
the same reason. The church and educational facilities availaЫe in Hamilton also 
attracted Catholics. Not only did these groups move to Hamilton, but they moved 
to а specific area, Hamilton East. The Baptismal records after 1901 provide 
evidence of this and support the previous statistical findings.s They show there 
was а residential cluster of Catholic families in Hamilton East. 
5 'LiЬer Baptisatorum, in Ecclesea Sanctae Мariae Apud Нamilton New Zealand in Dioecesi 
Aucopolitani 9.2.1885-8.6.1926'. [Register Baptisms, Church ofSt. Mary's Hamilton New 
Zealand in the Diocese of Auckland 9.2. 1885-6. 1926] 
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Graph (2) shows that the numbers ofbaptisms for 'Hamilton East' are higher than 
for 'Hamilton' ftom 1901 to 1910. 
Graph (2) Children Baptised at St. Mary's Parish, Hamilton: 1901-1910 
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Source: Baptismal Registers 1885 -1926.6 
Note: The Baptismal Registers nominate the residence of children baptised as 
'Hamilton' or other areas until 1901, when 'Hamilton' and 'Hamilton East' are 
used to discern areas of Hamilton. 1 
There were four baptisms at the Church of St. Mary' s, Hamilton, and а four-fold 
increase to 14 in 1906. While the numbers are small, they are significant. They 
confirm the trend for this period shown in ТаЫе (2). Not only had the numbers of 
Catholics in Hamilton almost douЫed, as had the Нamilton population, but the 
numbers of Catholics in Hamilton had grown 1. 8% more than in the general 
population.s This is evidence for the beginnings of а cluster. The figures in 
Graph (2) show that within these figures, the increase in Baptisms was more 
6 'LiЬer Baptisatonun, in Ecclesea Sanctae Мariae Apud Нamilton New Zealand in Dioecesi 
Aucopolitani 9.2.1885 - 8.6.1926'. 
7 Gibbons, р. 366. According to Peter GibЬon's map ofНamilton's town boundaries and 
extensions 'Нamilton' meant the original Hamilton West Central, until the Ьorough ofFrankton 
was included after 1917. 'Нamilton East' was the original Hamilton East Central Ьorough, with 
the Claudelands extension included after 1912. 
8 Census 1901, 1906. Тhе Нamilton population was 1,253 in 1901 but had almost douЫed to 
2,150 Ьу 1906. 
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significant in Hamilton East up to 1910. The trend continues in Graph (3) until 
1923. 
Graph (3) Children Baptised at St. Mary's Parish, Hamilton: 1910-1940 
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Source: Baptismal Registers 1885-1934.9 
After that time while the numbers of baptisms for Hamilton East continue to 
increase at а regular rate, the total numbers of baptisms in Hamilton increase 
dramatically. One reason for this was that the total Catholic population was 
increasing in Hamilton, and there was less housing availaЫe in Hamilton East for 
new families. New Irish and Catholic families had little choice but to move to the 
West side of the river.10 The boundaries of Irishtown can therefore Ье said to 
have expanded after the 1920s, and for the first time to include part of Hamilton 
West. This fits with the pattem of church-centricity where the community desired 
to Ье as close to the church buildings as possiЫe. 
9 iЬid., LiЬer Baptizatoroщ in Ecclesea Sanctae Мariae Apud Hamilton New Zealand in Dioecesi 
Aucopolitani, Mensis Junii Anni 1926-1934. The are also entries for cblldren who have come from 
other areas: Dargaville, Gordonton, Horatiu, Horsham Downs, Huntly, Капара rnpa, Komata, 
Matamata,. Мatangi, Мatapu, Morrinsville, Newstead, Ngaruawahia, Ohaupo, Ohinewai, 
Okoroire, Papkura, Petone, Pirongia, Pukatuka, Putaroru, Rotorua, Rukuhia, Rukuhia, 
Tahuna, Taupiri, Tauwhare, Те Awamutu, Те Kowhai, Те Маtа, Те Rapa, Те Rore, Те Uku, 
Tokoroa, Waharoa, Waihou, Waikaremoana, and Waitoa, 
10 Таре No. 11, Sister Маrу Hassan, А 8:56. The oral testimony of Sister Маrу Нassan offers an 
explanation. She recalls that her father arrived in Нamilton to settle in 1922 but there was а 
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For the purpose of this study, the statistical evidence provides а snapshot of 
Irishtown ftom 1901 to 1940 and complements the evidence for an enclave before 
this period. The remaining availaЫe statistical evidence on this community has 
been tabulated in ТаЫе (3). It shows all the availaЫe data on the numbers of 
Catholic parishioners, pupils in Catholic schools and pupils in private schools for 
those years where they are not differentiated. No local school records have 
survived. What is availaЫe comes ftom the figures for the diocese. 
ТаЫе (3) А vailaЫe data on Catholics, and Pupils in Catholic and Private 
Schools in Hamilton, from 1874 to 1936. 
Year С atho lics Total Pupils 
Private (Р) and 
Catholic (С) 
Schools 
1884 37С 
1885 100 75С 
1886 76С 
1887 99С 
1891 137Р 
1892 116 Р 
1895 134Р 
1896 101Р 
1897 110Р 
1898 130Р 
1899 107Р 
1900 112 Р 
1901 181 119С 
1906 334 87С 
1911 495 156С 
1916 813 -
1921 1832 342С 
1926 1856 384С 
1936 2531 -
Source: Census and Census Reports. 11 
Note: Figures for the Catholic Schools in the period 1891 to 1900 are 
included in the 'Private' school figures.12 
shortage of accommodation оп the East side near the church. Houses for rent or purchase were 
scarce. 
11 St. Мшу's Cathedral, Australasian Catholic DirectoГ\ 1901 (Sydney, 1901), рр. 113-14. 
St. Мary's Cathedral, Australasian Catholic DirectoГ\1 1906 (Sydney, 1906), рр. 125-26. 
St. Мary's Cathedral Book Depot, Australasian Catholic DirectOГ\' 1911, (Sydney, 1911), рр.172-
5. 
St. Мary's Cathedral Book Depot, Austtalasian Catholic Directory 1921 (Sydney, 1921), р. 189. 
St. Мary's Cathedral Book Depot, Australasian Catholic Directory 1921 (Sydney, 1921), р. 211. 
Figures for the Catholic Schools in the period 1891 to 1900 are included in the private schools 
figures. The Census reports show that there were three private schools in the years 1891, 18%, 
1897, and 1899. There were four private schools in 1890 and 1900. 
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lt is immediately evident that there are large gaps in the historiography of the 
Catholics/Irish in Hamilton. It is worth noting that the Catholic education system 
was the first instigated in Hamilton giving it an historical precedence. It shows 
that for most years the numbers of children steadily increase over the period. 
These alone are not an indication of the number of families living in Hamilton as 
children travelled into Нamilton daily Ьу train ftom outlying areas, but they do 
show that the numbers were increasing in the schools. This in tum led to the 
increase in school facilities, which expanded the structures and resources 
associated with and adjacent to the church buildings. 
The documentary soшces provide evidence before the latter period and show the 
evolution of the enclave ftom the cluster of first Irish settlers to what was to 
become а thriving Irish community. Two things happened about the same time in 
the early 1970s to change the profile of the Irish in Hamilton ftom а small cluster 
in the militia to а multigenerational enclave, and leave evidence of this transition. 
First, there was an influx of Irish Catholic civilian settlers. These settlers were to 
supplement the numbers of Irish Catholic militiamen that remained ftom the 1864 
settlement, and cause the embryonic Irish enclave to expand. Second, In April 
1874 Reverend John Golden was sent Ьу the Catholic Vicar General, Father 
Fynes, to "assume charge of the Waikato" ftom 1874 to 1880.13 His puЫished 
memoirs Some Old Waikato Days, and some other documents offer invaluaЫe 
insights into the early workings of the community, as well as lists of names that 
are the only evidence ofthe early civilian parishioners.14 
In his memoirs he lists what he descriЬes as the "principal" Catholic families, 
some ofwhom have Irish names~ " ... Pillings, wife of Colonel de Quincy, Мr. De 
Vere-Hunt, The Bшkes, the Clearys, the Crosbys, the Chittys, the Joneses, 
Sergeant McGovem and wife, the McSweeneys, the Ryans, Roachs, Lees, Cartys, 
(sic) Murphys, Stokes, Deegans, Delaneys, Hacketts, O'Connells, Cassidys, 
Kennys, Walshes, Cussens, Wallnutts, Kellys and the McGarrigles.".1s 
13 Golden, рр. 6-45. 
14 Тhе evidence for the early Catholic families is primarily Golden's, Ьoth in bls book Some Old 
Waikato Da\'S. and in the lists of parish subscriptions and notes now held in the ACDA. While the 
information these supply is incomplete, Ыs evidence сап Ье considered reliaЫe and first hand 
rather than anecdotal. 
15 Golden, р. 8. 
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Another unpuЫished list in Golden's own handwriting, provides some initials or 
christian names which confirm that eight of the family names he lists are those of 
Irish militiamen still living in Hamilton in the 1870s.1б This information shows 
that there is still а strong presence of Catholic Irish militiamen, and is further 
evidence of the cultural base estaЫished Ьу the 4th Regiment Waikato Militia, 
which continued into the 1870s. 
The militiamen provided а core and there is evidence in the Marriage Registers to 
support the probability that relationships developed between the Irish Catholic 
Militiamen and 'chain migration' civilians. Irish military settler Patrick Hayes 
married Johanna Shine, who could Ье а sister of Irish militiaman James Shine.11 
These tentative suggestions of links and relationships have а higher degree of 
probaЬility in this early period because of the small numbers of civilians and 
remaining militiamen. 
Predominantly Irish Catholic civilian settlers boosted the numbers of militiamen 
in the early 1870's. Evidence documenting them is sparse. Street indexes do not 
list many of the Irish ancestors of those interviewed, and other families known to 
have соте to Hamilton. Three of the cohort's families, the Ryans, Roachs, and 
Kellys apparently соте out together on 'The Oxford' in 1874, but they are not 
listed in the street indexes for the following five years.1в This may Ье because 
16 ACDA CRO [ke] 3-1, [Croke papers] Нarnilton Accounts 1871, (1) рр. 31-33. [minutes of 
puЫic meeting ofthe Catholics ofНarnilton, chaired Ьу Rev. Ј. Golden, July 5th 1874, some of 
those named correspond with those listed in the N.Z. Апnу Department, Nominal and Descriptive 
Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Мiliti~ No. 351 Thomas Cassidy, No. 190 Daniel Delaney, No. 127 
John Hackett, No. 219 James McCarthy, Sergeant Francis McGovem, No. 399 James Shine/No. 
511 Jeremiah Shine]. 
ACDA INТ. П, 1-3, No. 2, рр. 55~7. рр. 110-114. [the named subscriptions оп parish accounts 
1877-1880, provides some names that correspond with those listed in the N.Z. Апnу Department 
Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4t1t Regiment Waikato Мilitia, No. 116 Edward Burke, No. 351 
Thomas Cassidy, No. 21 Мшk Cleary, No. 425 William Coleman, No 426 Bemard Coleman, 
No.353 Thomas Connell, No. 190 Daniel Delaney, No. 486 Patrick Delaney, No. 135 James Dyer 
['Dwyer' in parish accounts], No. 194 Ј. Dunn [Dunne in parish accounts], No. 127, John Нackett, 
No. 145 Joseph Нinton, No. 587 William Jones, No. 479 John Kenny, No. 53 Thomas Kelly, No. 
367 Thomas Lees, No. 169 Јоlш МсСаЬе, No. 219 James McCarthy, No. 383 Daniel Ryan, No. 
530 James Shanaghan, and Lieutenant Robert Yallop Stokes. 
Norris, Anned settlers, р. 77. Norris descriЬes another оп the list, Sergeant Francis McGovem, as 
"once ofthe Irish Police". 
11 Register Мarriage St. Мary's Church Hamilton 1887 - 1903 (Нeld at Parish Office St. Mary's 
Cathedral, Нarnilton). 
N.Z. Апnу Department, Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Мilitia, No. 399 
James Shine. 
18 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 5:00. "Hugh and IsaЬella Kelly arrived оп 11 t1t June 1874 оп the 
Oxford, and lived оп the comer of Brookfield and Galloway Street". 
Rejoice in Норе, р. 95. 
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they lived with other families until they could find а house or land. Many other 
Irish civilian settlers were similarly unlisted, and а 'hidden' population of Irish is 
unexpectedly revealed in parish records with evidence that they were active 
members ofthe Catholic community. For example, Golden recorded other names 
on parish documents that are not found in the street indexes for 1875 - 1879.19 
Local historian Н.С.М. Norris offers some evidence of where they settled. Не 
says, there were "others ftom the North of Ireland who came to Hamilton and 
settled together in the eastem portion of Hamilton East". 20 This excerpt confirms 
Akenson's hypothesis that more Irish сате ftom the North of Ireland.21 It is 
interesting that in this "small bedraggled township" as it was descriЬed in 1874, 
which had around 666 people, the Irish are the only nationality refeпed to as а 
group, рrоЬаЫу because they formed а recognisaЫe cluster. The Scottish or 
English were not.22 Norris also provides а description of the disposition of the 
Irish which may help to explain their tenacity in early Hamilton, and shows that 
they exhiblted traits associated with other studies early in its development. They 
were, he says, "brought up in а farming country they had an aptitude for hard toil 
and contributed а modest and material share to the early development of the 
district". 23 
Other evidence for the existence of the community includes the migratory 
phenomenon known as 'chain migration' where "pattems of preference clarify the 
functions of emigration within the family unit", and which accounts for many of 
these civilian immigrants.24 Irish Families were reassemЫed, siЫings and ftiends 
being the usual settlers to follow, rather than parents. Golden lists names in the 
parish accounts, which provide one possiЫe example. 
19 Including; Ј. Anderson, М. Casey, Thomas Dalton, John Devitt, James Donovan, Fitzroy-
Peacock, Ј. Fitzgemld, Мartin Fitzgerald, Ј. Flannery, Forde, James Foster, Patrick Kelly, Thomas 
Lyons, Miss McCann, Ј. Moore, Мichael Mulcahy, Bernard Murmy, Ј. O'Connell, Мау O'Gam, 
Patrick O'Toole, М. Power, George Small, Р Toole, Christopher Tmynor, and W. Walshe. 
20 Norris, Anned Settlers, р. 212. 
21 Akenson, 'The Irish in New Zealand', р. 10. 
22 Rev. John Golden, Some Old Waikato Da:ys (Dunedin, 1922), р. 7. 
23 iЬid., р.212. 
24 David Fitzpatrick, Irish Emigration 1801-1921 (lreland, 1984), р. 21. 
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А Robert Ј. Haпis, whose death certificate states he was from Drogheda in 
Ireland, is рrоЬаЫу related to Irish Ensign Lewis В. Haпis, who was also ftom 
Drogheda.2s Unfortunately, there were no other contemporary lists of names as 
extensive as Golden's for the period, and no other extant church minutes or 
accounts until the 1920s. 
Another source of evidence of chain migration are the Baptismal Registers The 
roll of godparent was traditionally considered to have serious implications of 
responsibllity, and а close ftiend or relative would usually undertake it. For 
example, а Margaret Roach was а sponsor (or godparent) to Roddy and Helena 
Ryan's child in 1874.26 The oral evidence is that these two families came out on 
the boat together. The date of the baptism, the same year that Margaret Roach 
aпived in Hamilton, suggests that the Roachs and Ryans knew each other in 
lreland.21 For Margaret Roach's child Michael, bom in 1876, а Denis Sheahan 
and Margaret Power were registered as sponsors, and place of residence given as 
Hamilton, but their names do not appear on the 1875 directory.2s Because oftheir 
Irish names, they could Ье assumed ftiends or relatives of the Roachs. This is 
suggestive of more Irish Catholic unrecorded families. There is also evidence of 
new settlers having links with the militiamen. Irish militiaman John МсСаЬе and 
his wife sponsored the illegitimate child of Irish Мilitiaman Hugh Harkin and 
Ellen Miller.29 Ellen was possiЬly а relative of Protestant Robert Мillar.зo 
Another example was Coombes' child, who was sponsored in 1871 Ьу another 
Coombes, who was not а militiaman, but possiЫy а brother who had come to live 
in Hamilton. з1 More evidence of chain migration and Irish community networks 
is found in the cohort's family histories. Jose Devitt recalled that her father paid 
the passage for her mother to migrate to New Zealand, and she stayed with 
25 Certificate No.105623, Death Certificate, Registrar Generals Office, Which states; 'Robert 
Haпis died Costley Home, Epsom, 22 November 1923, aged 78 years'. Coлespondence from 
Be.ttem Sands-Smith to Dennis С. НamЬlin, 12 SeptemЬer 1993, "Lewis Bassiere Нarris died at 
Нaпisville in Huntly, оп 15 DecemЬer 1921, aged 88 years". 
26 Liber Baptisatoruщ 9.2.1885 - 8.6.1926. 
27 ibld. 
28 ibld. 
Wises New Zealand Street Directory 1875 - 1876. 
29 LiЬer Baptisatoruщ 9.2.1885 - 8.6.1926. 
зо N.Z. Army Department, Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Мilitia, No. 434 
Robert Мiller. 
з1 LiЬer Baptisatoruщ 9.2.1885- 8.6.1926. 
N.Z. Army Department Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Militia, No. 20 
James CoomЬes. 
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neighbours from lreland, the Faпells, until she maпied. The Farrells were 
working оп а convent farm in Pukekohe, and through them, the Lynchs heard that 
а јоЬ was availaЫe on the Hamilton convent farm. з2 
The small population in Hamilton also meant that there were few Catholics ftom 
whom partners for marriage could Ье chosen. Intermaпiage and conversion were 
not uncommon, and it appears that this also occurred more frequently between 
non-Catholic men and Catholic women. It is assumed that endogamy was 
practised where possiЫe, but exogamy does not initially appear to have had а 
detrimental effect оп the growth of the Irish Catholic community. Father John 
Golden' s list names Patrick Bestie, who is рrоЬаЫу а brother of Irish Protestant 
Edward Bestie, and who may have joined the church Ьу converting to marry а 
Catholic. The same could Ье said of Protestant Militiamen William Cumming, 
and Ј. Dwyer, both listed. 33 The baptismal registers show that Englishman Walter 
Chitty was baptised in 1874 aged 20 years, in order to marry Catholic 
Irishwoman, Alicia de Vere Hunt, in the first Catholic church in Hamilton East.34 
Another, the Catholic Reville family is recorded as descending from Protestant 
Irish militiaman Sylvester Maguire.3s 
The reason for the success of the enclave in spite of exogamy may Ье the demands 
made of non-Catholics. An example of the commitment required is seen in the 
following note found attached to the Marriage Register for 1887 - 1903; 
"1 the undersigned hereby promise that I will support my husband in the 
practise of his religious duties, and that I will permit my offspring, should 
divine providence Ыess us with such, to Ье baptised and educated in the 
Roman Catholic Church". 36 
32 Jose Devitt, 19 July 1993, Таре 1, А 0:31. The sisters later employed the Lynches to run their 
farm 'Кnighton Estate' which was 48 acres Ьought Ьetween 1917 and 1918 in Hamilton. The 
University of Waikato and St. John's College now stand оп this land. 
33 N.Z. Army Department, Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Militia, No. 557 
William Cumming, No. 135 Ј. Dyer. (sic) 
34 LiЬer Baptisatoruщ 9.2.1885 - 8.6.1926. 
Douglas Chitty, 'Walter and Alicia Chitty Нamilton Pioneers', Auckland-Waikato Нistorical 
Journal 50 (April 1987) р. 29. 
35 N.Z. Army Department, Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Мilitia, No. 65 
Sylvester Мaguire. 
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Immigration was а continual source of new Irish settlers for Irishtown. Evidence 
of new immigration in the early 1920s is found in the Marist Brothers Schools 
JuЬilee puЫished in 1972.37 There are many references to lreland and the Irish 
families of Irishtown in the recorded memories of 'old boys'. New Irish 
immigrant families are named including Hickeys, Horans, and Jordans.38 Old 
families are also noted and continuity observed with families named as 'Families 
of note' in the puЬlication and with Father Golden's list, including the Cassidys, 
Chittys, Crosbys, Carthy' s, Kellys, and Roachs. 
Ву 1935, Convent Records also show that these families and other original settler 
families continued to dominate parish life. 39 А "Who' s Who and Where" lists 
families that have had special significance in the parish. All except one are third-
generation Irish families whose grandparents were named in Father John Golden's 
list.40 This is remarkaЫe evidence that the focus of the community continued to 
Ье Irish, that this focus persisted over three generations, and is indisputaЫe 
evidence that an enclave existed. 
The evidence for outflow, or erosion, of the community is negligiЫe until the first 
World War. For the generation bom after the war, the pressure to assimilate was 
greater for two reasons. The Irish grandparents of the cohort were dead, and Irish 
immigration slowed after 1921. Exogamy without commitment to Catholicism 
occurred, and there is oral evidence that some families ceased communication if 
this happened.41 The natural inclination of the third generation to disperse was 
also exacerbated Ьу employment opportunities outside Hamilton and the lack of 
extemal pressure. There was no evidence for sectarianism, nor did there appear to 
Ье much interest in Irish nationalism. 
The open nature of sectarian relationships is а feature of the Hamilton Irish 
community. Following the Protestant Irish is more proЫematic than the Catholic. 
36 Register Мarriage St. Мmy's Church Нamilton 1887-1903 (Held at Parish Office St.Мmy's 
Cathedral, Hamilton). 
37 Golden Jubilee 1922 - 1972: Мarist Brothers Schools - Нamilton (Hamilton, 1972). 
38 See Append.ix (В). 
39 Тhere are difficulties in following the progress of these families. Sources of infoпnation 
include the Church registers, the oral histories, private interviews, unpuЫished church and juЬilee 
documents as well as the writings of Father John Golden. 
40 Cart[h]y's, Cassidys, Chittys, Crosbys, Delaneys, Jones, Kellys, McGarrigles, Ryans, Stokes 
were all Irish. the Wallnutts were not. 
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The most obvious reason is that Irishtown was Catholic Ьу denomination. 
Another reason is the lack of documentary evidence other than the militia rolls, 
and none of their descendants were interviewed for this study.42 The statistics 
have shown that national trends for Protestant and Catholic Irish are contrary to 
the observations in Hamilton ftom 1911. However, in this study it was found that 
the denominational proportions of the founding 4th Regiment Waikato Мilitia 
population was also atypical for the other Waikato Regiments, and possiЬly other 
New Zealand Regiments. There were more Irish Catholics than Irish Protestants. 
This is in contrast with the observations of eminent Irish historian David 
Fitzpatrick, who has suggested that more Protestant Irish than Catholic came to 
New Zealand in this period.4з An explanation for the difference in the Hamilton 
demographic is in the methodology of recruiting the Fourth Regiment with its 
large numbers of Australian-recruited militiamen.44 It could Ье suggested that this 
in tum influenced the type of civilian settler attracted Ьу chain migration. In other 
words, The Irish Catholics had an historical advantage of greater numbers in the 
original settlement and continued to do so ftom the 1870s. The Irish Catholics 
formed а soft-edged community that had strong pattems of behaviour that 
persisted and сап Ье documented over three generations. The association of 
'lrish' and 'Catholic' developed in this period and 'Irish' and 'Protestant' did not. 
Akenson comments that "we have no surrogate for Irish Protestants that operates 
the way Catholicism works for Irish Catholics", but that ''the Protestant minority 
has been too large to Ье historically ignored" .45 There is an intrinsic difficulty 
with finding evidence for Irish Protestants in Hamilton, and the lack of evidence 
precludes numerical analysis. What little evidence there is indicates that they did 
not appear to have organised themselves in any special way. Neither do those 
41 Таре 4, Мargaret Мills, 14 Мау 1993, А 11:57. 
42 Тhis is not only because, as has Ьееn explained in the introduction, the method of finding 
descendants precluded interviewing Protestant descendants Ьecause Irishtown was Ьeing 
researched with its Irish-Catholic connotations. 
43 David Fitzpatrick, Irish Emigration, р. 11. Не states that this was because there were different 
migration trends for Australia and New Zealand. "Тhе Australian Irish tended to соте from 
south-western and north-midlands counties, while New Zealand, with its strong Scottish tradition, 
attracted emigrants from Ulster as well". 
44 Тhе method of recruitment, that is most having Ьееn recruited in Australia, accounts for the 
higher numЬer of Catholic Irish, and therefore makes the Hamilton experience atypical for other 
New Zealand-recruited militia settlements. 1n other words, the predominance of Irish military 
settlers was Catholic, not Protestant 
45 Akenson, Small Differences, р.39. 
Akenson, 'Тhе Irish in New Zealand', р. 10. 
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identifiaЫe Protestant Irish seem to have been represented in puЫic office any 
more or less significantly than their Catholic counterparts in East or West 
Hamilton. For example, the Webb brothers and Ј. Martin were the only Irish 
Protestants members of а Hamilton Town Board.46 William Coleman, one of the 
Coleman brothers of the militia, who owned а butcher shop in Hamilton East, 
seems to have been the only Irish Catholic. Similarly, only two lrishmen were 
mayors of Hamilton Borough before 1900. William Jones а wealthy Catholic 
landowner, was mayor for 3 months in 1889. Protestant Ulsterman John Knox, an 
auctioneer, was mayor from 1880 to 1883.47 
Although Jones was Catholic, his mayoralty cannot truly Ье claimed as 
representative of Irishtown. Не appears to have operated on the periphery of the 
Catholic system. His children went to the state school in Hamilton West, rather 
than the Catholic one, despite living on Victoria Street close to the Bridge to the 
East; and he was married to а non-Catholic.4s Нis presence on the Church 
committee suggests that it was ассерtаЫе that his children did not attend the 
Catholic school. 49 Не had entree to the Catholic enclave, but he did not exclude 
himself from the wider community. His partial affiliation was symptomatic of the 
trend that was to inevitaЬly result in the dissipation ofthe community. 
While there is almost no demographic evidence of the Protestant Irish, their social 
behaviour is perhaps more in evidence Ьу default. There was no evidence of 
enmity between the Catholic and Protestant elements in Hamilton. An example 
was the relationship of ex-militiaman and Protestant Ulsterman John Knox with 
the Catholic community. Gibbons notes that he, "doubtless had little good to say 
about the papists, but never puЫicly attacked them [Catholic community ]". 50 It 
appears that on at least one occasion he had an amicaЫe role, conducting an 
auction at а Catholic bazaar in 1883. Не thanked everyone present on behalf of 
the priest, Fr. O'Gara, and proposed а hearty cheer for the ladies, certainly not the 
46 Gibbons, р. 316. 
N.Z. Anny Departrnent, Nominal and Descriptive Roll 4th Regiment Waikato Militia. No. 425 
William Coleman, No. 458 James Web, No. 459, Joseph Webb, No. 274 Ј. Martin. 
47 Gibbons, р.317. 
48 Sr. Anne-Мarie Jones, unrecorded interview, 5.November.1994. [grandniece of militiaman 
William Jones] 
49 Нamilton Parish Committee Мinute Book . 
50 GiЬbons, р. 300. 
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actions ofan anti-papist. In return, he "got а round of applause for his services".51 
This is even more surprising as he was а "leading spirit" in the Loyal Orange 
Order No. 9, and а Mason.52 This suggests that in the case of Knox and perhaps 
others there was undoubtedly cultural empathy. This example of socialisation 
shows that the Protestant Irish were co-nationalists, but not co-religionists. 
In contrast with the American experience, for example the Butte, Montana study 
used for comparison the Chapter IV, there was neither documentary nor oral 
evidence of lrish nationalism. This surprising пеw ethnic trait may not Ье specific 
to the Hamilton experience. Опе consideration may Ье is that the experience of 
the Irish migrant in New Zealand differed ftom that of North America. "In 
contrast to the North American search for political and religious fteedom, this was 
not а common cause of emigration to New Zealand."53 There is а silence in the 
testimonies about the period between 1916 and 1922 when the Irish rising and 
civil war took place, although it is certain that the cohort and their parents would 
have been aware of it. The news of the Auckland trial of ап Irish Bishop for 
sedition must also have reached Hamilton parishioners. Оп St. Patrick's day 
1922, The coadjutor for the Auckland diocese, Bishop James Liston, made а 
speech about the 1916 rebellion, which was considered seditious, and he was 
unsuccessfully brought to trial оп Мау 15. Surprisingly, discussion of this event 
did not evoke а response ftom the cohort. If the judges' summation was ап 
indication of the prevailing ideology, then it may explain the cohort's apparent 
lack of interest in Irish politics. 
"The speech was made to Irishmen, and if the jury were to look at these 
things in а fair, broad and liЬeral spirit ... They might think it is far better in 
New Zealand where Englishmen and Irishmen dwell together in amity, 
that the memory of these wrongs or supposed wrongs should fall into 
oЫivion".54 
51 Observer, 6 January 1883. 
52 DNZВ Files, No. 33 [1643] (Нamilton PuЬlic Library). 
53 Jeanine Graham, 'Settler Society', in The Oxford НistoГ\· ofNew Zealand, edited Ьу Geoffrey 
W. Rice (Auckland, 1992), р.116. 
54 Rev. E.R. Sinunons, 1n Cruce Salus (Auckland, 1982), р 226. 
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On а local level, the lack of nationalism was apparent in the lack of evidence for 
the HiЬernian Australasian Catholic Benefit Society, а type of mutual benefit 
society. While there was а HiЬernian Hall in Hamilton, and the society did appear 
to exist, по other documentary evidence for the society remains.55 Neither in the 
oral evidence was there а reference to family memory of such an organisation in 
the oral evidence. The small numbers of Irish Catholics perhaps precluded the 
management of such ап organisation. In other studies the society provided а basis 
for immigrants who, as David Fitzpatrick says, "chose ethnic solidarity as their 
strategy for escaping alienation".56 It appears that 'ethnic solidarity' in Hamilton 
was primarily based оп religious associations, and not dependent оп other 
affiliations. 
As the community was not dependent on Irish-associated organisations, neither 
was it dependent on а work focus for community and cultural cohesion. 
Occupational barriers or work related transience in this community were 
undocumented until the third generation. The occupational base was uniform. 
Irishtown was working class with few exceptions. The street indexes show that 
the inhaЬitants of Irishtown were self-employed carriers оп а town acre, small 
farmers/orchardists оп 10 acres or so, or labourers in the 1910 - 1920s period.57 
А small number were relatively larger landowners. 58 There were no professionals 
in this group. Akenson's tаЫе of occupational groups in New Zealand in 1921 
shows that the largest group of Irish Catholics were "primary producers - that is, 
farmers", and the next largest being "industrial" or unskilled.59 Hamilton's 
Catholic occupational base was typical ofthe New Zealand Catholic population. 
There was по competition for work, carryшg was readily availaЫe and the 
construction of а railway to Hamilton in the seventies was опе opportunity for 
employment, as was labouring or contract work on the farms surrounding 
Hamilton, and drainage schemes. 60 This was both conducive to survival and to 
55 Sister М. Мagdalen, 1U11"ecorded interview,10 April 1993. 
Rejoice in Норе, р.19. 
56 David Fitzpatrick, Irish Emigration, р. 36. 
57 Wises New Zealand Street Directory 1875- 1876, р. 29. 
58 Н.С.М Norris, Settlers in Depression: А Нistory of Нamilton. New Zealand 
1875 - 1894, (Sydney, 1964), рр. 208, 96. 
59 Akenson, Small differences, р. 58. 
60 GiЬbons, р. 57. 
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persistence, but also ultimately detrimental to the survival of the enclave. The 
opportunity for work-related transience exerted one of the most intense pressures 
for assimilation in the later period. The effects of this pressure can Ье seen in the 
following example of partial assimilation in а family. Irishman Bartholomew 
Roach, who arrived in Hamilton with his three children in 1874, worked digging 
drains in an area known as the Piako Swamp. Не walked several miles а day to 
and ftom work, as well as cultivating а small section, the produce from which he 
used to feed his large family.ы His son Patrick Roache served at Gallipoli, and 
then retumed to Hamilton to work on his smallholding in town much as his father 
did, again supporting а large family. His grandson Bart Roache, whose 
experience typifies that of the third generation males, served in World W ar I but 
moved away ftom Hamilton for work in the 1920s, although his sisters 
remained. 62 А lack of sectarianism, Irish nationalism, and occupational barriers 
has been proven. The question then remains: What did sustain the community 
until the 1920s and 1930s when the pressure for assimilation forced it to 
dissipate? 
It is suggested that it was а comblnation of factors. First, the physical dimensions 
and the geographical location of Irishtown and how these were linked with the 
visual embodiment of shared religion in the church buildings. Second the unusual 
systems of inheritance that prevailed until the third generation. Third, support for 
the church and Catholic education system, and the Clergy-parishioner 
relationship. 
The location of the first church on the redoubt was to influence the geographical 
development of the Catholic community. There is no doubt that it was the 
catalyst for the construction of other Catholic buildings in the vicinity. This was 
because parishioners purchased land on Clyde Street, close to the original church 
built on, or near, the redoubt area as а пеw church was required to replace the old 
one. The 1865 church in situ in the redoubt area had been descriЬed Ьу Irishman 
Bishop Thomas William Croke on а visit in 1871; "Church in [Hamilton] fearful, 
61 Noпis, Aпned Settlers, Р. 211. Noпis goes оп to descriЬe Roach saving money until he had 
fifteen cows and ten acres of land. "His hard work and thrift produced him а competence" 
Waikato Times, 1 9 1915. His age is confirmed in Ыs oЬituary, he was in his early thirties. 
62 Таре No. 14, Bart Roache, А 24:19. 
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disgraceful in fact. Gave Pastor Laurence Vinay а well-merited castigation". 63 lt 
had dete1iorated even further Ьу 1874, and was in very poor condition. lt was 
"weather stained almost Ыасk, having never been touched with paint or paint-
brush". Golden refers to it and а presbytery being re-sited to Clyde Street.64 It 
took three months for the "dilapidated presbytery" to Ье made fit for habltation. 
In the interim, Father Golden stayed at Burke's Hotel.6s It is most likely that the 
Clyde Street site was chosen because the church had to Ье moved and it was the 
closest site availaЫe. There is more evidence of the continuity of the placement 
of church structures when а new church was built on the same site in 1877.66 
The pattem locating the other church buildings followed the same procedure, with 
adjacent land being purchased for new buildings. When the пеw 50ft х 25ft 
church was opened in June 1877 on Clyde Street, The order of the Sister of Notre 
Dame des Missions purchased property opposite on which to build а convent.67 
Later, land adjoining the convent property was then purchased Ьу Father Joseph 
Croke Darby on which the third church and fourth churches and presbytery were 
erected.68 Не supervised the construction of а new church, which had а capacity 
to accommodate 800, and was opened on 24 November 1912.69 The size of the 
structure was ап indication of the confidence in projections for the growth of the 
Catholic community, as they numbered only 495 in 1911. 10 А house for the 
Marist brothers, primary, and secondary schools followed. This initial pattem of 
parishioners buying land close to the redoubt therefore precipitated other 
developments and resulted in the estaЫishment of а concentration of Catholic 
services and clergy foundation in Hamilton over the next five decades. 
63 1n Cruce Salus, Р. 110. 
64 Golden, р. 45. 
Rejoice in Норе, р. 13. 
65 Golden, р. 7. 
66 Golden, р. 35. 
GiЬbons, р.61. 
Plans to build it were brought forward to 1877 when the train lines reached Нamilton, and with it 
access to wood from the Auckland Кauri Мills. 
67 Rejoice in Норе, р. 13. 
68 1n Cruce Salus, р. 114. 
When а Fr. Joseph DarЬy arrived in Нamilton in 1901 his father Patrick allegedly purchased land 
оо Grey Street adjoining the convent property around the comer оо Clyde Street. Тhis is possiЫy 
so, as it is recorded that Patrick DarЬy donated land for а church in Auckland. 
Certificate of Тitle Vol. 153, Folio.68. Transfer No. 123179. This is also supported Ьу а title 
deed, which shows the transfer of опе acre of land оо the comer of Clyde Street and Grey Street to 
'Joseph Croke DarЬy ofНamilton, Roman Catholic Priest'. 
69 Waikato Times, (24 August 1964), р.159. 
70 Нamilton Convent Jubllee 1885 -1935 (Waikato Times), р. 10. 
Pbotograph (1) The first Catholic church built 1865, in second 
location at Clyde Street. 
Source: Hamilton Convent Jubilee 1885 -1935 
Note: This church was originally located in or near the Hamilton East Redoubt. 
It was moved to Clyde Street in 1874. 
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Photograph (2) Second Catholic Church built 1877, Clyde Street, 
Hamilton, circa 1905. 1 
Source: Waikato Times, 24 August 1964. 
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Note: This church was constructed on the site of the 1865 church on Clyde Street 
opposite the Convent where Sacred Heart Girls College now stands. It was 
incoпectly descriЬed as the "First Catholic Church" Ъу the Waikato Times 
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Photograph (3) 1912 at the opening of the пеw church, showing, from left, 
Bishop Grimes (Christchurch), Andrew Casey, Bishop Cleary (Auckland), 
Bishop Verdon (Dunedin) and Father Darby, Parish Priest of Hamilton. 
Source: Hamilton Convent JuЬilee 1935. 
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Photograph ( 4) The Church of Our Lady of the Rosary built 
1912 Grey Street, Hamilton, circa 1960. 
Source: Private Collection 
Note: The church was opened Ьу Irishman Rt. Rev. Н. W. Cleary, Bishop of 
Auckland, 24 November 1912. The building was constructed ofMelЬoume brick 
with cement facings and was designed in the old Basilica style; four Ionic 
columns form а portico surmounted Ьу а cross. The roofwas of purple slate.2 
2 Waikato Times Hamilton Centenary Issue, 24 August, 1964. 
Photograph (5) Church of Our Lady of the Rosary 1912 Grey Street, view 
from south side showing Presbytery 1912. 
Source: Private collection. 
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Another element that influenced the geographical concentration of the enclave 
was the unusual method of inheritance that has been documented in this study. 
From the beginning of the settlement in 1864 to the 1920s, there was а pattem of 
subdivision of land into small family lots. The practice of 'multiple inheritance' 
had been discontinued in Ireland before the settlers сате to New Zealand. The 
traditional Irish 'stem family system' in which one child, usually а male, inherited 
control over family property, came into being in Ireland after the famine period 
(1840s) when resources were limited. It was "the essential social institution that 
motivated and permitted individuals to remain permanently single, or to marry at 
а relatively late age".11 It appears that the remaining militiamen and early settlers 
regressed to an inheritance system that their grandparents practised. Whether this 
was а conscious effort to retrieve values associated with their own 
multigenerational family structures, or whether it was simply а response to the 
relative isolation of Hamilton at that time is unknown. What is certain is that it 
was to effect the development of the enclave. 
Although access to quality land in Irishtown was as pertinent а difficulty for the 
militiamen as the situation they had left in Ireland, farmland was readily availaЫe 
in other areas, if not within Hamilton, for the second generation. It seems that this 
was not а reason for the practice of multiple inheritance. One possibllity was that 
the gifting of land to consecutive generations ensured the family and community 
stabllity. Another reason for this pattem in the early period Irishtown could have 
been the desire to pool labour in an isolated community. ln any small community, 
familial clustering and co-operation can ensure а steady supply of help. This is 
particularly relevant to Irishtown, which had а labouring occupational base, and 
subsisted from intensive farming on smallholdings. There may have been а 
tendency to group to create larger family identities and extended family networks 
because of the generally small numbers in the enclave. Fitzpatrick has noted а 
motivation for this type of behaviour. In his recent work on correspondence 
between Irish immigrants to Australia and their families in Ireland he writes ofthe 
strangeness of Australia contrasting with the warmth of contact between lrish 
emigrants, and the surrogate family networks that evolved. 12 
71 Fallows, р.99. 
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The pattem of subdivision usually emanated ftom cramped housing conditions. 
The homeowners usually subdivided the land, or bought an adjacent section to 
build another house using comЬined labour in close proximity. The following 
examples of the cohort' s families illustrate some of the different types of multiple 
inheritance, found in Irishtown. Zoe Horton recalls living in crowded conditions 
with her grandparents as а child; her brothers slept in the open air on the veranda, 
until her grandparents built another house. "Grandma and grandfather Kelly' s 
house was on the comer of Brookfield and Galloway Street. They built а new 
house right on the comer on the section adjoining the old house". 73 Molly 
Skelton, lived with а large extended family and boarders until it became too 
crowded. She continues to live in the same house her father built when she was 
five. 
"Му grandmother, grandfather, Dad's two brother and а couple of 
boarders all moved [in] with us on the comer of Beale and Grey Street. 
[Dad] got fed up of [ sic] sharing and decided that he would build this 
present house [ on adjoining section ]". 74 
Jack Flynn's family brought grandparents ftom Ireland and built а house for them 
on family land already shared between two generations. Flynn Road is now 
adjacent to the land held Ьу the family, and Jack Flynn still lived in а house on 
that land until recently. 75 The Crosby family of twin brothers married twin 
sisters, lived together on land now known as Crosby Road, and still owned Ьу the 
Crosby family. 76 The Roach family holdings in Galloway Street over three 
generations present an interesting extreme of this tendency. 11 The original 
settlers, Bartholomew and Margaret Roach, raised nine children in their tiny 
labourer' s cottage on а small holding which they gave to their children to create а 
family enclave in Galloway Street. 
72 David Fitzpatrick, Oceans of Consolation: Personal Accounts of Irish Migration to Australia 
(lreland, 1994), рр. 581-601. 
73 Таре No.2, Zoe Horton, А 5:00. 
74 Таре No. 5, Mollie Skelton, А 00:24. 
75 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 28:44, В 18:30. 
76 Pat Barnett and Irene Crosby, unrecorded interview 9 October 1993 
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Photograph (6) Bartholomew and Margaret Roach shown outside their 
cottage оп Galloway Street in the early 1900s. 
Source: Roach family. 
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In all, 11 more dwellings were erected on twelve acres over two generations. 78 
Today, their grandchildren June, Patricia, Emily, Noeline and Mary all live on 
adjoining sections on the same family land, as does Emily' s son Michael. June 
Wait descriЬes how she and her sisters married, lived together and raised their 
children together. "There is just the five of us [siЫings] left in this what's called 
Irishtown. Му brother ВоЬ was there for а while, now it's just the five. Twenty-
three children between us five girls. They all grew up together.". 19 This excerpt 
shows how essential multiple inheritance was to the perception of 'belonging' to 
the community, Ьу 'belonging' to the extended family in Irishtown, and is 
therefore one valid proof reason the enclave survived for so long. It is not clear 
why the practice of multiple inheritance occurred in this enclave, but what is 
certain is its effect. А strong structure based on families and kinships developed 
that created an environment in which the enclave could not only survive, but also 
thrive. 
The family networks created Ьу the system of multiple inheritance made it easier 
to fundraise for church development, and the small community readily 
contributed. Although the Catholic community was willing to donate funds 
towards church buildings, the successful development, and continuity of the 
Catholic community was not due to financial stabllity. From the earliest recorded 
Parish accounts in 1880 to the 1940s, the Catholic Church in Hamilton remained 
in debt.вo Much of the money came directly from the pockets of the Catholic 
community._ In his memoirs, Father John Golden records that two-thirds of the 
cash for the 1877 church on Clyde Street was raised principally from parishioners. 
А "zealous and efficient" church committee organised the fundraising in а 
community "where money was scarce".в1 In the early period, а hand-written note 
of Father Golden's on the parish accounts in December 1877 shows where the 
78 Section 254, Section 253 ttansferred to Bridget Glover 27.11.34, Title deed 25 Мау 1915, 
Section 250 ttansferred to Joseph Roach, Section 252 ttansfeпed to Patrick Roach. Family records 
shows that Bartholomew and Мargaret ttansfeпed land to their children thus: Joseph Roach in 
1893, and Bridget, Francis, Тhomas, and Patrick in 1900. Тhomas, Patrick, Francis, and Joseph 
constructed dwellings on the 12 acres held Ьу the family Ьetween 1884 and 1900. Patrick's 
children June, Patricia, Emily, Noeline, Маrу, Robert and bls nephew Peter all constructed 
dwellings on six of those acres Ьetween 1921 and 1961. 
79 Таре No. 14, June Wait, 39:45 
80 Golden, рр.37, 40. Father John Golden cited а liaЬility offifty pounds in 1880. 
Нamilton Parish Accounts Ledger 1 January 1926- 25 July 1948. Parish Priest Rev. Michael 
Bleakley recorded а liaЬility of three thousand three hundred and seventy one pounds in the parish 
accounts ledger in 1940. 
81 Golden, рр. 35, 8. 
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balance came from. "Subscriptions and concerts were the schemes for raising the 
necessary funds.". 82 
The structure of the Church was expensive to maintain throughout the period. 
ТаЫе (6) shows that in 1926, there were 1856 parishioners. The school salaries of 
the ten Notre Dame de Missions Sisters and four Marist brothers were paid Ьу the 
parish. 83 Maintenance on the Marist and convent schools, presbytery, and Marist 
Brothers' house was also listed as expenditure. The parish also paid for new 
classrooms. 84 This was а consideraЫe burden on а per capita basis. The parish 
accounts ledger shows that weekly donations were given in the form of а "Penny 
Fund", the weekly mass collections contriЬuted, and income from socials, or 
dances, were contributed. Weekly donations were also recorded for а "Debt 
Extinction Fund".8s It was а consideraЫe feat that а relatively small community 
supported such а large contingent of clergy and buildings. If the financial 
commitment of the parishioners is indicative of the spiritual or cultural 
commitment to the church, then it helps to explain the how the enclave was 
successful. 
After 1877, there was а separate education system for New Zealand Catholics, 
which meant that parishioners were supporting schools as well as the church. 86 А 
"select" school, primary school, and secondary school were estaЫished shortly 
after this time, and were all located in close proximity to the other church 
buildings. The order of Notre Dame des Missions brought Catholic education to 
Hamilton. This is evidence for the support that the sisters had in the community. 
An early cultural empathy between the community and the sisters can Ье supposed 
as four of the original six nuns were Irish. 87 Ву August, The sisters began 
teaching in what was descriЬed as the "old HiЬemian Hall" on Cook Street.88 
Photo (7) 1 Cook st 
82 ACDA INТ. 11, 1-3, No. 2. 
Golden, р. 10. 
83 Parish Ledger. 
84 iЬid. 
85 iЬid. 
861n Cruce Salus, рр. 131-33. 
87 See Appendix (С). 
88 Sister Мagdalen Ryan, unrecorded interview 10 April 1993. Тhе present Нibernian Нall is 
rememЬered as Ьeing built in 1923, so presшnaЫy, it stands on the site ofthe original one. 
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Photograph (7) First convent of the Notre Dame des Missions Sisters, Cook 
Street, 1884. 
Source: Rejoice in Норе. 
Note: Bud Cassidy pictured. 
54 
Photograph (8) The second convent of the Sisters of Our Lady of the 
Missions Clyde Street 1885. 
Source: Rejoice in Норе. 
Note: The convent was built and designed Ьу а Мr. O'Dea who had previously 
designed and built а convent for the order in New Plymouth 
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Photograph (9) 1877 church on Clyde Street (L) with 1885 convent opposite 
and school buildings (R). Exact date unknown but prior to 1935. 
Source: Hamilton Convent JuЬilee 1935. 
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The small numbers of children of primary age on the roll in the first year, thirty, 
was an indication of the numbers of parishioners. 89 Evidence of class and the 
indigence of the early community are seen in the role of а fee paying "select" 
school about which little in known. 90 There were only seven pupils in the first 
year, it has been suggested that that these were the children of the military 
officers. 91 
The historical continuity of the community is evident in the way in which the 
original church and school buildings and facilities had been estaЫished, and re-
cycled. They were shared Ьу different sectors of the clergy over the next two 
generations. When the Marist brothers arrived in 1922 they estaЫished а Ьоу' s 
primary school in the old 1877 church in Clyde St.92 The Catholic community 
again donated funds. Four thousand pounds was raised ftom two bazaars to build 
а house and classrooms for the brothers. А Brother' s residence and two new 
classrooms were opened on Clyde Street in 1923, and they had 93 boys on their 
roll Ьу 1924.93 The 'old parish hall' was used for а boy's secondary school and а 
new secondary classroom added on in 1925. 94 As the numbers of pupils increased 
classes were held at the new convent built Ьу the Notre Dame des Missions Order 
in 1885.95 А new parish funded school was built next to the convent in 1889, and 
the convent was then used to house the select school in 1890 until it became а 
boarding school in 1915.96 А new secondary school, built on Clyde Street in 1937, 
that became known as Sacred Heart College, and а new convent was built in 1941. 
The clergy co-operated to ensure that optimum educational facilities were 
possiЫe. The farm was allegedly purchased ftom Dean Darby whose father had 
bought it "as an investment" in the early 1900s. 97 This land was later sold Ьу the 
convent to the diocese "at generous terms" in 1960 and St. John's College, а 
Catholic boys' secondary school was built there in 1961. 98 It now adjoins the 
University ofWaikato on Нillcrest Road. This shows that the autonomous Nuns, 
89 Нamilton Convent JuЬilee, р. 18. 
90 Rejoice in Норе, р. 13. 
91 Sister Dorothea Lawless, unrecorded interview 23 June 1994. 
92 Golden JuЬilee, рр. 17, 10. 
93 Нamilton Convent JuЬilee, р. 21. 
94 Golden JuЬilee, Р. 10. 
95 Rejoice in Норе, р.14. 
96 iЬid. 
Waikato Tinles 'Нamilton Centenary Issue', р. 159. 
97 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, side 2,1:00. 
98 Golden JuЬilee, р. 14. 
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Photograph(lO) Aerial photograph of Catholic buildings, Hamilton East, circa 1964. 
Source: Rejoice in Норе. 
Кеу: 1. Cathedral 1975. 2. Convent 1941. 3. Marian School 1959. 
4. Sacred Heart Girls College 1937. 5. Presbytery 1912. 6. Clyde Street. 7. Firth Street. 
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Brothers, and Secular Priests worked together for the benefit of the community. 
This is evidence for а well-developed Catholic structure that has persisted to the 
present day~ the involvement of the sisters in education has continued. Sister 
Pauline Leonard is the present Principal of Sacred Heart College. А small but 
committed community funded this tradition originally almost exclusively. The 
relationship between parishioners and clergy is another reason that this occurred. 
А unique relationship between community and clergy was observed on two levels. 
The presence of Irish clergy was an important factor in the cultural reinforcement 
of the group, and а remarkaЫe number of vocations to become nuns, priests and 
brothers came from the families of Irishtown. Twenty-nine of the Nuns have 
come from Irishtown families, many of them siЫings. Some of these had siЫings 
that became Priests or Brothers.99 There was. therefore, reinforcement on а 
family level, as many schoolchildren would have been related to clergy.100 Six 
Marist Brothers entered the order from Irishtown families. Of the 36 old boys 
who became priests or Brothers, 24 were from Irishtown.101 On а cultural level, 
there were also links. Sixteen of the Nuns who served in Hamilton were Irish. 102 
There were also other sources of Irish influence in the clergy. It is suggested that 
the two Irish priests who served in the parish from 1901 to 1949 had а 
consideraЫe cultural effect on their parishioners. Parish priest Father (later Dean) 
Joseph Croke Darby, of Irish parents, was appointed to Hamilton between 1902 
and 1921, and Irishman Father Michael Bleakley, was Parish Priest from 1921 to 
1949.1оз Not only were Father Darby's parents Irish, but he appears to have been 
named after Thomas William Croke, Irish Ьishop of Auckland, who was descriЬed 
as "the ideal of а patriot priest" .104 Нis Irish father was а well-known puЫican, 
"ruddy old Auckland pioneer 'Pat' Darby, who was landlord ofthe Thistle".1os 
99 See Appendix (С). 
100 Rejoice in Норе, р. 14. The mutual reinforcing themes of Irish and Catholic is noted again 
when the sisters brought the Irish manager ofthe Order's Napier faпn to Hamilton to supervise the 
construction of а convent. 
101 Appendix (В). Including the Battersby, Dillon, Dunleavy, Foley, Forsyth, Glynn, Нassan. 
Нawke, Hore, Horton. Howie, Kennedy, Scott, Smith, Tumer, and Waters, families. 
102 See Appendix (D) 
103 ACDA INТ. 1/3-6. 
104 In Cruce Salus, рр. 105-06. 
105 iЬid., р. 114. 
Observer WeeklY, 29 April 1905, р.4. 
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Their presence over the period 1901 to 1949 compounded the association of 
Catholic and Irish, and they acted in the capacity of а surrogate cultural reference. 
In their position of influence as parish priests, their 'Irishness' would have had 
greater effect. It is postulated that their influence extended the 'life' of Irishtown 
beyond its natural term. 
The Irish influence extended beyond Нamilton. Ak:enson notes that " ... in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century onwards the New Zealand Church was under 
Irish-bom, Irish-educated or Irish-descended Bishops". 106 The Bishops of the 
diocese in Father Bleakley's time were the Irish-bom Henry William Cleary, and 
the Irish-educated Coadjutor, Bishop James Michael Liston.101 The Vicar 
General from 1925, Monsignor Jeremiah Cahill, was also Irish.1os These men 
came from an Ireland that had been theologically reshaped Ьу the reforms of 
ArchЪishop Paul Cullen; whose tightening of intemal discipline and promotion of 
dogmatic theology, led to what has been descriЪed as а 'devotional revolution' in 
lreland. "Cullenism" manifested in New Zealand parishes under the auspices of 
the Irish Ъishops, as an enthusiastic drive for increased church attendance, 
membership of confratemities, conservative theology, and а special interest in 
education.109 An example of this influence was the 'Holy Name Society' which 
was first founded in Auckland in 1928 Ьу Bishop Liston with Monsignor Cahill as 
director and instigated in Hamilton soon after. Likewise, Bishop Liston promoted 
the formation of the Catholic Women's Leagu~ in 1931, and Father Bleakley 
estaЫished the Hamilton Branch in 1939.110 Cleary was an accomplished 
joumalist who founded, owned, and edited the Auckland Catholic periodical 'The 
Month' which was launched in 1918.111 Father Bleakley launched his own 
puЬlication 'St. Mary's Gazette' in 1926.112 The few surviving copies indicate 
that the printing was of а high quality, and the eight-page puЪlication included 
quality photographic reproductions and featured extensive editorials as well as 
advertising and the usual church notices. It was an amЪitious project for а small 
106 Akenson, 'Тhе Irish in New Zealand', р. 12. 
107 iЬid., р. 214. 
108 iЬid., р. 224. 
109 Akenson, 'Тhе lrish in New Zealand', р. 12. 
110 iЬid., р. 247. 
Zoe Horton, Нiston· ofthe Catholic Women's League: Hamilton Branch 1939- 1976. Cathed.ral 
Branch 1976- 1989. FiЉ: Years (Нamilton, 1989) [UnpuЫished.]. 
111 1n Cruce Salus, р. 279. 
112 Hamilton Parish Accounts Ledger. 
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debt-laden parish, and indicative of the support the priest had in the parish, and 
evidence for his desire to emulate Cleary in this and рrоЬаЫу other ways. 
The statistical evidence has shown the demographic parameters of Irishtown over 
the period, and that it was always а small, Irish, working class, impecunious 
community, but опе which not only persisted over three generations, but 
flourished. From the core of remaining militiamen and early Irish Catholic 
civilian settlers to their grandchildren а valid Irish enclave existed. The 'bricks 
and mortar' of the community, the church and school buildings, were the its 
structural manifestation, initiated Ьу а small group of Irish parishioners and 
consolidated Ьу the Irish priest Fr. Darby. The demographic behaviour of the 
community created an environment of family networks that facilitated fundraising 
for these buildings. These were to provide а focus for the enclave instead of ап 
occupational one, such as mining, with the result that the community was 
concentrated geographically around them. 
The Irish Catholics are shown to have operated а self-sufficient and separate 
social system. Within it, the traits associated with ап Irish enclave included а lack 
of transience, chain migration, urbanisation and persistence of tenure. This 
persistence included multiple inheritance and an increase in the numbers of Irish 
and Catholic, а trend that was exclusive to Нamilton and contrary to the general 
population. The data availaЫe ftom the Baptismal Registers support the assertion 
that not only was there а cluster of Irish and Catholics in Hamilton, but that the 
cluster occurred in Hamilton East. Therefore, the enclave was centred in that part 
of Hamilton. While there is enough evidence to propose that this cluster existed 
from 1864 to 1940, the documentary evidence unequivocally supports the 
existence of an Irish demographic enclave between 1901 to 1921, which offers 
complete evidence of an enclave in this period. This finding is contrary to the 
previous discussion of Ak:enson's proposed and documented evidence of the 
distriЬution ofthe Irish in New Zealand. 
The unorthodox system of multiple-inheritance, which has not been previously 
documented in ап Irish enclave, helped to preserve these networks, and therefore 
community, over the first two generations. It рrоЬаЫу assisted the pooling of 
labour resources, familial support and co-operation, and а sense of 'belonging'. 
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Other factors that may have contributed to this practice included the isolation and 
segregation of the community, the desire to create а 'larger' family identity and 
the desire to retain cultural characteristics within the family. 
The characteristic of working class insularity was apparent in the evidence for the 
occupational base ofthe community. The Irish were shown to have contributed to 
the early development of Hamilton. Their propensity for "hard toil" was noted 
and ftom this evidence, traits of self-reliance and self-sufficiency can Ье 
attributed. These traits were shown critical to the development of the enclave. 
The community's contribution in labour and financial resources ensured the 
development of the structures of the church. Funding was shown to have come 
directly from the parishioners. 
Although there were no special work opportunities for the enclave, neither was 
there competition for availaЫe work. In an environment where the community 
competed neither for labour, resources nor facilities, the church became an 
altemative focus. 'Church-centricity' not 'occupational-centricity' was а feature 
of Irishtown. Ethnic solidarity found in the American studies was evident, as 
were the traits of working class insularity. However, the lack of occupational 
barriers created constant pressure to assimilate. There was no evidence for 
sectarianism although the Catholics were а small group as а proportion of the 
population of Hamilton. Zealous support for church facilities and clergy was а 
special feature in Hamilton, where а small and impecunious community supported 
а relatively large contingent of clergy and buildings. 
The lack of extemal pressure meant that the cohesion came ftom within the 
community structure. The kinships, family networks, and ethnic solidarity of the 
enclave comblned to effect voluntary segregation. This trait is unusual in а non-
hostile environment. It was therefore not а reactive estrangement, but an attempt 
to preserve the features of the community and to postpone assimilation into the 
general community for as long as possiЫe. Dispersion was the most profound 
threat to the enclave. InevitaЬly, when cultural references ceased to Ье availaЫe, 
this is what happened. 
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This soft-edged community constantly threatened to assimilate, and would have 
done so without the influence of the two Irish priests. At а point when the natural 
process of dissipation through occupational transience and exogamy might have 
begun, the arrival of Fr. Bleakley served to revitalise the community, and provide 
ап Irish cultural focus. Under his direction the parishioners' involvement in 
church life increased and the community's reaction to his 'Irishness' greatly 
contributed to its unnatural extension, Irishtown continued to exist in а fragile 
state until he left the parish. In the next chapter, the oral histories will provide 
evidence of community life in the period ofFather Bleakley' s tenure. This will Ье 
cross-referenced with the statistical and documentary material provided in this 
one. 
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Chapter Three: Remembrances oflrishtown 1910-1940 
А sense of belonging, the understanding of cultural provenance, conscюus, or 
unconscious, and the assimilation of heritage are other components that 
characterise ап enclave. However, the perceptions of belonging or not belonging 
to а community cannot Ье evaluated through traditional sources, or quantified 
empirically. The narratives help to access these perceptions in а way not otherwise 
possiЫe. 
It was found that the oral evidence not only re-affirms the existence of 'Irishtown', 
but is also а witness to its dissolution. The period of the recollections сап Ье 
considered as the third and final phase ofthe community. The oral histories evoke 
а community оп the verge of dissipation, while providing the most compelling 
evidence for its existence. The themes that run though the narratives have been 
disseminated for evidence of the Irish traits and characteristics that may Ье 
expected to Ье found in such а community. There are characteristics of religious 
affiliation, pattems of socialisation and working class insularity that complement 
the findings ofthe previous chapter. Some surprising пеw traits have also emerged 
that may Ье specific to Нamilton. 
Several пеw characteristics of religious affiliation have appeared. With fewer 
cultural references availaЫe in the third generation of Irishtown, the narratives 
indicate that the religious affiliations of the community became 'ethno-religious'. 
That is, that there ceased to Ье апу distinction between Catholic and Irish. The 
previous chapters have shown how the two had become synonymous, to the third 
generation they were perceived as homogenous. Ап example was the direct 
interaction between families and the clergy. This chapter will shows that the clergy 
appear to have transcended traditional roles, and undertaken unexpected duties 
including informal adoption, and care of the sick. Mythic feats were attributed to 
them. It seemed that the presence of the priests, more than апу other factor, 
artiflcially extended the life of Irishtown beyond its natural end. This link has not 
been found in other studies. 
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Pattems of socialisation also seem to have become fused with these characteristics 
of religious affiliation. Church-centricity, and church-based socialisation found in 
the previous chapter were supported, as was evidence for the sharing of resources, 
and self-sufficiency, self-reliance, and isolation of the community. Irish cultural 
activities, beliefs, and celebrations are observed as would also Ье expected, but 
poorly associated in the narratives, which was not. The topics of drunkenness, 
violence, and corporal punishment in family life emerged in the testimonies, 
although there were silences. The new discovery of traits of non-nationalism in the 
documentary evidence was also found in the oral testimonies. 
Several new pattems of intergenerational behaviour were also found. Terms of 
cultural self-reference and ethnic-consciousness were discovered to Ье male-based, 
while paradoxically it seemed it was women that enaЫed the social process. The 
transmission of ethnic identity occurred as expected, but unconsciously. 
Previously undocumented behaviour relating to the ritualistic care of the dead is 
shown to have fulfilled both а social and sacramental need. А process of 'pseudo-
adoption' to ancestors of the enclave linked new immigrants; and the cemetery 
became а cultural icon. There is evidence in the narratives of multiple inheritance, 
with persistence and familial clustering found to Ье features of the enclave until the 
third generation matured. The histories also provided affirmation of working class 
insularity with evidence for two distinct social groups within а small working class 
community. 
The narratives show that the roles and characteristics of the Irish clergy provided а 
viaЫe substitute for the dwindling cultural resources. It was only the presence of 
Irish priests that extended the life of Irishtown into а third generation. This trait is 
unique to Irishtown. N о other studies have identified а causal relationship between 
the success or failure of an Irish enclave and the Ьirthplace of the clergy. There 
was а pervasive perception of cultural reciprocity between the 'Irishness' of the 
Parish priests and the cohort. 
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For example, а respondent only remembers Irish priests in her childhood; "We 
used to have mainly Irish priests down at St. Mary' s". 1 Her generation grew up 
with а strong identification with Irish clergy and their 'Irishness' according to this 
evidence. The previous chapter has defined the numbers, role, and interaction of 
Catholic clergy with the people of Irishtown ftom the evidence availaЫe. In this, 
the cohort recall their images of the clergy, the rites and rituals of the church, 
religion in the home and intergenerational religious influences in family life. In 
doing so, Irish associated behavioural pattems are demonstrated. Father Joseph 
Croke Darby was the priest that the cohort remembers ftom the early part of their 
childhood: 
"Since he has been in charge of the parish at St. Mary' s, Hamilton, with the 
oversight of the Cambridge Church added, he has done а great deal for the 
material as well as the spiritual interests of his Church. Believes in the 
virtue of bazaars and concerts, and of that sort, as adds to the exchequer, 
and he knows the best time for holding his entertainments, at which Ьу the 
way he personally assists with а violin, being what is called а virtuoso.". 2 
The perception that this priest was somehow 'special' as а priest is linked with his 
being Irish. In the following narrative, the respondent echoes this respect with the 
use of the word "revere"; 
"Dean Darby was revered Ьу everyone in Hamilton, not only Catholics. In 
summer, he would wear а dustcoat of tussore silk and а Panama hat. Не 
always had а pocket full of pennies ... and ће used to hand out the pennies, 
not only to the Catholic children. ". 3 
The use ofthe word 'revere' has religious connotations. In this period, reverence 
for а parish priest Ьу other Catholics is ассерtаЫе. However, it is doubtful that the 
general population felt the same sentiments, but the narrator perceived that this 
was so. The description of the "pocket full of pennies" places the memory as а 
1 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 1:09. 
2 Observer, 29 April 1905, р.4. 
3 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 46:37. 
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childhood one. This childhood hero-worship may have translated for some into an 
inordinate degree of identification with the priest that transgressed the boundaries 
of а traditional relationship. 
When asked to leave Hamilton in 1921, it appears that Father Darby disobeyed 
Bishop Cleary and refused to relinquish his position. Не was supported in doing so 
Ьу some ofthe Catholic community. The official records for the diocese show that 
he left Hamilton the same year. 4 However, documentary and oral evidence 
contradicts this. There is а missing year between 1921 and 1922 and this appears 
to Ье the year he spent unofficially in Hamilton. Several respondents recall that he 
continued to live at а local hotel, the Riverina, for some time. One of these, Sister 
Mary Hassan remembers, 
"Poor old Dean Darby was asked to leave Hamilton Ьу his Bishop, and he 
did not do so. 1 understand that he even wrote to Rome to see if he could 
stay here, several parishioners were much averse to him going as he was 
very much liked. So he stayed here in Hamilton. 1 remember as а little 
child he used to live over in the hotel that is now the Riverina. Не used to 
come over to the church to say mass, sometimes we would ask one of the 
boys to answer his mass for him, he would give them half а crown as there 
were а lot of Latin words to learn.". s 
This invaluaЫe testimony clearly illustrates the respondent's dilemma between 
cultural and religious identification; the reason given that the priest had to рау boys 
to serve at mass is that 'there were а lot of Latin words to leam'. It is more likely 
that the priest could only get help Ьу paying the boys, as he was not officially 
supposed to Ье saying mass in the parish at all, and therefore had no servers 
allocated to him. Dean Darby could not have stayed without local support. Some 
4 ACDA INТ. 1/3-6. [Note aЬout Daroy, which includes; 'he was to remain in Нamilton until his 
retirement in 1921 '. However, his oЬituary shows that he did not retire until 1922.] 
Zealandia, Мау 14, 1941. OЬituary Notice says that Dean Daroy 'gave up active parish work in 
1922 and has since lived in retirement in PonsonЬy', but it does not say when he actually left 
Нamilton. Two weeks Ьefore he died he went on а visit to Нamilton, which is testament to his 
lasting connections there. 
5 Таре No.11, Sister Маrу Нassan, А 2:42. 
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parishioners could not let him go, even, as the testimony shows, at the risk of 
disobeying the Ьishop. 
This dilemma appears to have caused а schism in the parish, and some interviewed 
would not discuss the subject. It was рrоЬаЫу ап untenaЫe contradiction for 
most, religious obedience versus cultural identification. Because religious and 
cultural identity had completely amalgamated in the third generation, the 
predicament was iпesolvaЫe. The result was ап unhappy compromise, with some 
parishioners actively supporting Father Darby, and others dissociating from the 
situation. There was no evidence of disapproval amongst those that did not 
partake in maintaining the priest's fundamental duties of saying mass, and hearing 
confessions. This сап Ье construed as tacit consent. Here is evidence for the 
beginnings of disaffiliation and dispersion of the community. It seems that those 
that who feared de-segregation tried to retain the priest as а religious/cultural 
reference. Others appeared ready to move on, ostensiЬly at least. In other words, 
there were those who had ап attachment that appeared inappropriate, and this сап 
Ье understood when viewed in the context of the priest' s cultural and religious 
representation. The defiance of the Bishop's wishes shows that for those, the 
oЫigations of the cultural association superseded that of the Catholic. This then 
forms proof that the religious affiliation was not only ethnic based, but synthesised 
with cultural belief systems. 
The childhood memory of the cohort indicates that if the presence of the Irish-
descended Dean Darby consolidated the cultural affiliation of the community, his 
successor, Father Мichael Bleakley, who was Irish, had ап even more profound 
influence. When Father Bleakley left the parish in 1949, another lrish priest did 
not succeed him. The respondents unanimously recalled their sense of loss, for 
both the priest and his Irish associations. In terms of their experience with Father 
Bleakley, the adult process of reconstructing childhood memories of Dean Darby 
may have made his 'lrishness' seem more intense. As the third generation grew 
older and began to have their families, Fr. Bleakley acted as а catalyst to revitalise 
their community for the following twenty years. 
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The effect he had on the lives and cultural focus of the parishioners is evident in the 
structures of their remembrances. Many of them had lasting memories of his 
arrival from lreland, although, as in the case of the following narrator, inaccurate 
one. This excerpt shows her strong desire for cultural identification with this 
priest. She romantically 'remembers' that he arrived in the parish on St. Patrick's 
Day ( 17 March) 1919. 6 Не actually arrived in October 1921. 7 In the narrative, she 
goes on to transfer desired ethnic attributes that are associated with the Irish priest 
to herself that are associated with the Irish priest. "Не rather loved me. Perhaps 1 
reminded him of someone in lreland. 1 had shiny Ыасk hair and very Ыuе eyes and 
Irish colouring. 1 have still got а prayer book and all the holy pictures he gave 
me.". 8 Нis 'Irishness', and the parishioners' subconscious gratitude for it, is shown 
in this extract, "We owe а lot to him ... he came as а newly ordained priest to 
Нamilton ... very Irish, very tall and dark. ". 9 
The formation of Irish associations of mythic proportions, emphasised Ьу the use 
of mixed chronology, is found in the following excerpt: "Не was an Irishman of 
rare intelligence, above his own age, ahead of his time.". 10 The myth surrounding 
the priest included the cohort's perception that he accorded special favours to the 
Irish enclave. When two respondents report that Father Bleakley celebrated mass 
in their homes when а parent was dying, they believed that the church did not allow 
this practice.11 This further adds to the collusive nature of the narrative, and can 
Ье linked with the Irish tradition of mass in the home. 12 А respondent maintains 
that Fr. Bleakley had completed six years of seven in medical school before 
deciding to become а priest. 13 There is no evidence to contradict this assertion. If 
this were so, the comЬination of а temporal and а physical healer would have been 
а powerful one. Although his medical actions in the following excerpt were 
palliative rather than curative, the sense of awe this comЬination evoked is 
6 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 40:46. 
7 ACDA 1NТ II, 1-3/1, [Bishop Сlешу, in his own hand, 'Мissions and Stations in the Waikato 
in the Seventies' 1841-1972]. 
8 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 40:46. 
9 Таре No. 3, Мavis CoomЬes, А 9:40. 
10 Таре No. 11, Sister Маrу Нassan, А 2:42. 
11 Таре No. 11, Sister Маrу Нassan, А 3:42. 
l2 Fallows, р. 13. This tradition dates from the Penal laws of 1695 which forbade Catholic 
worship. 
13 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 40:46. 
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apparent: "Remember, he did а Ьit of medicine? Не would give her [narrators' 
dying mother] а morphine injection.". 14 Further evidence of the extent to which 
the myth associated with the priest developed is noted in the recollection of his 
participation in the St. Patrick's Day festivities. The newspaper reports of the 
competition results of the annual event have not supported the statement. "Fr. 
Bleakley used to go in the single men's race and win every time, he had legs like а 
racehorse ... Не would often catch the greasy pig too." .1s Another recollection 
places а heroic emphasis on the priest; 
"1 have а vivid memory of Fr. Bleakley. А little lame girl, Кathy 
Skiffington, lined up for her age race. From the start, she was well behind 
but she struggled valiantly, until Father, in three strides, covered the 
ground. Не reached her, picked her up and then without effort reached the 
winning post carrying the laughing passenger, who won the prize.". 16 
F or other children this Irish priest rekindled or provided first hand experience of 
'Irishness' as а surrogate for their deceased grandparents. Нis power as а leader 
also increased the sense of religious affiliation ofthe community. 'Irregular' 
clerical duties included an example ofFather Bleakley and one ofthe Irish curates 
acting as а fostering agency; 
"One Christmas we ended up with three extra children in our house. А 
brand new baby ... the mother had died when the ЬаЬу was bom. Fr. Kelly 
arrived with the ЬаЬу. Another time, the father was not Catholic, but the 
mother was. She had four children and then а breakdown. The man was 
desperate and his partner, а builder, said 'Look, go to the priest [he is] very 
fiiendly.' In desperation he went and we had him at six days old.". 17 
This excerpt shows that those outside the enclave acknowledged that there was а 
well-structured social system operating in Irishtown. There appears to Ье а lack of 
consultation, the priest arrived unannounced with the ЬаЬу. This shows the 
14 Таре No. 11, Sister Маrу Hassan, А 3 :42. 
15тареNо. ll, SisterMшyНassan,B5:ll. 
16 Rejoice in Норе, р. 86. 
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symblotic relationship between community and priest, where the normal 
parameters of behaviour for both are violated. It could Ье said that this is а strong 
indication of а functioning enclave with its own intemal logic. The remembered 
effect of religious afliliation on the pattems of socialisation not only included 
parish-led participation, but active initiation. When the Marist Brothers arrived in 
Hamilton, а parishioner remembers the women of the parish helping the 
impecunious brothers. 
"Му mother got the word that the Brothers were sleeping under sacks and 
newspapers in the depression. She and other ladies in the Catholic 
Women's League went to the Parish Priest, Fr. Bleakley ... They Ьludged 
[ cajoledj him until he parted with the keys and they went in and fired 
everything out ... Brother Clements went over to Fr. Bleakley and said that 
[they had] an order of poverty, and Mum wagged her finger at Brother 
Clements and said 'You teach in our schools, we expect you to sleep well 
to do your јоЬ'. That shut the Brothers up".18 
The narrator wishes to show that her mother, and Ьу association the narrator 
herself, has а high degree of religious association. There is an exaggerated tone of 
familiarity, matemal concem and mock-chastisement of both the Parish Priest and 
the Brothers. "1 was very involved with the Мarists brothers. From time to time 
the Marist Brothers house would need fresh curtains or cushions so I would get in 
touch with а couple of friends and get the money together and get it for them" .19 
It appears that the women's care of the brothers defined their role as caretakers, 
and is evidence for their role as facilitators. There is no oral evidence for the men 
being involved in the Brother's care, other than contributing in the Sunday 
collection for the financial support given to them Ьу the Parish. This supports 
Hasia Diner's claim of the crossover between women's pattems of socialisation 
and religious affiliation.,_ The descriptions of the cohort do not concur, however, 
with her view that the nuns only provided а community social service. 20 
17 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 13: 18. 
18 Таре No. 14, Bart Roache, А 15:05. 
19 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 40:46. 
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In the narratives, the sisters did not interact with the community in the way that the 
priests and brothers did, but they did have а special relationship with the children 
of Irishtown. То observers they constituted an enigmatic section of the clergy. 
''Nuns were rarely seen in the street, never alone, and seldom seen in а shop.".21 
According to а respondent, who grew up in Irishtown and has been in the order for 
more than forty years, there were only two choices for а nun. "In those days, there 
was no option, you had to go in and teach, or you were relegated to the 
kitchen.". 22 The initiation into interactive religious affiliation began when children 
attended the Catholic school. Their area of interaction was the responsiЬility for 
the spiritual induction of the children. The children's initiation into religious life 
began at the age of four as 'flower girls' or 'boys'. One respondent recalls the 
church procession and the part they played; "We were called flower girls when we 
started off We had little pink cords with little pinks baskets in ftont of us and 
every so often [we] threw petals out. Four men [held] the canopy [а baldachino, 
over the priest]. [We were] Children of Mary and wore the Ыuе satin cloaks. 
Many [girls] wore theirs over the bridal gowns and wore it for the last time on their 
wedding day.". 23 The sisters organised the younger children who strew petals 
ftom baskets. 24 
Another remembers that following the sacrament of First Holy Communion at the 
age of seven а new degree of status was conferred, different coloured sashes were 
wom. "There were gold sashes and gold banners, those were the glorious 
mysteries, the purple sashes were the sorrowful one and the green was the joyful. 
After а year or so in the greens, it was great guns when you were in the purple.". 25 
Мnemonic reinforcement complemented the pageantry. It was one method 
employed Ьу the sisters at school to condition the children ftom an early age. А 
respondent remembers learning а rhyme taught Ьу the nuns at school which was 
designed to encourage · the children to visit the church as often as possiЫe. 
"Whenever I pass а church, 1 always make а visit, for fear of when 1' m carried in, 
20 Diner, р. 120. 
21 Geoffrey Roche, 'Catholic Parish ofSaint Мary's, Нamilton'. 
22 Таре No. 11, Sister Маrу Нassan, А 25:33. 
23 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 25:20. Таре No. 11. Sister Маrу Hassan, А 32:03. 
24 Sister Magdalen Ryan, unrecorded interview, 10 April 1993. 
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Photograph (11) Father Michael Bleakley at First Communicants breakfast. 
Source: Rejoice in Норе. 
Photograph (12) Flower girls scattering petals at prompting of bell-ringer 
(right) in grounds of the convent. Date unknown. 
Source: Rejoice in Норе. 
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Photograph (13) 'Children of Mary' procession in the grounds of the 
convent. Date unknown. 
Source: Notre Dame des Missions, Hamilton. 
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Photograph (14) Procession around the perimeter of 1912 church. 
Source: Private Collection 
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the Lord will say, "Who is it?"26 The high numbers of third generation Irishtown 
women who became nuns is а testament to the influence of the Sisters in the 
formative period of the children oflrishtown. 27 
As well as processions, there were other rites and organisations such as fraternities 
and sodalities that the entire cohort participated in as children. The Catholic year 
was arranged according to the church calendar. The lives of the community 
rotated around this calendar. Fallows found that fraternities strengthened the 
bonds of Irish identity, her description of the American fraternities, such as the 
"Friendly Sons of St. Patrick" in New York, have an obvious Irish base. 28 ln 
Irishtown, the cohort recalls membership of the fratemities 'Children of Mary' for 
girls and women, and 'Holy Name' for boys and men. Neither of these has an 
ostensiЫe Irish connection, yet were linked to religious affiliation which was 
Ыended with cultural affiliation. 
While the association with the fraternities was seen as an essential part of 
belonging to the community, the oral testimonies do not show any evidence of 
membership of Irish or Irish affiliated organisations, even in the 1920s when 
Ireland became а Free State. Sister Dorothea remembers her father was а member 
ofthe Holy Name Society, the Vincent de Paul Society, and the Catholic Нibernian 
Society, which had Irish connotations in Auckland. In the third, the era of the 
cohort. There is almost по oral evidence of the Catholic Нibernian Society in 
Hamilton. 29 In the previous chapter, the lack of documentary evidence for Irish 
organisations was discussed. In an American study Fallows found that Ьу the 
1930s "the need for fratemal [Irish] organisations was less intense", and she goes 
on to quote an Irish American saying, "Today, the third and fourth generations 
have already lost their desire to Ье called 'Irish'."_зo Fallows shows evidence that 
there was а natural propensity for the third and fourth generation to disaffiliate. 
Although this was delayed in Hamilton, it appears that one casualty was the 
membership of any Irish organisations. 
26 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 25:20. 
27 Appendix (С). 
28 Fallows, р. 53. 
29 Sister Dorothea, unrecorded interview, 23 June 1993. 
30 Fallows, р. 53. 
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The cohort remembers the ceremony of the processions. Competition amongst the 
boys and men of the Holy Name Society to carry the cross at the head of а Church 
procession was described as ferocious. The following extract encapsulates the 
process as it describes the respondent's role; "Sr. Gemma's father was the head 
man to teach the altar boys. As far as carrying the cross was concemed, he would 
grab it and ifhe wasn't there, there was а Ьig fight to see who got it. 1 happened 
to Ье on the Ьig side and got it plenty of times.". 31 The dramatic picture of the 
struggle for the cross could Ье analogous for the intensity of religious affiliation in 
the childhood's ofthe third generation. 
Memories of school life also provided evidence of community cohesion within the 
enclave and early ethnic self-awareness. Children walked to school or hitched а 
ride ifthey could. "We went with Dad every morning because Dad took the milk 
into the convent. Dad would pick up anyone on the road ... Не had а cart full of 
children.". А respondent' s father on convent business helped carry some children 
to school. 32 Those walking arranged to meet on comers and groups got large as 
they converged on the school. The children ftom Hamilton East State School met 
the Catholic school children en route. Some rivalry and conflict occurred with 
scuftles and name-calling. А Catholic respondent remembers а taunt; "We were 
always enemies when we went to school, they used to say to us 'Catholic dogs 
jump like ftogs on а Sunday morning, the devil comes and smacks their bums and 
made them say good morning'.". 33 What the Catholic response was is lost. 
Nevertheless, the following testimonies indicate that the children' s Ьigotry 
extended to both sides. "When we were growing up, the Catholic children still had 
that [idea] not to speak to Hamilton East children.". This teasing was not 
exclusive to Hamilton. In his boyhood reflections on Catholicism, The Demanding 
God, Pat Lawlor, who grew up in Wellington, remembers the exchanges of"Cattle 
Dogs" and "Proddy dogs" with the State school. 34 This excerpt shows that the 
Catholics were just as adept at teasing; 'There was а Seventh Day Adventist 
across the road. One day we got the Ьоу down on the grass, and made him say he 
31 Таре No.4, Jack Flynn, В 1:00. 
32 Таре No.12, Jose Devitt, А 12:04. 
33 Таре No.9, June Wait, А 20:05. 
34 Р. Lawlor, The Demanding God (Dunedin, 1972), р 13. 
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did believe in hell. ". 35 The evidence for sectarianism is minimal, confined to 
childhood experience, and as has been noted and not just reserved for Catholic 
children. 
The narratives show that religious affiliation and religious loyalty began at an early 
age at school. As well as oral testimony for positive childhood experiences of the 
clergy, there were also negativities. The cohort was unwilling to explore the area 
of discipline at school, possiЫy because of family links to the sisters, or because in 
school life and social life, the Church had the same religious influence, and to 
criticise the teachers at school was to criticise the church. Only one respondent 
recalled harsh treatment of the students~ "There were some tartars among the nuns. 
Those were the days when you did use the cane ... Some of them used to соте 
down on your hands if you did the wrong thing' ."36 
Along with school, the cohort's earliest memories of religion included religious 
icons such as fonts and altars in their bedrooms. "They all had little altars, didn't 
they? All the children. We had our little statues, Holy pictures and flowers, [ а 
statue of] Our Lady, the Sacred Heart, and St. Anthony.".37 These artefacts were 
common to all Catholic homes in this period. New Zealand author Pat Lawlor 
recalls his Catholic childhood in his book The Demanding God, " ... there were holy 
water fonts at the door of all our bedrooms ... and а tiered altar in the bedroom of 
my mother and father." 3s Significantly, in their descriptions none of the group 
describe Irish paraphemalia that might have been expected in second generation 
Irish homes such as а "St. Brigid's Cross", Irish pictures, Irish lace samplers, 
nationalist banners or flags, publications or perhaps Irish china. 39 When 
questioned, the cohort did not recall any such items in their Irish grandparent's 
homes either. This supplements the lack of documentary evidence for associations 
with para-nationalist organisations or material. However, this does not appear to 
have been an impediment to the development of а community that could not 
35 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 25:20. 
36 Таре No. 11, Sister Маrу Hassan, А 25:33. 
37 Таре No. 9, June Wait, А 24:56. 
38 Р. Lawlor, р. 10. 
39 St. Brigid's Cross: traditional cross woven from roshes, that would usually Ьehung on а wall, 
named for the Irish saint who was said to have perfoпned miracles. 
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survive without cultural reference. Fallows offers an explanation. She observes 
that the "traits of an ethnic heritage are often unconsciously transmitted in the 
intimacy of the family" .. 40 This suggests that either the ethnic heritage must have 
been transmitted unconsciously in Irishtown, or another source of ethnic 
confirmation was availaЫe after the deaths of the generation of Irish grandparents, 
or both. ln Irishtown, it was а comЬination of both. The priests acted as one 
source of confirmation; another was the methodology of Irish-associated patterns 
of religious behaviour. 
Through the religious observation in the home cultural identity was unconsciously 
transmitted. Examining the following testimony where, for example, Zoe Horton 
recalls that they did not say the rosary every night, helps in understanding the 
degree of transmission. "We were not daily rosary people, we did а lot of praying 
at school.". 41 This testimony indicates an understanding of different levels of 
religious identification, and perhaps the "Irishness" associated with the saying of 
the rosary, а particularly Irish custom. 42 There are also connotations of class and а 
greater degree of religious affiliation. Another respondent echoes this association. 
She lived in the Galloway Street area but associated with, and related to, families in 
the higher-class areas, and distances herself ftom the core working class group 
with its overt religious affiliation. "[We] did not say the rosary, my family were 
not as keen as the Roachs.". 4з The testimonies have illustrated the perceived link 
between Irish and Catholic, on one level with the Irish tradition of the rosary, and 
on another the perceived link between class and the observation of this prayer 
ritual. 
The small numbers and exclusivity of the clergy-laity relationships meant that the 
degree of religious affiliation of the Irishtown community inevitaЫy interconnected 
with pattems of socialisation. The evidence in the narratives of socialisation in the 
home, extended family, and community again shows the unconscious transmission 
of heritage, and that it was compounded Ьу the presence of the Irish priests. In 
other words, the intergenerational influences in family life echo those of parish life. 
40 Fallows, р. 97. 
41 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 3:20. 
42 Rt. Rev. MSG. John McМahon, Scriptural Rosan: (Нong Kong, 1989), р. 9. 
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This, in tum, influenced the social behaviour of the enclave. Patrick O'Farrell 
recognises that religious affiliation and identification with working class were а 
protective mechanism in the perpetuation of an Irish community. 44 The narratives 
indicated а homogenous unit where Church and community life was inextricaЬly 
intertwined, but where men and women had clearly defined roles. The degree of 
religious affiliation in an American enclave has been attributed to "community 
cohesion," where "the parish and the church were an inseparaЫe part of the Irish 
Catholic world.".45 Another author Hasia R. Diner has noted this tendency in her 
book, Erin's Daughters in Americ~ when she discusses the effect of religious 
affiliation on pattems of socialisation on women's lives. She says that it "created а 
sharp distinction between the roles of the sexes, and provided the nuns as а 
community social service.". 46 The testimonies of Irishtown show а comblnation of 
both. 
While the cohort's term of cultural self-reference and ethnic consciousness in the 
testimonies is male-based, women were considered to have а special role. In the 
initial interviews to elicit information on the respondents' Irish heritage before 
recording took place, the cohort all referred to their patemal Irish line first and 
only when questioned further as to their matemal line. The cohort defined the 
patemal role as that of the provider, with а strong influence. Many of the 
respondents commented on their father' s education, which they perceived to Ье 
linked to class, а measure of which was the extent to which they did or did not 
read. One from the better area of Gтеу Street remembers how her father 
influenced her own learning behaviour; "Father was well educated. Не had copper 
plate handwriting and was educated to Grammar school standard. We were all 
good readers and interested in books.".47 Another from Firth Street shows an 
awareness of Irish reading material in the home, and considers reading to Ье а valid 
substitute for education. "Рор used to have Irish magazines, real old Catholic 
43 Таре No. 1, Мargaret Мills, А 18:37. 
44 Patrick O'Faпell, The Irish in Australia (New South Wales, 1986) р. 121. 
45 Emmons, р.34. 
46 Diner, р 120. 
47 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 6:28. 
Photogгaph (15) Roach children at the Hamilton East Cemetery circa. 
1933/1934. 
Source: Roach family collection 
Note: .(From left rear), ВоЬ, June, and Pat, front; Noeline, Mary. 
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books, and а local paper ftom Magherafelt ... Рор was very leamed although he 
didn't go to school.". 48 The link with Catholic and Irish is seen where both are 
included as а source of reading material, an example of the homogeneity in the 
period. А respondent ftom the lower class area of Galloway St recalls "there 
wasn't а book in the house.".49 
An extreme and unusual example of identification with the male line is shown in the 
following excerpt ftom two female first cousins who were given patronymics and 
seldom used their given christian names. Irene Crosby recalled how her cousin 
received her name 'Pat'. "They started calling her 'Pat' from her father and they 
called me 'Tommy' on account of Tom, my father."_so Pat's response to this 
statement shows her support for this evidence of patemalism. In the following 
excerpt, although now in old age, she still accepts the patemal nomenclature Ьу 
rejecting her given name~ "There are very few now that call me Margaret at а11 and 
it sounds so strange. [to Ье called Margaret instead of Pat]".51 The respondents 
did have brothers, so the reason for using their father' s names is not а dearth of 
male children, but appears to Ье connected with а community-influenced pattem of 
behaviour. Like the Russian system, the women appear to have been attributed 
characteristics of male lineage. This could Ье linked with the practise of multiple 
inheritance and family clusters. 
The desire to retain evidence of family groups, and therefore evidence of the 
enclave, may have extended to the symbolic reinforcement of the male line. 
Another possiЬility is the desire for provenance. The cousins could both trace their 
Irishtown heritage to their military settler grandfather, John CrosЬie. The 
unconscious transmission of heritage as described Ьу Fallows could also include 
reference to cultural origin, or in this case, the founding male. Fr. Bleakley and his 
assisting Irish priests appear as а dominant male influence in the oral narratives, 
which is more evidence of this trend. 
48 Таре No. 6, Endres, А 7:16. 
49 Таре No. 14, Bart Roache, А 7:52. 
50 Таре No. 7, Irene Crosby, А 3:52. 
51 Таре No. 7, Pat Barnett, А 3:52. 
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The social process of Irishtown revolved around the family unit. The evidence for 
religious reinforcement, the familial clustering seen in the previous chapter and the 
evidence for self-reliance and self-subsistence meant that the women's role as 
facilitators in the home was critical to the success of the enclave. Evidence of 
women's work is unavailaЫe in the documentary sources, but the oral histories 
show that they worked at home as primary caregivers and undertook unpaid and 
paid work in the parish community. Many of the respondents' mothers sewed for 
their families. "Му grandmother sewed Ьу hand, she was а very clever 
needlewoman, she made dresses and suits for her sons and daughters, lining the 
boys' suits with flour bags that had been boiled and dyed.".52 Few Irishtown 
families had cars, and those that had were considered relatively well off The 
Hortons owned а car, but did not have domestic help. The girls ofthe family were 
required to undertake household chores. "Му mother had no help, she had four 
daughters, we all had to help. Му parents would go to the 10.30 mass and they 
would Ье home just in time for the hot dinner which the four girls would have 
organised.".53 А respondent whose father was the Hamilton marine engineer with 
а relatively good income recalls mother using her skills to supplement the family 
income. "Mother had music pupils. She used to teach them for а shilling а lesson. 
She had 14 or 16 pupils. ln those days the mother was pregnant most of the 
time.". 54 Both of these examples indicate that the perceived "upper class" families 
of the enclave were not that much 'better ofP than the lower class. Another 
example of а woman who undertook paid employment shows evidence of the link 
between women's work and the Catholic Irish connection. There is also evidence 
for an intemal economic inftastructure; "1 had the business [hairdressing} during 
the war. While I was there in Hamilton East all those Hamilton East Catholics 
would come to me to have their hair done. АП those ftom Irishtown.". 55 The link 
between Irishtown and Hamilton East Catholics is evident. 
This link is observed again in Jack Flynn's early memory of his Irish grandparent's. 
The following testimony supports evidence of an ethno-religious characteristic; 
"[They] said the rosary every night. У ou had to kneel down Ьу the fire. When we 
52 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 27:00. 
53 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 15:25. 
54 Таре No.11, Sister Маrу Hassan, А 43:00. 
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used to stay with them, it was down on your benders after tea at night .. .It was а 
haЬit with Irish people just as important as the meal.".56 The women's role of 
religious reinforcement in the home is seen in Jack's assertion that his mother was 
')ust as strict with the rosary." .. 57 The association of "Catholic" and "Irish" is also 
evident in his recollection of а fiiend's grandmother. "Old grandma Egan lived 
with them when I was young, she was very Catholic, she might have соте from 
Ireland but I don't know.".58 Нis childhood construction that she may have been 
Irish is supported Ьу his observation that she was not only Catholic but also "very 
Catholic". The influence of the first generation women as cultural references for 
the cohort is evident in Bart Roache's childhood recollection of his Irish 
grandmother using an Irish word. Не recalls puzzling over her calling one of the 
Irish curate's "garsuin". Now in his seventies, Bart had held on to the phonetic 
memory of the word without ever knowing its meaning. When the interviewer 
translated it as the [Irish] Gaelic word for "Ьоу" or "young man", and suggested 
that it would have been used in а fiiendly way, he understood its context. Нis 
retention of the accurate pronunciation for such а long time is remarkaЫe, and 
shows that the aural memory of his grandmother' s Irish accent was а powerful one, 
and one that is linked with his subconscious desire to retain Irish characteristics. 
This is evidence for the strength of ethnic association that the Irish grandparents 
had for the cohort. 
It is suggested that there was awareness that with the death of the Irish 
grandparents, the latter incidences would cease. This is further evidence for the 
suЫiminal desire for an ethnic suпogate, and one that was availaЫe though the 
Irish priests. Not only did Fr. Bleakley act as а suпogate Irish influence for the 
grandparents, but that his leaving was seen as equally detrimental to the cohort 
maintaining links with their Irish heritage. In this statement, the respondent 
appears to Ье discussing the implications of the death of the Irish grandparents. 
The chronology shows that she is actually unconsciously transferring her 
association of 'Irish' and 'grandparents' to 'Irish' and 'priest'. "They stopped 
having this affiliation with Ireland when the grandparents had all died in the 
55 Таре No.11, Sister Маrу Нassan, А 15:17. 
56 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 28:44. 
57 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 28:44. 
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1940s". 59 The narrator is really referring to Fr. Bleakley leaving in the 1940s. She 
and her fiiends' Irish grandparents would all have died Ьу the 1920s. The 
respondent displays chronological transference. She unconsciously manifests grief 
for the priest's departure that she is confusing with the deaths ofher grandparent's. 
She grieves for the loss of culture. The significance of this loss in seen in the 
continued influence of the grandparent's as cultural icons even after their deaths. 
While the lrish priest left no tangiЬle cultural legacy after his departure, the 
grandparents' graves proved to Ье viaЫe cultural icons. 
The care of the dead may well have been а feature that was unique to Irishtown, 
where the enclave used the cemetery to create its own cultural reference and sense 
of Irish inheritance. The result was а facility and ritual that developed the 
comrnunity' s cultural consciousness. Many of the comrnunity had Irish 
grandparents buried in the cemetery. ln one case, there were four generations of 
one family that included а great-grandparent that had migrated from Ireland to join 
а first generation settler relative. While there would have been others from 
Hamilton visiting graves, their ritual would not have been the same as the Irish 
enclaves'. F or example, the recitation of the rosary at the graveside: "We used to 
walk to the cemetery to my grandparents' graves. 1 can remember scrubЬing the 
graves and putting the flowers [on]. 1 used to have а little girl's grave I looked 
after further down in the children's section ... We all said rosaries. Рор always had 
his rosary beads on him.". 60 Without any other form of historical cultural 
identification, they saw the graves as an important feature of the Irish 
historiography of the comrnunity. The link with the first generation was reinforced 
weekly Ьу the ritual visitation. The comrnunity as а whole undertook this 'formal' 
activity, while in the 'informal' aspect of the activity the class differentiation is 
witnessed. One Grey Street respondent asserted that she never went visiting 
anywhere else after the cemetery trip on а Sunday, while another Galloway Street 
narrator remembers the trips to the cemetery as the precedent to visiting fiiends 
and relatives on the way home. The importance of conforming to this activity in 
order to 'belong' to the comrnunity is seen in the next passage. The respondent's 
58 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 5:25. 
59 Таре No. 11, Sister Mary Hassan, В 7:33. 
60 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 19:30. 
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narrative reinforces this idea. It seems that the ritual walks to the cemetery were 
as important as visiting the graves. 
One respondent remembers that her family, new immigrants, did not have any 
'claim' to Ье at the cemetery, as they did not have any relatives buried there. The 
desire to belong to the community, and conform to the rituals of the enclave 
resulted in the 'adoption' of а grave. The people buried there were Irish, and, it is 
implied in the narrative, that because of this their actions were validated. "We 
went to the cemetery, although we did not have anyone there -- not family -- but 
we did go for walks. We had dear fiiends ... they were Irish [buried there].". 61 This 
unique trait shows а desire to identify with and belong to the ethnic group. It also 
shows that the small numbers and isolation of the community meant that any 
cultural reference had to Ье preserved so that the enclave could survive. In this 
instance, the graves of the Irish ancestors acted as а cultural icon. 
Along with the contemporary adoption of the cemetery as an icon, there were also 
other Irish traditional considerations. The superstitions the Irish hold about 
graveyards after dark is well documented and is often referred to in Irish Folklore. 
This would also have been а legacy of the Irish grandparents, evident in the 
following testimony. One ofthe cohort remembers his old Irish neighbour's fear of 
going back to а dark house at night, perhaps after church or socialisation, "Old 
Мrs. Ryan [Irish] was very superstitious, and Uncle Frank was the most 
enlightened. Не used to escort Мrs. Ryan down to her house for 3 pennies. [Не] 
made а hell of а noise to get the baddies out of the house". 62 The same narrator 
shows that this superstition has not permeated through to the third generation 
because of the familiarity the children had with the graveyard, as familiar а part of 
their territory as any other sphere of their community life. This is further illustrated 
in this excerpt which shows а role the children played in the care ofthe dead. "We 
had uncles who used to bet us three pennies that we wouldn't go up to the 
61 Таре No. 1, Jose Devitt, А 45.25. 
62 Таре No. 14, Bart Roach, А 18:32. 
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cemetery at night which we did. 1 wasn't aftaid ofthe cemetery, we were raised in 
[it ], we helped to dig graves and line them with ferns.". 63 
The cemetery had become а place of community socialisation, as well as а 
confirmation of their cultural and familial identity. Patrick O'Farrell offers an 
explanation when he suggests that the "large body of traditional custom and belief 
in Ireland centred on holy places" was left behind when the migrants were 
relocated in Australia. 64 It is suggested that the evidence shows that this 
community adopted the cemetery as а surrogate 'holy place. It appears that the 
Irish grandparents founded the tradition and customs of this community. The 
transmission of heritage to the second and third generation necessitated not only 
the promulgation of Irish patterns of behaviour learned ftom them, but also the 
adoption of surrogate cultural references relating to them. This behavioural trait 
appears to have been neither documented in other enclaves, nor corroborated Ьу 
any other study consulted. 
Patterns of behaviour also included marriage bonds. Fallows describes endogamy 
within the enclave as an Irish-Catholic characteristic. In the childhoods of the 
cohort, 'mixed' marriages between Catholic and non-Catholic were seen as а threat 
to the stabllity of the group. Molly Skelton's testimony confirms the social 
distance created Ьу her parents 'mixed' marriage. Although her mother converted 
to Catholicism, she and Molly continued to socialise with non-Catholic ftiends and 
relatives. When asked about socialisation with Irishtown families she responded 
that although she went to school with Irishtown children, "1 did not go visiting а 
lot as а child, 1 was always very much at home. ". 65 "Converts" were seen as а 
necessary inclusion in the enclave due to the small marriage pool, but not entirely 
accepted, "[She] was а convert, but she was my godmother and very kind to 
me.".66 The Priests operated as marriage brokers in some instances, and Ьу doing 
so encouraged marriages to converts~ "Не was instrumental in my marrying my 
husband who was а convert. Му husband had to persuade me to get married, 1 
63 ·ь·d !....!....-
64 Patrick O'Farrell, The Irish in Australia, р.28. 
65 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 11:31. 
66 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 15:25. 
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wasn't very keen and it was Fr. Bleakley who talked to me.".67 То some non-
Catholics married into the community, some extremes of Catholic behaviour 
seemed to become more acute with the threat of а diminishing enclave. "Му aunts 
used to live in Anglesea Street. They were extremely devout; 'Ьigoted' would Ье а 
better word, Catholics. We always used to say that if somebody murdered 
somebody and they were а Catholic, they couldn't Ье guilty. [They were] so 
astonishingly Ьigoted.". 68 
The inevitaЫe trend of the third generation to disaffiliate is shown Ьу the desire for 
social mobllity. Мarriage outside the group was seen to increase it. 69 "As а family 
of Irish we were very inward looking. It wasn't until I went to the war and my 
sisters married поп lrish that it did the family а whole lot of good.". 70 The 
construction of the narrative shows а rejection of Irishness in the transition period 
of the maturation of the third generation. 
The narratives also attribute significance to the Irishness of the priests in the 
evidence for their pattems of socialisation. The enclave also displays traits of self-
sufficiency in the area of entertainment Ьу creating their own. The pervasive 
influence of the clergy in every area of community life is shown Ьу the informal 
visits of the lrish priests to the home for evenings of singing and dancing. The 
following excerpt contrasts vividly with the image of the non-Irish Maris~ 
Brother' s visits where they usually ate alone at а separate tаЫе in the family home; 
"We had а piano and everything else, talk about high jinks, talk about Irish 
dancing ... we had а lot of fun. Fr. Bleakley used to come too ... we used to 
have а chook [chicken] for him and а Ьig bottle whiskey, and he would lie 
down оп the bed and say 'this is it!' Fr. Gardener and Fr. Walshe, they all 
сате here.". 71 
67 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 40:46. 
68 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 11:21. 
69 Fallows, р. 103. 
70 Таре No. 14, Bart Roache, А 24:19. 
71 Таре No. 10, Rosie Sterritt, А 7:40. 
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Other forms of entertainment were organised Ьу the church. Jack Flynn 
remembers always 'being sent' to 'Church do's' оп Wednesday nights after the 
benediction. 72 The parishioners played the card game 'Euchre', followed Ьу а 
dance until midnight. The cultural connection between Irish and music is seen 
when Mary Endres remembers these 'do's' as "Irish nights at the Marist Hall.". 73 
Оп Sunday evenings after the ceremony of Benediction in the church, several 
respondents recall attending or holding singing and dancing evenings in 
parishioners' homes that included 'Irish jigs and reels'. The Galloway Street 
respondents recall the Sunday night social get-together as comparatively more 
vigorous than the recollections of those in the Grey Street area. The contrast is 
apparent in the following extracts: "We used to have great sing songs оп а Sunday 
night with all these young ones. We would roll up the carpet and she [my mother] 
taught us all to dance, Irish dancing and other dancing ... our house was really ап 
open house.". 74 The tone of the evening contrasts with the more restrained but 
similarly Irish setting recalled Ьу this respondent: "Friends used to come in on а 
Sunday evening. Опе old gentleman who was Scottish would bring his violin. Dad 
would pick ир the poker and bang оп the coal scuttle as а drum and we would all 
sing.". 75 In the same way that the second generation welcomed the special 
socialisation of the Irish priests while acknowledging their general . role in the 
Catholic Church in Нamilton, so too the Irish enclave participated in communal 
activities that complemented the church schedule while also taking advantage of it 
also to arrange Irish cultural activities. 
The cohort recalls childhood entertainment in and around their homes. Мапу 
respondents display а tendency to assert that their homes were the epicentre of 
such activity. June Wait remembers rounders and cricket on Galloway Street, 
"There used to Ье Flynns and cousins, we'd all Ье playing on the road", and large 
groups of children swimming at Hays Paddock.. 76 Another respondent Jose Devitt 
remembers the Irishtown children visiting her home on Clyde Street. "In the 
72 А foпn of Catholic seIVice. 
73 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 19:30. 
74 Таре No. 12, Josie Devitt, А 12:04. 
75 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton А 23:55. 
76 Таре No. 9, June Wait, А 11:58. 
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depression, the ones from town would all come out to the farm and play 
cricket.". 77 
The most ostensiЫe display of Irish festivities was St. Patrick's day. In Hamilton 
before 1940, the Catholic schools had the day off as а "Holy Day" to celebrate the 
feast of Ireland' s patron saint; 
"St. Patrick's day was а Ьig thing. You had everyone, and I mean everyone 
[there]. [After] mass at nine о' clock, we went to Claudelands show-
grounds. [It was а] Ьig sports day ... There were а variety ofthings, obstacle 
races and chasing the greasy pig. [They were] all Irishmen running it, 
Kellys, Ryans, O'Briens, Reynolds.".78 
The 'lrishmen' referred to were all second generation, and yet the narrator 
considers them Irish, which is testament to the perception of belonging to an Irish 
enclave. The cohort perceives that the fund-raising was an Irish prerogative, and 
undertaken Ьу those of Irish descent in the church. June Wait remembers her 
father going door to door with а notebook on his annual collection for the day. 79 
While the parents of the cohort would have been involved in the fundraising, the 
Church, and donations from the Мarists are recorded. 80 То the cohort, St. 
Patrick's day was an Irish affair, а day for the validation oftheir inheritance 
One of the Notre Dame des Мissions Sister's recollection of St. Patrick's day 
festivities prior to the 1920's includes а horse-drawn cortege to one of the Irish 
parishioner's farms for а picnic: "The girls wore green sashes. The horse-drawn 
wagons lined up in front of the church ... Blinkers on the horses carried green 
ribbons and his [ the leader' s] whip was adorned with green streamers. It was а 
musical parade, as the songs oflreland were lustily rendered Ьу the passengers.".81 
The women are remembered as joining in as heartily as the men did. "Married 
77 Таре No. 12, Jose Devitt, А 12:04. 
78 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 1:00. 
79 Таре No. 14, Bart Roache, А 13:21. 
80 Нamilton Parish Committee Мinute Вооk. [Entry 19 Мarch 1933, "Picnic held St. Patrick's 
Day, outstanding success. Letter thanking brothers for the assistance. Entry 17 February 1933, 
"Special collection taken up оп Sunday to defray ехрепsе of children's picllic"]. 
81 Rejoice in Норе, р. 86. 
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women would hitch up their skirts and race. Some of the children used to come 
ftom Newstead and places like that and got off at Claudelands [train station]. Irish 
jigs and other dances were also part of the activities. Some of them were keen on 
the Irish dancing.". 82 Sr. Peggy O'Neill recalls practising for school drills displays 
and evening concerts held on St. Patrick's Day. Ailsa and Rowie Rougherty, of 
Irish extraction, ran an Irish dancing school and they performed at the concert. 
The children wore green capes for the concert that was held at the Theatre Royal 
оп Victoria St. 83 
The parish minutes and narrative confirm that as the number of parishioners grew, 
the day was held at Claudelands showgrounds as early as the mid nineteen-
twenties. 84 "Before his [Father Bleakley's] day there was always а St. Pat's day 
picnic and а concert followed. Originally, the children used to come up here, 
where St. John's is, there was the Dean's farm, and the nun's farm.". 85 There are 
also silences about the festivities in the testimonies. Molly Skelton, bom in 1915, 
whose earlier narrative indicated that she was оп the sociological periphery of 
Irishtown, has а poor association with the day "1 vaguely remember St. Patrick' s 
day.". 86 It is possiЫe that her family was not involved in the preparations for, or 
participation in, the activities. Another respondent bom in 1923 cannot recall St. 
Patrick' s day festivities either, although they continued until the 1940s. 87 
Exogamy or disaffiliation may have been the reason. There are silences in the 
testimonies ofthose who do remember the day also. The picnic or festivities were 
not always held. The parish records show that the picnic was cancelled at least 
three times; 1927, 1931, and 1932, because it could not afford to stage the 
picnic. 88 This was not recalled Ьу any of the cohort, although it must have been 
significant at the time. This is рrоЬаЫу because the dominant memory was of an 
annual festival that was the cultural confirmation of the community. Any negative 
associations appear to have been marginalised in order to retain the memory of 
82 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, В 2:05. 
83 Sister Peggy O'Neill, unrecorded interview, 28 June 1993. 
84 Нamilton Parish Committee Мinute Book. 
Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 1:00. 
85 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 46:37. 
86 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 15:40. 
87 Таре No. 12, Jose Devitt, А 27:20. 
88 Нamilton Parish Committee Мinutes: 25 February 1927, 15 February 1931, 20 Мarch 1932. 
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cultural identity. The cohort does not recall their children participating in St. 
Patrick's day activities, and it appears that with the onset of the war the parades 
and picnic ceased. 
The pooling of resources for events such as St. Patrick's day appears to have been 
an intrinsic commitment. The testimonies show that there were similar behavioural 
pattems for other forms of sharing. The degree of caring and sharing among the 
Catholic Irish has been described as "the traditional part of Irish sociabllity". 89 А 
view reinforced in other studies. 90 
This sharing constituted offered hospitality, sharing of food and care of the sick. 
The cohort recalls their parents extending hospitality to those who entered the 
Galloway Street 'domain', including roadworkers. "During the depression with 
the relief workers, Mum used to go out in the street with а kerosene tin of tea for 
them, and make scones and everything for the men that worked on the road.". 91 
This pattem of sharing was passed to the third generation; "[respondent] June Wait 
is exactly like her mother, never comes empty handed, always ready to help.". 92 
This is а common feature in the Galloway Street area. June Wait recalls her father 
sharing produce grown on his town land with the neighbours; "Dad used to take 
vegetaЫes around to different ones. Мr. Flynn was off the road for а long time. 
Не could not get any work. 1 remember Dad going around there with vegetaЫes 
and [ also to] other families. 1 think most families did that.". 93 Her recollection 
that "most families" shared food confirms her own family's class insularity. Jack 
Flynn' s father gave the children of Irishtown milk when they сате to the farm. 94 
The Roaches сате to the Flynns after 8 am mass оп Sunday to pick apples to take 
home ftee. 95 Socialisation did not extend outside the families' own area. Families 
89 Emmons, рр. 75-84. 
iЬid., р.155. 
90 Patrick Ј. Blessing 'Irish Emigration То The United States, 1800-1920: Ап Overview', in 
Irish Studies 4, The Irish In America: Emigration. Assimilation and Impact, edited Ьу Р.Ј. 
Drudy, (Cambridge, 1985), р 27. 
Fallows, рр.81-95. 
Biddle, р.97. 
91 Таре No. 9, June Wait, А 26:26. 
92 Таре No. 12, Jose Devitt, А 27:20. 
93 Таре No. 9, June Wait, А 9:11. 
94 Таре No. 12, Jose Devitt, А 12:04. 
95 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, В 00:17. 
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in the Galloway Street area produced and shared much of their food of necessity, 
which the better-off families in Palmerston Street and Grey Street areas did not. 96 
In the area of health, the management of resources is further confirmation of the 
insularity ofthe group. When the influenza pandemic struck in 1918, families were 
confined. 97 The narratives show that few families seem to have suffered fatalities 
in Irishtown. Three of the sisters ftom the convent caught it while nursing the 
' 
overflow ftom the Hospital, but none died. This indicates good health 
management as а community resource and through self-sufficiency the abllity to 
remain isolated for long periods. Again, more evidence of class insularity and self-
reliance. The influence oflrish culture is further evident in Jack Flynn's retelling of 
а family myth set in the period of the pandemic. The narrative is constructed to 
infer а disregard for authority as an Irish trait attributed to folk medicine. This is 
based on assumptions of the curative powers of alcohol; 
"Му father asked the Sergeant of police at Morrinsville, because Maoris 
weren't allowed liquor at the Ра, ifit was okay to take the medicine supply 
to the Ра, which was the gin. So the Sergeant said yes, and they never lost 
а Maori at Tauhei Ра, not one. At Gordonton, they lost dozens. They said 
it was the gin". 98 
Other traditional Irish associations with alcohol included its abuse. The negative 
connotations are apparent to the respondent who talks about his uncle's drinking; 
"Old John Curran was а boozer in the Irish style of booze and trouЫe. Не was а 
swagger and а Ыооdу nuisance he was too. Не used to parade up and down the 
family veranda and chop down the clothesline.". 99 The narrator acknowledges this 
as an Irish trait. When there were proЫems such as this, the extended family 
operated а support system; 
"Му Aunt Мrs. Geary, lived behind Parklands [motel]. Мr. Philip Geary, 
her husband, used to drink rather too much and when he drank too much 
96 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 24:00. 
97 A.W. Reed, Two hundred vears ofNew Zealand Нistorv (Wellington, 1979). 
98 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 21:50. 
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he was not allowed in the house. Не was sent up to the loft to sleep. Му 
aunt used to get extremely angry with him .. .it would very nearly come to 
Ыows at times and every time that happened my aunt would ring my father 
and say, "Phil is playing up again, would you come over and sort him 
out?"_ 100 
This shows how the proЫems with the abuse of alcohol were dealt with within the 
family, and how the memory of this system was retained. There appears to have 
been parental reinforcement in the reiteration of this memory, linked with the 
consequences of drink and Irish behavioural pattems. For example, in this 
selection, there are echoes of the multigenerational proЫems associated with drink 
in the following excerpt; "In the Royal there was а bar, (father) who wasn't а 
drinker, left that to his father, who drank far too much.". 101 Another remembers 
her father going to the Royal every night. 102 Fallows confirms that Irish 
connection, quoting а respondent ftom an Irish enclave; "У ou must take care, my 
son. Drinking is а proЫem we Irish have.".103 
The former narratives show pattems of socialisation and support relating to 
drinking that were exclusive to the enclave. This testimony illustrates that 
mediation in cases of alcohol outside the community was considered inappropriate. 
"[The non-Irish Catholic neighbour] would come home drunk, and he was always 
giving it to Freddie with the horse whip, or throwing the stool at him, my mother 
thought it was awful." .104 There is а sense of helplessness, and an insinuation that 
the narrator' s family could not intervene. The same narrator, who lived on the 
west side, recognises her family position as being part of an Irish Catholic 
community that had defined parameters in this account of an Irish Curate, Fr. Dore 
making а parish visits. "Fr. Dore used to come to see us. Не went to the wrong 
[non Catholic] house and said "God Ыess all in this house", the wife shrieked and 
99 Таре No. 14, Bart Roache, А 1:00. 
100 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 34:00. 
101 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 27:30. 
102 Таре No. 6, Molly Endres, А 38:38. 
103 Fallows, р 52. 
104 Таре No. 11 Sister Маrу Нassan, В 00:25. 
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threw her hands in the air.". 105 The childhood memory of the reaction of а 
neighbour confirms the perception ofisolation ofthe Irish community, and explains 
the sense of dependency within the group. 
Dependency was also cultivated as а method of extending the nature of the 
community. The trait offamilial clustering in the Irishtown community was so well 
developed that the general Нamilton community was aware of it. А non-Irish 
Нamilton developer approached Jack Flynn, whose family owned land on Flynn 
Road in Нamilton, when he heard that an Irish doctor, Dr. John Keane, needed а 
surgery. The doctor lived in the Flynn's house while they built him а next door 
surgery.106 This shows that the general community was aware of the trait of 
clustering and system of mutual aid. This must have been recognised as а 
specifically Irish trait iflrish migrants were referred to the group, and consequently 
must have been а well-developed trait if it was so acknowledged. 
There were also intimations of class in other rituals of socialisation. Visiting 
relatives and friends, and Sunday trips to the cemetery were regular features of the 
community. There was less formality in the style of visiting among the poorer 
families, than that of residents in the better off areas. The Galloway Street area 
Irish Catholic families had impromptu visits ftom Irish Catholic neighbours of the 
same class, and encouraged an 'open door' philosophy, one of the cohort ftom 
Galloway Street remembers; "if anyone would come there was always the cup of 
tea, real Irish." .107 Two respondents ftom the middle class areas of Beale and 
Grey Streets remember formal visiting arrangements limited to family and close 
ftiends only. 108 This evidence confirms there were two distinct areas and classes 
within а опе essentially working class enclave. Galloway Street area was а lower 
class area, and the areas around Beale and Grey Street slightly higher, called 
middle class for the purpose of this study. They were not wealthy, but relatively 
better off. 
105 Таре No. 11 Sister Маrу Нassan, А 1 :47. 
106 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 41:14. 
107 Таре No. 14, Pat Gunn, А 33:15. 
108 Таре No. 3, Molly Skelton, А 14:06. 
Таре No 5, Zoe Horton, А 15:25. 
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Evidence of this middle class comes from the remembered social distinctions of а 
respondent ftom the 'lace curtain' areas. Her mother made her underclothes from 
the more expensive white material, rather than the coloured underclothing wom Ьу 
children in poorer families who used whatever fabric was availaЫe rather than 
specially purchasing white· .109 It is interesting that the same respondent regarded 
the term 'Irishtown' as common, implying that where she lived, Grey Street, was 
not Irishtown. The 'lace curtain' families of Irishtown were not so aflluent 
however that they could afford home help or to рау for а seamstress. Опе 
respondent who lived in а 'lace curtain' area on the west side remembers that her 
mother taught piano to а large number of pupils, although her husband worked as а 
marine engineer, а well-paid јоЬ Ьу the standards of the Irish Catholic 
· 110 commumty. 
All the families of the respondents lived within walking distance of the Church, 
gathering around it in the same way as another Irish enclave might gather around 
the source of work. In Irishtown, the church and enclave were mutually 
reinforcing. There was а merging of private (Irish) and puЫic (worker) roles 
amongst the men of Irishtown. While many of the fathers of the cohort were 
involved in puЫic cartage, the church directly employed some. Jack Flynn's 
memory of ап Irishman shouting at his horses in а thick almost unintelligiЫe Irish 
accent provides information on the ownership of horses in the community, an 
indication ofrelative wealth, and shows the Irishman's pride in owning his own; 
"Most ofthem [Irishtown men] had horses that they had leased. [Mulcahy 
used to say] 'When I say, 'gee up', to my horses, they are ту horses I am 
talking to. You fellas don't own those things'. Не used to skite about 
owning his horses.". 111 
There is some degree of confusion in the narratives as to whether some of the 
cohort's fathers donated their services to the church, or whether it was paid work. 
lt seems that all of the cohort would appear to prefer to remember that the work 
109 Таре No.3, Мзvis CoomЬes, А 15:35. 
110 Таре No. 11,Sister маrу Нassan, А 8:56. 
111 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 1:47. 
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was done free. An element of competitiveness is evident, with respondents 
claiming that their parent donated the 'freest' labour. This association can Ье seen 
to have continued over two generations; "Jthink church was 'Number One' before 
the house ... a school had to Ье built, my dad went down and helped, I helped with 
the new church.". 112 "Му mother and father worked very hard to get the Marist 
clubrooms going." .113 "Dad used to work very hard ... he used to sell all kinds of 
raflles and everything to try to raise money for the picnic.". 114 "Granddad got 
wood to build the first Catholic Church on the redoubt.". нs This shows а degree 
of insularity in the community, claiming labour as an essential claim to belonging to 
the community. 
When looking at the characteristic of working class insularity, the issue of class 
structure in Irishtown must first Ье considered. Hamilton' s Irishtown has been 
shown to have comprised two social groups, one better off, but both essentially 
working class in comparison with Hamilton society overall. In her thesis on the 
architecture of houses in Hamilton East, Diane Porteous has proposed that there is 
а direct correlation between the style of а house and the class of it' s inhaЬitants. 116 
The higher and more omate the stud, the more elevated their social status. 
Photographs of the original settler home in Chapter Two in which the self-
proclaimed working class Roaches lived on Galloway Street, show that the style 
was small, plain, and utilitarian. 
Molly Skelton describes her home in the higher-class area of Beale Street as 
follows; "I came here when I was five. (It was) а lovely old house with а very 
high stud, four bedrooms, dining room, sitting room, and а Ьig kitchen.". 117 The 
stud height concurs with Porteous's observations. The evidence from other 
narratives follows this pattem. А resident of River Road who lived in а large 
house spoke of "those down there in Irishtown" as if they were а separate entity, 
112 Таре No. 4, Jack Flynn, А 1:00. 
113 Таре No. 12, Devitt, А 35:30. 
114 Таре No. 9.Wait, А 4:51. 
115 Таре No. 7, Irene CrosЬy, А 11:45. 
116 D.C. Porteous, 'Нamilton East: Interpretation ofHouse Styles and Infilling the Опе 
Acre Sections', (unpuЫished M.Soc.Sc. thesis, University ofWaikato, 1991). 
117 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 4:15. 
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and that the link of the word "lrishtown" was with working class, although the 
respondent did identify with the Irish community in Hamilton. 11s 
The perception of the pararneters of lrishtown and the cohort' s relationship to it 
changes with the narrator's identity with class: An indicator, the social interaction 
of the lrishtown cohorts' mothers, provides more evidence. Their socialisation 
appeared to Ье exclusive to their own immediate area and class. For exarnple, Julia 
Roache's testimony indicates that her family associated with her immediate 
neighbours in the Galloway Street area. She had minimal social contact with 
families in the Beale Street, River Road, Grey Street and Palmerston Street areas, 
excepting occasions that demanded :full parish participation such as preparing for 
gala days. 
Fallows uses an oral history project to show how the oral narrative сап suggest 
class levels.119 ln the Connecticut project she describes, the interviewer found 
that: "At the lower social class levels people ftequently thought of themselves as 
lrish and talked about it comfortaЬly. At the professional level ... being lrish was 
not of particular importance to them ... ". 120 This narrative implies that at а 
professional level being lrish was potentially embarrassing. А respondent ftom а 
higher-class area who acknowledges her lrish roots is an example of the 
dissociation ftom the class connotations of the word 'lrishtown'. "1 never heard 
my mother use the expression, that is why I find it rather offensive when you talk 
about it, she never referred to herself as part of lrishtown.". 121 The following 
testimony provides evidence that there was а perception that the community was 
isolated and segregated as а small working class community within the wider 
Hamilton one; 
"1 don't think you would say that there was а common lrish thread because 
this town of Hamilton was largely run and ordered Ьу people of Ьig 
connections who were Baptist. The lrish people in Hamilton were very low 
118 Sister Dorothea Lawless, unrecorded interview, 23 June 1993. 
119 Fallows, р. 76. 
120 'b'd !..!_. 
121 Таре No. 2, Zoe Horton, А 10:17. 
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key ... they came from persecuted Ireland. 1 think they believed in а peaceful 
life as far as possiЫe. They did keep to themselves quite а Ьit.". 122 
Although at first the narrator denies the existence of an Irish enclave in Hamilton, 
she goes on to acknowledge that not only did an immigrant-based community 
exist, but that it was self-referential and separatist. The conflicting perceptions in 
this testimony are evidence of the compromises associated with the eventual 
integration of the community. It appears that there had to Ье а suppression of 
cultural identity in order to effect the transition. 
The oral narratives have supported the documentary evidence for the traditional 
Irish traits of religious affiliation, patterns of socialisation and working class 
insularity and identified new ones. The testimonies also indicate that several myths 
have evolved. The most pervasive of these was 'Irishness Ьу association'. The 
cohort had а desire to associate with the Irish priests and to 'become' Irish. 
Another myth was that they had а special relationship with the Irish priests, who 
accorded 'favours' that were perceived as extracurricular and performed mythic 
feats. There was also participation in social rituals that were perceived as Irish. 
The most surprising of these was the regard for the cemetery as а surrogate "Holy 
Place". The desire to belong was so intense that new members observed patterns 
of behaviour already estaЫished in the community. An additional feature of this 
behaviour was that new immigrants also participated in the formation of the myth 
Ьу 'adopting' ancestors. This is an indication that the enclave was dynamic, and 
continued to adapt in the third generation. 
Expected myths that have evolved :ftom the cohort's Irish heritage include the 
curative powers of alcohol, and Irish superstitions about the dark. Another myth 
was that each respondent's family had the most involvement with community 
activity, either that their house was the epicentre of socialisation, play, 
entertainment, or that their parents donated most :ftee labour, time or resources to 
parish life, and care ofthe clergy. 
122 Таре No. 11, Sister Маrу Нassan, А 21:29. 
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The Irish clergy as cultural references, were essential to the continuation of the 
enclave. The Irish priests unwittingly acted as ethnic surrogates, and there was а 
correlation between the extension of the life of the enclave and the influence of the 
Irish priests. The enclave's demographic behaviour was 'church-centric', and in 
the third generation this meant 'culture-centric' as it also involved the ethnic origin 
of the Irish priests. When this pattem ceased, so did the enclave. There appears to 
Ье по precedent for this in other studies of Irish enclaves. 
There was evidence that the community and clergy interacted on every level. 
Familial and pan-familial relationships were evident; many families were related to 
clergy and Irishtown women had а pseudo-matemal association with the Brothers. 
The community had ап unconscious ethnic understanding, one which, in the third 
generation, had become so closely associated with religious affiliation as to have 
become indistinguishaЫe ftom it. The oral histories indicate а 'sense' ofbelonging 
to the community, without clear discemment. In other words, while there was 
cognition in the community of cultural provenance, the process of assimilation of 
heritage was not clearly understood. 
The narratives indicate that there was affi.rmation of the community ftom other 
sources. Those outside the enclave acknowledged that there was а well-structured 
social system operating in Irishtown, which is evidence for its existence. Two 
distinct social groups emerged in the testimonies, interacting separately оп а local 
level and together for church socialisation. Essentially, sub-strata in а small 
working class community. Traits of self-sufficiency were seen in the pattems of 
entertainment, class-specific socialisation, and production of and sharing of 
resources. Community segregation was evident in the trait of familial clustering. 
Ethnic-consciousness is observed when the narratives suggest that the wider 
community recognised this familial grouping. The testimonies show that ethnic-
identity was patemalistic, another new trait. АН of these traits reinforced the sense 
of isolation of the community. This community isolation became cultural isolation 
when the Father Bleakley left the parish. There is confirmation in all the narratives 
that the community failed to retain enough special characteristics for the next 
generation to identify with. The oral evidence shows that Irishtown was on the 
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brink of integration. F or the fourth generation, Irishtown had ceased to Ье an 
enclave, but had merged with the general community. 
103 
Chapter Four: Conclusions and Comparisons 
The study has sought to prove the existence and descriЬe the profile of а multi-
generational Irish community. The evidence shows that it was the only cultural 
enclave in Hamilton, and it was centralised on the east side ftom 1864 to 1940. 
Following an identifiaЫe beginning as а small Irish cluster in the Fourth Waikato 
Regiment that founded Hamilton; other Irish immigrants later supplemented it. The 
comЬined oral and documentary evidence suggests that it was such а small, ftagile, 
soft-edged cluster that even the term 'Irishtown' had amЬiguous connotations for 
some. У et, it had а defined social structure with specific patterns of behaviour, and 
persisted despite the pressures for assimilation and erosion. The statistical evidence 
confirmed the existence of а cluster, and the documentary and oral evidence 
descriЬed it. 
This was not а planned cluster. It began almost accidentally, the result of а relatively 
inordinate number of Irish Catholics in the militia. This prompted the donation of а 
site for а church that was to Ье the catalyst for а sequence of events that culminated in 
а large centralised religious congregation of clergy, buildings and educational 
facilities around which the community settled. The enclave was 'church-centric'. 
From the start, cultural and religious identification was synonymous, and the focus of 
the community was the church. This was shown Ьу the way that the community 
developed around it. The lack of external pressure resulted in а subconscious trend to 
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look inwards. The result was the creation of social rites and rituals, some of 
which were exclusive to this community. 
The geographical layout of the community was favouraЫe to its estaЫishment, with 
availaЬility of housing and land in proximity to the church. The social and 
occupational climate also increased the chances of the enclave becoming estaЫished. 
There was neither ethnic nor occupational opposition to the presence of the Irish. The 
result being that the early community did not experience the eff ects of ethnic 
segregation or work-related transience. Strong religious preference and direction 
limited the effects of exogamy, and the sense of community was enhanced Ьу shared 
religion. Ultimately, this passive environment was to lead to the its disintegration. 
Assimilation, although temporarily postponed Ьу the effects of the leadership of the 
Irish priests, inevitaЫy happened. This study has shown that through each phase of 
the development of the community, there were general traits and characteristics that 
have Ъееn identified with other documented Irish clusters. These broad 
categorisations, when applied to this small study have yielded local variations, and 
some traits not previously associated with in any of the American studies consulted, 
nor in the study of an Irish community. 
Two such investigations of Irish communities have provided useful comparisons. 
David М. Emmons' research of the Irish-American working class community in 
Butte, Montana, is one of the studies found to have several themes and demographics 
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that are appropriate to the study of the Irish in Hamilton.1 There are also 
similarities and interesting differences in the findings and methodology of Lyndon 
Fraser's comprehensive and compelling study of the history of the Irish in 
Christchurch, То Tara via Holyhead.2 
An outline of the Irish historiography in Butte reveals useful parallels. lts Irish 
enclave comprised several parishes. The short histories of both towns are 
comparaЫe, both having been settled in the 1860's: Butte was а mining camp, also 
with an ethnic focus, and later expanded into an industrial city. The Catholic Church 
was the Irish community focus in Hamilton, whereas in Butte the Irish community 
and social contacts developed around the puЫic workplace, the mines. This was the 
primary focus of the community. The church offered а secondary one for their 
'private' religious affiliations. Work and Church associations comblned to provide а 
social and sacramental ftamework. 
When the Butte mines shut down after World War I and there was no other availaЫe 
work, the Irish community was forced to leave Butte.з The Hamilton Irish had 
independent sources ofwork 'shut down' when the cultural association ceased. Both 
towns began with relatively small numbers of Irish.4 The Irish population climbed 
rapidly in Butte, and although the numbers of lrish in Hamilton were smaller, they 
1 David М. Emmons, The Butte Irish: Class andEthnicity in ап American Мining Town 1875 -1925 
(Chicago, 1989). 
2 Lyndon Fraser, (Auckland, 1997). 
з Emmons, р. 408. 
4 N.Z. Апnу Department, Nominal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Мilitia . 
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represented а similar percentage of the total population.s In Butte, the Irish were 
the dominant ethnic group in the Catholic Church, until 1905 when other Catholic 
immigrant groups began to arrive .. 6 
А synopsis of the relevant themes in the Butte study yields some contrasts for 
Irishtown, Hamilton. Like the inhabltants of Irishtown, the Butte Irish neither 
competed nor converged with other ethnic groups. Neither did they have social or 
ethnic opposition to their presence, but maintained an exceptional solidarity, which 
has been attributed to а narrow ethnic, national and religious affiliation. 1n other 
words, like Hamilton, the community cohesion was not а response to extemal 
pressure. There are also comparative differences. 
There is compelling evidence that the presence of Irish priests preserved and 
extended the natural life of Irishtown, while in Butte this was not relevant as there 
was а dearth of Irish priests. Emmons suggests that the assignment of Irish priests to 
Irish parishes in Montana would "upset the assimilationist plans of the so-called 
Americanist Clergy.". Не goes on to recount that the Butte Irish actually requested 
Irish priests in order to preserve "recognisaЫe features of Irish social and sacramental 
life." 1. The recognition Ьу the Butte Irish that Irish clergy were а requisite part of 
their community life may explain why the Irish priests had such а profound in:fluence 
in Hamilton. lt also helps to support the supposition that the presence of the Irish 
s Emmons, р. 63. The Irish were descriЬed in Butte as а "scattering" in 1870, while in Hamilton there 
were 152 Irish pioneers in the 1864 Мilitaiy settlement. 
6.Emmons, р. 95. 
7 iЬid. 
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clergy in Hamilton did more to extenuate the viabllity of the community than any 
other factor. 
Support for the Church and schools are а major feature of both communities. Two 
parishes made up entirely of working class Irish miners supported their Church Ьу 
means of small contriЬutions. When the miners were fully employed, parish debts 
were paid off and buildings completed. 8 Movement between parishes provided 
evidence of class structures within the Butte community. When poorer parishes lost 
parishioners who moved to more affiuent adjacent neighbourhoods, often mutually 
beneficial arrangements were made between the Churches to allow the extension of 
boundaries and 'floating' between parishes.9 This extended network ensured that the 
Irish did not have to leave the original community, thereby increasing their sense of 
association, and maintaining the numbers of Irish in the original parish. This is what 
Emmons aptly descriЬes as а 'boundary maintenance system' .10 This aspect of the 
Catholic community was ап important factor in fundraising for Church projects, the 
sense of affiliation, and therefore contributions, did not cease when parishioners 
moved to another parish. Unlike Butte, where entire parishes were Irish, Hamilton 
had а single parish until the 1920s.11 1n Butte, the threat of exogamy was allayed Ьу 
а similar apparent willingness ofmen to convert to Catholicism to marry. Most ofthe 
marriages in Catholic churches were between non-Catholic men and Catholic women, 
as was also the case in Hamilton. А Bishop Brondel of Montana observed that: 
8 Emmons, р. 97. 
9 iЬid. 
10 iЬid., р. 97. 
11 Waikato Times 'Нamilton Centenary Issue', р. 159. 
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"when the woman is а Catholic, the promises (to raise the children as Catholics) 
are kept, as а rule, when the woman is non-Catholic ... the promises are ftequently 
disregarded." .12 The small scope of this research precluded making any 
generalisations about the consequences of exogamy in Irishtown, however the 
experiences of one of the cohort appear to refute the latter. Molly Skelton's mother 
and stepmother were non-Catholic, and her father was Catholic. Both women 
insisted that Molly, and later her father, а 'lapsed' Catholic, went to Mass with them. 
"Му mother was а convert as I see it, she and I went to mass. Ten years after my 
father married an Anglican, and she made him go to mass.".1з 
In Butte as in Hamilton the working class community was stratified, Butte being 
larger was more defined in areas of class. Irish working class neighbourhoods called 
'DuЫin Gulch' and 'Corktown' had minimal contact with others. They lived in 
isolation as their own area provided all their social requisites; "their jobs, their 
church, their companions, their meeting places [ and] informal network of mutual 
aid". The better off neighbourhoods were known as 'lace curtain' areas. 14 The 
working class areas of lrishtown displayed similar tendencies. Social interactions of 
the Irishtown cohorts' mothers appear to have been exclusive to their own immediate 
area and class. Julia Roach ftom Galloway Street, which could Ье compared to 
DuЫin Gulch, associated with her immediate neighbours and with other women in 
the Irishtown community whose husbands had similar incomes. 15 It has been shown 
12 Emmons, р. 83. 
13 Таре No. 5, Molly Skelton, А 10:57. 
14 Emmons, р. 77. 
15 iЬid., рр. 77-82. 
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that although there was evidence for class differentiation, the denominator was 
church and community life. There were comparaЫe social and religious 
commitments to the church and community regardless of class. David Emmons 
observes that the shared commitment to social stabllity meant that Irish social 
differences did not produce the usual degree of social fragmentation.16 The same 
could Ье said for Hamilton where although two different class levels could Ье 
discemed within the enclave, the social differences to the observer were so minimal 
as to Ье negligiЬle. At апу time in its existence, the survival of Irishtown as ап 
enclave was relatively tenuous. А commitment to social stabllity was essential for its 
survival. 
Solidarity in the Butte community was attributed to а comblnation of stabllity in the 
workplace and involvement in the Church community. ln the workplace, where the 
Irish represented 90% ofthe workforce, they secured privileges such as·the closing of 
the mines оп the Irish National holiday, St. Patrick's Day. 17 The Ancient Order of 
HiЬernians, who provided also benefits for the care ofthe dead and widows as well as 
finding employment for its members, dispensed the need for state or Мiner's Union 
support. Irish and miner became mutually reinforcing roles. The high occupational 
risk factor of mining left many widows with large f amilies, while single transient men 
i were а large part of the workforce. Emmons comments that; "single, transient men, 
widows and one-parent children are not the usual elements of а staЫe social order.". 
However, as Emmons puts it, "given the hazards and uncertainties of Butte ... the 
16 Emmons, р 182. 
17 ibld., р. 199. 
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entire [Irish] community, performed remarkaЫy well.".18 Hamilton's Irish 
community had relatively safer and steadier employment, displayed а lack of 
transience and although there is по evidence for а functioning HiЬemian Association 
this does not appear to have been ап impediment. What appears to Ье most evident in 
both studies is the "informal network of mutual aid" ranged ftom sharing food, to 
sharing accommodation. ln Butte, the sharing of resources was particularly evident 
in the DuЬlin Gulch area, with "the poor helping the poor" .19 There is evidence that 
the same sharing of food resources and accommodation happened in Irishtown. 
Irishtown women operated as social facilitators distriЬuting food to the poor clergy. 
The role ofthe women oflrishtown parallels that ofButte where "women were а vital 
part ofthe social process.".20 
As discussed in the Introduction, the most obvious difference between Lyndon 
Fraser's study of the Irish in Christchurch and this is the description of the type of 
Irish settlement. Fraser concludes that the settlement pattems of the Irish did not 
constitute ап enclave, while this study argues that Irishtown did. Fraser prefers to 
describe the experience of the Irish in Christchurch as essentially а series of clusters 
created Ьу both а desire for 'spatial proximity' and а tendency to Ье 'church-
centric' .21 Perhaps the most important indication of the lack of ап Irish enclave is 
that Fraser does not document the use ofthe term 'Irishtown' orthe like. 
1sEmmons, р. 168. 
19 iЬid р. 77. 
20 iЬid. 
21 Fraser, р. 117. 
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There are important differences in the methodologies used. Fraser' s resources 
allowed а greater scope of research than this study. Нis main source was the records 
ofthe Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Marriages.22 This proved to Ье very 
useful. For example, he was аЫе to analyse death certificates for evidence of the 
effects of transience. 23 An option such as this would have proved cost prohiЬitive for 
this study. Не also used the Baptismal and Marriage registers, although for only one 
year. 24 This study made more comprehensive use of church registers. Fraser had 
similar proЬlems with the street indexes as а reference where, in his case, many 
immigrants were not listed even after some time, in one instance twelve years. 25 
Some of these 'missing' Irish could Ье traced through oral recollection of family 
remembrances and some lists in this study. The comparison provides an interesting 
illustration of the proЫems of those areas that are not accessiЫe through traditional 
sources. Fraser acknowledges that oral testimony is an invaluaЫe resource in 
following the experiences of migrants but did not conducted an oral study.26 It was 
found in this study that the oral histories also provided information on family 
groupings and features experiences everyday life. Perhaps this source would have 
assisted Fraser in "negotiating the thick territory" of the social world, as he descriЬes 
it, to penetrate the realm of lived experience, and assist the description of the 
"network of social relations" that he calls "interconnectedness".21 Instead, Fraser 
has had to recreate these from empirical information Ьу "abstracting general 
22 Fraser, р. 10. 
23 iЬid., р. 82. 
24 iЬid., р. 81. 
25 iЬid., р. 108. 
26 iЬid., р. 13. 
27 iЬid., р.10. 
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statements about the structшal features of the group's everyday life.".2в Fraser 
brought his documentation together Ьу а method he descriЬes as 'record linkage', 
tracing links and clusters through а comblnation of probate files, genealogies, and 
archives.29 Records were similarly comblned in this study, but also cross-referenced 
with oral histories. 
There are also differences in the way that the Protestant and Catholic Irish 
immigrated to the city of Christchurch, and the provincial capital of the South Island 
province of Canterbury was estaЫished earlier than Hamilton, in 1850. The 
population base was larger, the first settlers а group of "Canterbury Pilgrims" of over 
3,500.".зо It was а planned civilian, rather than military, settlement and was 
envisioned as а Church of England one, whereas those that organised the Hamilton 
settlement had no agenda other than recruiting men who were settlers rather than 
soldiers.з1 There is evidence that immigrants from Northeast Ulster were preferred in 
Christchurch, over half сате :from Ulster between 1855 and 1876. These were 
mostly Protestant rather than the Ulster Catholic civilian settlers that сате to 
Hamilton.з2 There are interesting parallels with the time of arrival of the Catholic 
Irish. Few Catholic Irish сате before 1859.зз Most сате in two Ыocks like 
Fraser, р 80. 
28 Fraser, р. 11. 
29 iЬid., р. 10. 
зо W.J. Gardner, 'А Colonial Economy', in The Oxford Нistory ofNew Zealand, 
second edition. edited Ьу Geoffrey W. Rice (Wellington. 1992), р. 62. 
31 Fraser, р. 33. 
32 iЬid. 
iЬid., рр. 37-38. 
33 iЬid., р. 35. 
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Нamilton, ftom 1862 to 1865, and again ftom 1871 to 1879.34 Like Hamilton, а 
consideraЫe number of migrants came directly ftom Australia independent of 
immigration schemes.3s It could Ье said that while Fraser's study shows that the 
Protestant Irish displayed no particular settlement characteristics, neither does it 
appear that he was looking for any such, other than cursory observations. His study 
is subtitled "Irish Catholic Immigrants in Nineteenth Century Christchurch", which 
would clearly indicate that this is the group he wished to study. Не says that it was 
the "Irish Catholics [ who] constructed pattems of ethnic collectivism". 36 
As in Hamilton, the first Catholic settlers tended to Ье married, and therefore this 
should have been more conducive to persistence. 37 However, Fraser found that Irish 
Protestants were slightly more persistent with more being 'fteeholders' [fteehold 
landowners].зs PresumaЫy, this is an indication of relative wealth, with poorer 
Catholics being more transient. The Christchurch Catholics were only relatively 'less 
well off' because, Fraser estimates, the cost ofunassisted passage precluded the poor. 
Нis inference was that those who were self-funded could not have afforded to travel 
to Christchurch. Не supports this assertion with а study of the 'Socio-economic 
Background of Irish Catholic Decedents, 1876 - 1918', where four fifths of the 
sample were bom to "middling or landed households". 39 However, the experience of 
the Irish migrants to Hamilton contradicts this, while passage was paid for the 
34 iЬid., р.52. 
35 Fraser, р. 37. 
36 iЬid., р. 3. 
37 iЬid., рр. 40-41. 
38 iЬid., р. 85. 
39 iЬid., р. 43. 
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Hamilton militiamen, the civilian settlers seem to have paid their own passage. 40 
Even those that could рау their passage to Christchurch were dissuaded at some 
points. When the Canterbury Provincial Council allowed settlers to nominate ftiends 
for ftee passage, the subsequent surge in Southem [Catholic] lrish after the 1850s 
prompted the provincial council to consider banning Irish immigrants completely, as 
they were fearful ofbeing overrun Ьу "Southem country Papists".41 It was intended 
that their numbers Ье restricted and as а result, "One tenth of assisted berths were 
granted to Irish, while Scots comprised one-quarter ... and the English three-fifths".42 
Fraser considers that ethnic identification was reliant on "local opportunity, and chain 
migration" .43 Perhaps, therefore, there is а case for arguing that it was the settlement 
schemes rather than the cost of passage that caused different socio-economic groups 
to migrate to different areas. If, this was so, as appears to Ье the case, there were 
inevitaЫy going to Ье different types of Irish settlement in New Zealand. In other 
words, there could Ье acute regional variations in the initial settlements based on the 
opportunities availaЫe, and the presence or lack of planned migration schemes. А 
planned settlement scheme did not always work, however, and thls study has shown 
that there are many more mitigating factors in the evolution of an enclave than 
planned assistance.44 
40 Although questioned оп such, there is по evidence in the oral histories that апу ofthe cohort's 
relatives were part of ап assisted migration scheme. 
41 Fraser, р.34. 
iЬid., р. 38. 
42 iЬid., р. 46. 
43 iЬid., р. 159. 
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Fraser discovered that there were complexities in trying to describe the Irish 
experience in Christchurch, how it operated, and what ethnic awareness meant. The 
Irish were located in several areas of Christchurch, and his 'record linkages' provided 
valuaЫe information on associations with counties in Ireland. Не noted small 
clusters around the area of. Addington, which were linked with County Cork, and 
Waltham with County Galway. Не observed that the Irish also preferred to live on 
the East Side of the city, like Hamilton, and in proximity to а Church, the Church of 
the Blessed Sacrament on Barbadoes Street. А link was found between 'ethnicity' 
and space, the cluster also included Catholic businesses and parochial schooling.45 
The foundation of the schools bears remarkaЫe similarities to Hamilton. Three 
Sisters ftom the same order, Our Lady of the Missions, arrived on 8 February 1868 
and estaЫished а primary and а select school.46 St. Bede' s secondary boys school 
was estaЫished in 1911 and Sacred Heart Нigh School for boarders and day girls was 
started in а wing of the пеw convent built 1882.47 Despite the parishioners being 
slightly better off than those in Hamilton, there was а similar burden of debt on the 
parish. 48 А school hall, like the Marist Hall in Hamilton, proved to Ье useful to the 
community for social events.49 However, Christchurch had more evidence of the 
Нibernian Society than Hamilton did.5o 
44 N.C. Мitchell, 'Кatikati: an Ulster Settlement in New Zealand', Ulster Folklife, 
15-16 (1970), рр. 203-215. 
45 iЬid., рр. 109-111. 
46 iЬid., рр. 92-93. 
47 iЬid., р. 93. 
48 iЬid., рр. 93-94. 
49 iЬid., рр. 94-95. 
50 iЬid., р. 95. 
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Fraser chooses to differentiate between 'clusters' and "communal affiliation", or 
enclaves. Не describes the creation of clusters being enaЫed Ьу the "process of 
group ethnicisation".s1 Although his clusters appear to share many features of the 
Hamilton Irish including а direct relationship with the church, that 'Irish' and 
'Catholic' were synonymous, that religion was an expression of Irish identity, there 
appears to Ье the lack of evidence for а generic name. s2 There was no Irishtown. 
There are several possiЫe reasons why not. The small, localized cluster in Hamilton 
appears to have presented as an ethnic-identity within а larger community. It had 
defined pattems of behaviour rather than just settlement, а centre. Perhaps the 
Christchurch Irish clusters were so disparate there was no sense of community. It is 
more likely that the clusters only partially fulfilled the behavioural pattems that 
would sustain an enclave. 
Fraser discusses the effects of displacement from the old to the new world and 
interprets the clustering of the Catholic Irish as the "formation of а heightened ethnic 
awareness among the group [ which] was а complex phenomenon shaped Ьу the 
constant interaction of Old World cultural resources and ... colonial settings.".sз In 
the case oflrishtown, this analogy could Ье taken а step further. The response to the 
lack of cultural resources led to the transference of 'Old World' cultural values to 
newly created cultural icons, such as the cemetery. Another way in which this 
interaction affected both communities was the prefeпed system of inheritance. When 
Fraser was considering the wills and the nominations of executors for wills, he 
51 Fraser, р. 3. 
52 iЬid., р. 50. 
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noticed that the "majority of testators" preferred impartiЫe inheritance with only 
18.8 % wanting to divide property equally.s4 This value was directly transferred 
ftom the concurrent Irish system, unlike in Hamilton where the response to the 
isolation of the colonial setting was revisionist and regressive. Не also found that 
like Hamilton, the isolation of immigrants meant that most testators were reliant on 
friends and relatives outside first-degree relationships. Sponsors for baptisms were 
Irish Catholic friends which practice "implies а great deal of trust".55 Fraser deduces 
that this shows that а wider social system functioned, and that this shows that 
emigrants were less likely to depart from tradition, and that they "transposed 
traditional allegiances". 56 
There were significant differences in the two studies. First, the pressure for 
assimilation. Fraser intimates that the formation of clusters was reactionary, in 
response to extemal discrimination and intra-group conflict". 57 Не cites evidence of 
sectarianism when Irish Catholics attacked Protestant Orangemen during а Boxing 
Day riot in 1879, and says that the "proЫematic nature oflrish male drinking" was а 
рrоЬаЫе cause.5s Не discusses the "anti-Irish and anti-Catholic sentiment' that 
meant that the experience of the Irish in Christchurch was not without its 'moments 
of tension, extemal discrimination or amblguity' .59 This evidence raises two 
considerations. How this might have influenced the development of an Irish 
53 Fraser, р. 51. 
54 Fraser, р. 149. 
55 iЬid., р. 56. 
56 iЬid., р 157. 
57 iЬid., 159. 
58 iЬid., р. 61. 
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community in Christchurch and what might have happened in Hamilton in similar 
circumstances. Perhaps the sectarianism was an inevitaЫe result of the overt anti-
Catholic and anti working-class-Irish sentiment of the Canterbury settlement 
administrators. Whatever the cause, it would have added further pressure to the 
clusters where they had little social space to develop, and less confidence to create the 
social rites and rituals observed in Irishtown. The clusters were perhaps as soft-edged 
as Hamilton's community, with а similar ftagility. The parameters ofthe community 
were never tested in Hamilton; an Irishtown may not have developed at all in the face 
of comparaЫe opposition to its presence. 
Although this study cannot compete with the scope of Fraser' s, at the very least it 
offers an alternative investigation of а community of Irish in New Zealand. The 
fundamental differences between the two are that the Irish Catholics of Hamilton had 
а strongly defined provenance, continuity, no restrictions on immigration, no 
evidence of sectarianism, church centric clustering and support, clerical cultural 
reinforcement, and enclave-specific pattems of behaviour. Christchurch' s Irish 
Catholic did what might have been expected of them, but did not have а centralised 
community that was well developed enough to withstand the type of traditional 
opposition to their presence experienced Ьу Irish enclaves in other studies. 
The experience of the Irish in Irishtown, Hamilton, lies somewhere between the Irish 
ghetto in Butte and the 'ethnic-consciousness' of the lrish clusters in Christchurch. 
There have been attempts to find а generic word to convey it. For example, Father 
59 iЬid. 
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William Jordan, who grew up in Irishtown used the following description: 
"Маnу of the parents had either come to N ew Zealand as emigrants ftom Ireland, or 
were first generation New Zealanders. Catholics in New Zealand were still living in а 
sort of ghetto. There were not many well off Catholics in Hamilton.". 60 The phrase 
'sort of ghetto', with its American 'Irish slum' connotations is not an appropriate 
description. Ву his tentative use of the word, it appears that the narrator does not 
consider it appropriate either, but there is not а word that readily fits. Father Jordan' s 
excerpt confirms that although he has difficulty in descriЬing it, ће felt no amblguity 
about his childhood experience. Не felt segregated. lt is suggested that the word 
'enclave' may Ье more ассерtаЫе, as the description of an area in foreign territory, 
but it is still not entirely accurate as this community and Christchurch were soft-
edged, and not 'cut off'. Perhaps an 'agglomeration' is closer still as а word with 
stronger connotations than 'cluster', but it still does not convey the historicity, or 
historical actuality. Whatever term is chosen, and 'enclave' has been used throughout 
this study, Akenson's description of the Irish experience in New Zealand does not 
adequately describe Irishtown. Не says, "Nor did the Irish huddle together in 
ghettos ... there were interesting small communities with more than average 
representation of Irish persons ... but these were far ftom being ghettos, or indeed 
typical". 61 The comparison of Christchurch and Hamilton has revealed different 
experiences, and therefore neither can Ье said to Ье typical of the Irish experience in 
New Zealand. Neither can they Ье descriЬed simply as 'interesting small 
communities' Ъecause they happen to have slightly more Irish. The Irish community 
60.Golden JuЬilee, р. 17. 
61 Donald Нзпnаn Akenson, 'The Irish in New Zealand', р. 11. 
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in Hamilton did 'huddle'. The Christchurch Irish not only clustered, but could Ье 
descriЬed as ап 'incomplete' enclave, having many of the ingredients of а functioning 
community, but lacking geographical centricity, estaЫished religious/cultural pattems 
of behaviour, historical precedence and intergenerational continuity. Irishtown had 
more than centralised Catholic facilities that encouraged parishioners to live in 
proximity, more than а community whose grandparents were Irish settlers, more than 
а community that had ап abnormal representation of Irish and Catholics. It was а 
dynamic multigenerational entity that had its own internal logic, religious/cultural 
pattems of behaviour and shared experience that persisted over seven decades, 
despite the continual threats to its existence. If the Christchurch Irish clusters and 
Irishtown, Hamilton, сап thus Ье descriЬed, Akenson needs revising. In а sense, the 
Hamilton evidence is more striking than Christchurch. lf Christchurch may Ье more 
than an interesting community, Hamilton is more so than Christchurch. 
The most pertinent implication for this and the Christchurch study, is that the 
indications are that other such lrish communities have existed in New Zealand. They 
may share characteristics with these studies, and may provide more conclusive 
evidence of enclaves. They may even exhiЬit their own traits, such as those that were 
found to relate exclusively to this one. 
It is hoped that this thesis, with all of its inadequacies, may prompt further 
investigations oflrish communities in this region at the very least. It also remains for 
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the Irish experience in other settlements, large and small, to Ье comprehensively 
documented in order to clarify what the typical experience may prove to Ье. 
ln conclusion, there are three layers in the proof of the existence of lrishtown. Its 
historical foundation, the statistical evidence for its continuity, and the documentation 
ofthe experience of everyday life in the community. These have conspired to create 
а legacy; which still has special associations for some of the past and present 
residents. The school system continued to expand and now includes St. John' s 
secondary school, which is built on the site of the old convent farm 'Knighton 
Estate'. The 1912 church was replaced Ьу St. Mary's Cathedral in 1975, Father 
David Bennett, the present Parish Priest, grew up in Irishtown. Marian Primary 
school was extended in 1950, Sacred Heart Girls College was extended and renovated 
1964 - 1984.62 Michael Barker, а fourth generation member of the Roach family, 
teaches at Marian primary school and still lives on family land. А new convent was 
opened in 1941. 63 Almost all of the present Sisters grew up in lrishtown. ВШ 
Gallagher and his brother John of the Gallagher Group, а multi-national company and 
Hamilton' s largest industry, proudly trace their Irish ancestry to Hamilton East. 
Perhaps the last word should go to Professor Ken Arvidson, poet, and author of 
international renown. 64 Нis mother was Irish and he is а direct descendant of 
militiaman Thomas Cassidy, опе of those recorded Ьу Father John Golden in his list 
of the earliest Catholic families. Не still lives in Hamilton East and works close Ьу at 
University ofWaikato. Не was bomjust before World War II into the remnants ofa 
community that had long since dissipated. Нis perception of its exclusive 
environment is testament to the enduring ethnic-consciousness of а community that 
had ceased to function as an enclave but had retained its encompassing 'Irishness' : 
62 Rejoice in Норе, рр. 18- 19. 
63 iЬid., р.16. 
64 Professor Arvidson is the world authority on the Irish poet Gerard Мanley Hopkins, 
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"The mainly Irish names of friends and acquaintances, together of course 
with the Murphys and Powells and Cassidys and Moores and Shangahans and 
Clarkins and McGraths and McKeans and O'Sullivans and others of my 
mother's extended family, defined а cultural stratum I was natшally quite 
unconscious of as such in my childhood. It was typical of а broader Irish 
Catholic stratum long since dissolved and dissipated in this country Ьу 
mortality and the other forms of social mobllity, and I now rediscover а 
likeness to its pressures and values only when I am in Ireland itself ... When 1 
try to pin down some impressions of what was distinctively Irish in that 
environment I quickly find how narrow the line is that separates the reality of 
one's experience from the popular stereotypes of Irishness. Because the 
Murphys and Powells and their kin were so numerous the extended family 
was а virtually self-sufficient world in my first decade of life". 65 
65 К.О. Arvidson, р. 51. 
Appendix (А) Oral History Cohort 
Таре No. Name Date of Birth 
1. Margaret Mills, 7 October 1926 
2. Zoe Horton * 30 June 1912 
3. Mavis Coombes * 24 February 1908 
*SiЬ!ings 
4. Jack Flynn 12 September 1911 
5. Skelton, Molly 1 7 September 1915 
6. Endres Molly 7 February 1937 
Irish grandparents/ 
residence 
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Ellen and Roderic Ryan/ 
Galloway Street. 
Isabella McDermott 
Hugh Kelly/ 
Grey Street 
John Flynn 
N ora Scanlon 
Peter and Mary 
O'Malley/ 
Flynn Road. 
Margaret Plunkett 
Sylvester Maguire/ 
Beale Street. 
O'Neills/ 
Firth Street. 
7. Pat Barnett** 
8. Irene Crosby** 
* *DоиЫе First Cousins 
9. June Wait*** 
10. Rosie Sterritt 
11. Sister Mary Hassan 
12. Jose Devitt 
13. Sister Zita Hair 
14. Bart Roache* * * 
June Wait*** 
Emily Barker*** 
Mary Cummings*** 
Pat Gunn*** 
Noeleen*** 
SiЬlings*** 
16 April 1909 John Crosby/ 
Crosby Road. 
23 December 1913 Crosby Road 
1 June 1921 Bartholemew Roach 
Margaret Curran 
Galloway Street. 
3 1 August 1908 Ormsby/ 
Cook Street. 
2 February 1916 Palmerston Street 
31 December 1923 Margaret Downey/ 
Knighton Estate 
14 September 1893 Grey Street 
Bartholomew Roach 
Margaret Curran/ 
Galloway Street 
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Appendix (В) Priests and Marist Brothers who were descended from 
Irishtown families. 
Rev. Fathers 
William Ј ordan * 
Gregory Jordan S.J*. 
*SiЫings 
Joseph Foley* 
Casimir Foley* 
*SiЫings 
Lawrence Hickey 
Peter Battersby 
Douglas F orsyth * S.M. 
Year of Enrolment 
at Marist Brothers 
School 
1922 
1940 
1933 
1934 
1922 
1934 
1925 
*Brother of Sister М. Margeurite 
Joseph Hassan * 1925 
*Brother of Sister Mary Hassan, one of cohort. 
Bemard Hawke 1929 
Connection with 
Irishtown 
Lived Palmerston Street. 
Lived in Clyde Street. 
Lived in Frankton. 
Lived Hamilton East. 
Mother Irish, 
lived in Albert Street. 
Lived in Manning Street. 
Lived in Peachgrove 
Road. 
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Hilary Turner О .F .М* 1934 
*Nephew ofFather Michael Bleakley, Parish Priest 1921 - 1943 
Francis Scott 1935 
Frank Roache 1940 
Bevan Smith 1942 
Denis Horton 1952 
David Bennett 1957 
Lived in Frank:ton. 
Son of Frank: Roache 
Lived in Galloway Street. 
Lived in Hamilton East, 
two siЫings Nuns. 
Son of Zoe Horton, 
one of cohort. 
Lived in Hamilton East. 
Present Parish Priest St. 
Mary' s Parish, Hamilton. 
Rev. Brothers 
Clarent Glynn 
Desmond Dillon 
Giles Waters 
Richard Dunleavy 
Kevin Hore 
Peter Kennedy 
Year of Enrolment 
at Marist Brothers 
School 
1925 
1930 
1939 
1942 
1952 
1961 
Connection with 
lrishtown 
Lived Frankton. 
Lived Nixon Street. 
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Lived comer ofFirth and 
Cooks Streets. 
Lived Palmerston Street. 
Lived Beale Street. 
Son of Cecilia Roache, 
lived in Galloway Street. 
Source: Golden Jubllee 1922 -1972: Marist Brothers Schools-Hamilton. 
Information оп lrishtown connection supplied Ьу Sister М Magdalen, апd cohort. 
Appendix (С) Sisters from Irishtown families1 
Religious Name 
Sister М. Adrienne 
Sister М Margeurite 
Sister М. Candide 
Sister М. Eutropie 
Sister М. Linus 
Sister М. Veronica 
Sister М. Christina 
Sister М. Marcella 
Sister М. Vianney 
Sister М. Dorothea 
Family Name 
Pat Forsyth* 
Marjory Forsyth* 
*SiЫings 
Blanche Jones* 
Monica Jones* 
Muriel Jones* 
*SiЫings 
Anne-Marie Jones 
Maureen Roache* 
Peggy Roache* 
* Half-sisters 
Nancy Lawless* 
Jean Lawless* 
*SiЫings 
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Irishtown Connection2 
Irish parent. 
Lived Hamilton East. 
Daughters ofWilliam Jones. * 
Lived in Victoria Street. 
Niece of William Jones. 
Daughters of Јое Roache. * 
Lived Galloway Street. 
Lived in Palmerston Street. * 
Rejoice in Норе. Сепtепаrт. Sister ofOur LadY ofthe Мissions: Нamilton 1884- 984, edited Ьу Sister ary 
Audrey Hair, (Нamilton, 1984). 
Information оп Irishtown connection supplied Ьу Sister М. Мagdalen, and cohort. 
Sister М. Georgina 
Sister М. Damian 
SisterMary 
Sister Rita-Marie 
Sister М. Moninia 
SisterM. 
Sister John Theophane 
Sister М. Мichael 
Sister М Audrey 
Sister М. Catherine 
Jacqueline Snelgar* 
Rita Snelgar* 
*SiЫings 
Mary Hassan* 
Rita Hassan* 
*SiЫings 
Kathleen Bourke* 
Colette Bourke* 
*SiЫings 
Kathleen Carroll * 
Mary Carroll * 
*SiЫings. 
Zita Hair 
Maureen Currie 
Lived in Frankton. 
Lived Palmerston Street. 
Lived Beale Street. 
Lived Beale Street. 
Lived Hamilton East. 
Lived in Grey Street. 
Family lived at convent. 
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Sister Peggy Peggy O'Neill -
Sister Ursula Mary Ursula Devitt 
Sister М Laurence Sheila O'Toole 
Sister М. Magdalen MoiraRyan 
Sister М. Мargeurite Raewyn Hogan 
Sister М. Pancratius Mary Farrell 
Sister М. Patrick Мау Sweeney 
Sister М. Rose Shirley Malone 
Sister М. Hubert Margaret Crosby 
Sister of Molly Endres, 
One ofthe cohort. 
Sister-in law Josie Devitt, 
One of the cohort. 
Lived Frankton. 
Lived Walton. 
Lived Cambridge Road. 
Lived Hamilton East. 
Lived Hamilton East. 
Lived Hamilton East. 
Sister oflrene Crosby, 
one of the cohort. 
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Appendix (D) Irish-born sisters who worked in Hamilton3 
Religious Name and blrthplace Family name 
Sister М. St. Francis of Assisi Mary Brennan * 
(County Monaghan, Ireland) 
Sister М. St. Francis Xavier 
(County Monaghan, Ireland) 
Sister М. St. Anastasia 
(County Tyrone, Ireland) 
Sister М. St. Martina 
(Shinrove, lreland) 
Sister М. St. Christina 
(Sounty Sligo, Ireland) 
Sister М. of Nazareth 
(Tennolaevem, Ireland) 
Sister М. St. Sebastian 
(lreland) 
Sister М. St. Stephanie 
(Ireland) 
Kate Brennan* 
*SiЫings 
Margaret McSwiggan 
Annie Taylor 
Maria Walls 
MaryPower 
Annie O'Donoghue 
Cecilia Tracey 
Years in Hamilton 
1884 - 1897 
1889- 1894 
1884 - 18944 
1866 - 1893 
1895 - 1903 
1904 
1905 - 1909 
1905 - 1909 
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3 Infoimation supplied Ьу Sister Lucia Nobbs, R.N.D.М., Archivist, Sisters of Our Lady of Тhе Мissions Archives, 
35, Britannia Street, Petone 
Sister М. St. James Annie Doyle 1907 - 1908 
(Нillana Ireland) 
Sister М. St.Catherine of Sienna Monica O'Boyle 1912 - 1920 
(County Antrim, lreland) 
Sister М. Placidus MaryDuffy 1916- 1920 
(Achill Island, Ireland) 
Sister М. St. Delphine Маrу McNamme 1931 
(lreland) 
Sister М. St. Kevin of S.H. Eileen O'Neill 1932 - 1933 
(Cork, Ireland) 
Sister M.Joseph Aubert MargaretMc<3ivern 1937 
(Killowen, Ireland) 
Sister М. St. Luke Margaret McCarthy 1940 - 19455 
(Кillworth, Ireland) 
Sister М. Charles Constance Hurley 1944-19516 
(DuЫin) 
4 Grandaughter of Irishman O'Нanlon who managed Order' s farm in Napier and oversaw building of Hamilton 
convent 1885. Rejoice in Норе р. 14. 
5 Buried in Нamilton East Cemetery. 
6 Became Principal Sacred Heart Girls College Нamilton. 
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Appendix (Е) Alphabetical tаЫе of Militiamen 4tь Regiment Waikato Militia, showing Religion, Nationality, Company 
and Section ownership in the years 1869, 1875-76, 1878-79, 1880-81. 
Кеу: НЕ 
НW: 
W: 
Е: 
Н: 
'200' 
'50' 
Town section Hamilton East. 
Town section Hamilton West. 
Fann section west side ofthe river. 
Fann section east side ofthe river. 
Fann section , east side or west side not specified. 
No. of acres allocated to Officers. 
No. of acres allocated to Privates. 
Note: Where spelling varies Ьetween the N.Z. Anny Department, Norninal and Descriptive Long Roll Book Waikato Мilitia, 
And the N.Z. Anny Department, 4th Waikato Regiment Land Register 1864, Ьoth versions are shown. Where only parts of names are legiЬle, this is also shown. 1n some cases, there 
are initials only on the registers. Тhе denominations of all the Irish in the Regiment, and the English, Scottish and Australian men ofNo. 4 Company, are shown. 
Source: Rates RollsAuckland Province 1869 (Assessment Roll ofthe Кirikiriroa Нighway Districtfor the year 1869), рр. 408-410. 
Wises New Zealand Street Directory 1875-1876 (llamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton West), р. 29. 
Wises New Zealand Street Directory 1878-1879 (llami/ton, West, А., Hamilton, East, А), р. 138. 
Wises New Zealand Post Office Directorv 1880-1881 (llamilton, Auckland Province) рр.136-137. 
NZ. Army Department, Nominal and Descriptive LongRoll Book WaikatoMilitia. 
NZ. Army Department, 4th Waikato Regiment Land Register1864. 
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Appendix (Е ) 
Regimenta11Sumame 
NumЬer · 
Alphabetical tаЫе of Militiam.en, 4th Regiment, W aikato МilitiL IChristian Name !Religion 
1 
Nationality Dwelling/ Company 1869{ 1875-7611878-79! 1880-81 
Section 1 / i 
Number 1 ! ! ~ .:. 
~········-·····i~;~• ....................... f_:; ............. 1:=: r ......................... fw- ... ·.····· .... t ................ t ..... 1 ... / ......... i.-w _ 
3 --·--1Aikinson·-------·tiosё~--·--·-rPгotestant ·----· iW ........ ~ ......... l ______ .... !--. .. +--------- 1 ------t·------
337 1 дitki."·······---- iтhomas .. ,. ... Ј.... . ...... ----- ~ ............ ~ ---··--·--··· ~ 200 ј ............... +-,..i " 
·~
51
"'""' ............. !~:=~~~~ег""················· ~~~~s ............ t:~~:=:~:· ····························t~ ·················+··· .................... +··········f····· нw·····:······нm········ 
165 Allen --,\1\Jilliam _ 1 1Е 1 1 so""· Т ј Е 
174 ........ Allen ····--·----·--.JBenjamin ......... ~testa~-------·..l"E ... l-...... _.. ... L..-- ................ J. ___ ... _.J 1 
~---······-+~:::~ . -·· --1:~rge ·······- ~::=~ ·!lrish ..... -:Е 22 ·············IN" 4 ... _ -+-·so···t·_ HE·+·· НЕ _ _Ј_ ... Е ....... . 
4 fдndrews Wi~ !Protestantr . _____ tw ___ ·····------·---.l .............. 1 i 1 
:.~~ --········ :-.::::: _ -····-·f ;.~;e _ -1~=~. ~~ish ј~ 1: ..... ..!No 4 ___ .. .J. .. -f--.-.J._._ ...... -4 .. __ -....  
253 Ascoll ·Harrv ! !W ! 1 i . 
252 . Atkinson .................. _.Јо~ ........... !Protestant·- - 1w--·---·1·------·--1----·1-·-·-... ----y-·-t-vv 
589 Baber Richard 1 i Е 1 i ! i ! 
........ -.--··-·••·'·"·'·"·" ......................... -···--··----· ............. --. .... , .... ,.,... · ............ ·-------+---··--···-···· .. ···---·-··---·-···-<----·······Ф···-·••···-·-·········-···-··-·· · 1 
~=~·····················l·::~~~ouse ............... Ј ~~~rles....... \ Protestant" Еп·· lish ···········: ~··150 ···········: No 4 ·············}··· 5 ··· 11···················t····················l················ ... J 
.......... ·------~ --·-·- -----·-----~-- -----· ··-·-· ........... r·-·----· 441 1Baker John iProtestant lrish \Е 216 1 i 50 1 ~ 1 _ 
15 . ... i в~rds~y t S ...... 1 Protestant ! .ј.~ ! ........ ! \ ·--i / ~~SIQП ....... 1f:~~:~ille ................... !~~rew·············tProtёstantj ....................... fw···················f ... · ... ··················f············t· ................... 1 ................... [' ................. . sз"г----Гeass--·----~ntonio lcath·~--··- 1 ...... 1. 1 -·-т ............ --г·--.. ! ........... . 
176 Basta~-·-- !James --l~estan~!:~ јЕ49 ·- JNo4 ј I НЕ ! f!E ( Е 
~. · surg. +::~::.'·············-·······-::m~~~ ·········Ј Protestant · ·····························i~····················l-················-1············' ·····:e +··· ~~ ···· 1-~-······· 
501 ........ _Твесkег· 'William ·-г------ ! ··т- ·-у-......... -т·-:...~. ............... i ··-- .. 
325 Beckman Frederick i t 1 1 1 ј' i 1 --·---------· • -·'-··- ·---- . ---- . . ..... -·---+-- ·-·--
\
;apt .................. t :::~e ........................... f~;:~~ Butler f Protestant ............................. f W ................... f ......................... f ............ , ..... HW .... } .... нw ............ w .... . 
-··-----·-··- ј ..... -~--- !........ t : ·: :·-- 1 !......... 1 .. . 
1~! ........... ~es:!~~---·-----1:J.oh_~ ___ J . .. il;_ .. ___ j___ i 50 ! . i ........ . 
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе of Militiamen, 4th Regiment, W aikato Militia. 
Regimental jsurname 
Number · 
·---,-~-:-:-=·ian · 1Relitiion тNationality ::::JCompany 1869, 1875-7611878·7911aao:ii 
._13 .. ___ ... __jBestie --····----)~dward ·-1rotesta~sh"т·-.. ·-- !W 254 ,,_!_ .. _____ .. i 1-·-·----l---· .... -·--· 
,_ 1.11 ................. ...l Bevan ·····························! William .............. Protestantr. English .......... .l Е. 75 ............. .l No. 4 .............. 1 .............................. .-1 ................... .l ................... ·· 
182 !Birdwood ;James ЈЕ 1 1 ! i ; 
---------------- ·-----------------------·!'·-------·-··------,,.,,.1.....--........... ----------· ·------------- . ---------- . ----·-----------<--·-----·-·-.f·-----· 580 !Blackman !William i , Н= Ј Ј Ј I ! 
470 ·-·----··-~lackmore --······-·--! John __ ,,,, __ .... J .... ______ , ..... г····· .............. тw ........... т·· ....... _ ...... г·.···· ··т·.·.···.········.·т···········.··· ] .......... -. 
~;:ign ............ .J:::~~~~re ................... i~;~h ··················· Protestant Ј1 Еп ···lish ···········/ :· 264 ···········/ No· 4 ·············}~~О+·· .. ····~·····+···· HW ..... , .................. .. 
572 --- Blencoe -··---- Richard - --... --.:-· g - !W--·-----у----т-----у--------- i --------т----· 
497 .. Bloomfield --·---~·- Catholic "..Urish i i ·-- i .. __ ..Ј_____ i --··· 
: ;~3 ............ f =~::a:eld .................... lf~~inas ............ ~~~~~~~nJ· _ ·_ ................. __ ··f :_ ·················_·f ___ ............... · ... f · __ ·=1 .. ······ н· .. ·····:····················f ··················· 
1 -----!-·--·---·----f .. . ---~ . ---- . -- . -- -----·--т·-----476 iBolland iJoseph ! Ј Ј ! .. .i ; 
~--·-·· JBourke !James Cathol~c- tlr~s~ i ·---··-+-···--+·-+-·---.J..--L ............ . ~ 1 ········ ·····-- .. ·.::~= .. . ..... ···- -··· ~:~ ................... g::~~ ···il::.'i; ···-- . ·!:. ~~ . -:·· .. ... ··-···! .. . t ......... ····+···· ······ 1 
7-- Bowden .. W~ll~am ·+Prot~~a~t1---т----т :::::::: г:: :::: --!----1----·--· 
493 Bowden W1ll1am , · , Е , , , ) 
----·- --· ... -... -tёatt;-b· . ___ ; .. : 1 -----:..--·--· ~~: ····················1 :~:~:еп·························. ;~~~;11··············r§~I~~::~······t'·~.~~ ··················f:. ~~~ ···········f No. 4·············+· 50 ··1····················:··················.Ј ................. · ..14·-·-·····---iвreen ·------·------~hael--·-fcatholic -rыsh------·iw 151--- 1° --i .. ! ·---т-·-+-··--· 
433 .............. -...1 Brennan ···--... -..l~on ---·-+ Catholic ... .Ј lrish ..... _ ........ L Е_347 :...l ________ J._. 3='····----·· i ·------..... l __ _ 
~~
0
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. . ________________________ ..... ______________________ . . 
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Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе of Militiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Militia. 
Reg-ntal Sumame Christian Religion Nationality Dwelling/ Company 1869! 1875-76i 1878-1tl 1 вilo:г1 
Number Name Section ) 
Number i 
г .... ·~-==i~·m.=i~~h:·1-l1rish -···--f 47----J--·-·-····~ -1-·-······ 1--г 
504-Вуrпе~еПсk -;Catholic llrish-!E 168- !No 4 -ј-·1 ·-~-
349 Cahill !John !Catholic !lrish iE 120 iNo 4 i ј i ј 
---·-~- --------+·:--···-··-··-···..,,.,_- .~....... .. ,.. .... ----· - . , ·-----г·····-·-· --
::: .................... :.g::~::ood ................ t:i~=~ .............. ) ~~~:::::~-1.1 ............................ 1 f ................... }··················· .... ·/ ............ .1.. .................. f ................... y ..... w ...... . 
564 ---·--·--·- Calla her ·-····---i.Francis ---····+catholic - lrish·--"ТE 41 ··--·-·г------·--·--у-·· -·· 1--·---·-··г--
• • t 
!5З _····---······iс~·~!!1Р.~.11 ~Charles _ i -··-···- i i __ i Ј ____ ,...Ј_ ...... - .. -·-
567 ....................• Campbell ...................... An~us ......................................... i ............................ l ......................... l ................... 501 ................................ i .................... i ....... W ....... . 
~7 \ Саn~~---щ·-· Adam ProtestantJ!.~!h i W 6 _ i i _L i __ ј. ·-
18 Canty Patrick Catholic jlrish iW 154 i \ ! ! , 
~~ eoп-fg:i~;···· ~:~nes -~rotesta~ttlrish t~.174 t . 1 ···т 1 -t-w--: 
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! ·----·t*··-;L_ ·--·- --щ···-···· -- ---·-·---------····<-·--··-----·-·--+--··-·-···----r--··-········--· 350 iCarlisle John Protestant !English iE 1_41 _________ __lNo_4_ _ ____ _ј _______ __! i 1 
48~9a~od~ James ·-~-~atholi~_J lrish i Е 327 __ L ____ __J___ ! ~ ! 
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Number / Name Ј i jSection ј ј , ј ! 
i ј ј ; Number , , . , _ , 1 1 
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426-------~leman --··-+Ј, Bernard __ ,_Ј Catholiё!Australian i Е 118 ---- i No 4 ........ i 50~ --т--·- !-----·-·· 
3 !· ~ ! .. ·!-- -
1:~ ...... __...!g~~:~ord ···--~~well ... 1Catholic41nsh--··-·-fE 280 ··· -f--·----· f ·-+-· \---·4·-·····--.u· 
353 ..................... J.connell ····· ..................... rThomas ............ 1 Protestant ·! lrish ................... i E"142° ........... i No· 4 .............. ( .. 50 ··+ ................... Г ................. , ................... . 
Ensign·-----љoпnell ----· -iDaniё, -·---r t ---· !Е --ТNо. 4'_'1 _ ------ ј --- r ·---
~--------i~~i------------1~=~~------ _ jCalholic ___ !,nsh ____ ~w 296-+----- -i---- _ t ----+----- ј 
1 ---- --· ------· • .. • .:..... • _L ......... . 
20 Coombes James Protestant /W ! ! Н ! HW I Е 
477 Cotter ,Patrick Catholic lrish iE 263 1 1 50 i ! 
-----·-····--···- .......... ,-----··--···-------rт···---- -- ------- ---···- о---·· ··-----·-- . .. ~ ~~6 ..................... g~~~n ····························t~~:~ ............. !Protestant ·г··························\ ~ .................... ~ .......................... \ ............. ····················f····················I···················· 
431_____ i9<_>)( _______ : ... --·=1Francis ...... :~ntf-=:: ......... ~=1:: ................ 1:==:::::~:j-- - ј -----<----.. 
~~ .................. Jg~~Q ............................... 1~~1~am .......... ~~:~~~nt t~::ttish ...... Ј ~ .~~3 .......... .i No.4 ........... ...1 ........... t ... HW .... t .. нw ... t ...............  
466 _____ ·~~---- James _Ј_ _____ ! __ i ________ i _____ j.......L_ L Ј ____ __ 
Ensian ,Crawford John ! ! iE /No 4 i ! ! ! 
170 __ JCrofft ---~mes .iProtestantl J_ _____ i.. ·- ·_ј __ ·--·- i _____ 1_ ______ ! 
~~1 ..................... 1.g~~~on .......................... T~=~er ................ , ~~~:::::~: !Australian ..... :.Е. 60 .............. : No. 4 .............. : .... 60 ...................... + .................. ! ................... · 512---~о 1John --·-rcaihoifc''~h---)~32----п~o 4 ··т -----г··-- -----
122 Crosble John Catholic \lrish јЕ 129 iNo.4 i 80 НЕ i НЕ± Е 
519 ................... JCrotty ........................... ~ohn .................... Catholic ...... ilrish .................. iW. 286 ......... 1 ....................... ..1 ............................... r ..................................... , 
23 ____ /Crowl~----- !~!!!~~----· 1Protestant lri~- jW 262 \___ i l ·+--·--· 
166 _Cullen тPatrick "'lcatholic ,lrish i ј ј i , 
505 iCullen KThomas ~atholic !lrish iE 276 i f ! i Ј ~~~ ........... · .......... g~~~iП9 ..................... t~:::::: .............. 1.:~~::::~:T··· .................. 1w .................. r ................... 1 ......... .т=.н ....... f ..... нw .... , ........ E ........ : 
,338 -----·--foallon --·--------···IFrederick ·-f·----.......,,--------r-··-------г·--·····---г-·--t-------· i ---·-···1----1 
w·----···-- ···----_,,,, .. ______ .д-.. --...... .-.~ ..... .....,.... ....... _.,.,._,,. .. _-...,.... . ...s.,._ •• _,,_ • ...,.,,..,_. 
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Christian ]Religion fNationality 1Dwelling/ Company 1869 1875-76 1878-79! 1880-81 
Name ј 1Section ! 
, ! lNumber 1 
~:5 ..J~::::s ··---·--::::1~~:.еs-1~::~г=----------------1-1:----~----·+·=-~·-····--}----·~ t-·-·- ----·-
1.88 .................... ~avis ............................... John~Protestant't Ennlish ........... r Е .44 .............. r_ No' 4 .............. r_ ... 50 "г ..... н ........ С' ... нw· .. r ...... W ....... . 
------......... ~ .... ----- _.. _.. ) .... 2 .. -.... _.. ~ .... .,._ + ~--.... ..,, .. _ _,,,,_,,_ 
189 !Davis William Protestant ilrish i i i ! I 1 
tii ... ·········· .....•. iil~ ... ·······~\::: ...... ·1=+d··········J---+-=t= 
-1: ·-·-·-·-··fg:::~:y __ .... -.............. --.-.----1€:~~~~ ------Ј--~ g::~::~---+:~:~ ·----·-·:Е 3 ...... ._ ....... +-·--····-····· 1 80 +· НЕ .. ·+···· НЕ--+-Е -
1' 12 .................... ~ Dent .... у ......................... /.~ark ................... Protestant·t, ........................... r ......................... r ........................ T ........... 1 ..... нw ..... ј ...... HW ..... + ....... w 
439 --~erix ....... -.-...... +тimothy·--- \Catholic r--·-------·-(·--- ј . '( ........ Ј ..... I --· Ј--·-· 
~~~ f ~:~f~es___ ~~~i~:n ~~~~:::~: t- --·- tw : ·--·-- t ·-t \ t ----·-
..................................................................................................................................... , ............................. • .......................... • .......................... • ............. ј .................... о .................... , ................... . 
_191 _______ JDixon ·----· W.B. .......... Protestant fAustralian..JEJ09 .. ~о 4 --l ............ L ........ _ i ______ Ј... _____ _ 
436 !Dodd William IProtestant i ЈЕ ј ј 50 ј ј ! 
.262 ___ Donchaisse ................ Шalter ____ / Protestant · -·---·---· i ·--·-·· i ________ .. 1 ............. 4 ............... L ............ 1. ___ _ ~~2 .................... ~~~~:i1v························ :i~=~··············l~::~~::~·····f:~:~··················tw···················f·························f············t····················\····················t···················· 
125 iDoody .... John ·----- Catholic ! .. ~W .. ~ ... ~ :::::: 1 ·----· ј --·r---
~---···---~Downs ---------· David . Prote5!ant 1 .. !W ~--------+·--~----'- ј:-· ~~; ..................... ].~~::пап ........................ ~:i~=~ .............. ' ~:::~~~nt ·! Australian ..... ј ~ .. 125 ............ ј ~~·: .............. ј .... 5о ... ј" ................. + ..................................... .. 
. ,,. ___ .. .,.,..,. ...... --- .. - ...... ___ .,.,, .. _._........ fo _..,._ .. _... ............. ,..._,_.,......._,~ .. -- --
192 Driscoll Protestant ј i 1 ! i ! 
~----·--- 1oru!Y _________ ,,, ____ ,,,Geo11ie ____ .f,rotestant i --·--··--- iW _____ ! ........... ________ i _._ .... ...,. .. _. ____ ._ ..... L ............. J •. _ .......... -~~4 .................... t g~~~ ........................ =ijoh~Ph ............... t~~~~:~~~nt·f ............................ t ....................... + ....................... + ........... 1 ................... -:,. .................. f ................... _· 
-----4------------ ------~---- -------------------·----------------------------- ·----455 Dulan/Deelan .James 1Catholic lrish i i i ! ! 
128 Dunn William Catholic lrish !W 252 ! ! ~ ! !.--- ---- _,...,.,.,,_ , ,с,, - + .... ---~- ..... ,о-- ,,,,, ,,.,, ........ _,.,..,.,,_, 
194 Dunn John ! i i ! i ; ~ ...... ~ .. JD~--- Н_еп Catholic _\lrish ... lE288 i........ i §L Н. i 1 .......... __ 
408 Dunne Geo11 е Protestant llrish i i i I i 
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Alphabetical tаЫе of Mllitiamen, 4th Regim.ent, Waikato Militia. 
·--,·Christian 11
1
Religion ,N-nalily Dwellingl icomp&ny !18&,1875-76/1878-79!1880-81 
Name Section ; ; 1 ! 
. NumЬer Ј ______ ј / ! 
~135. __ . ___ __Jgyer ------·--·---J~ames ···----:If-... ----· ... 1 ......... -........ - ..... - iW __ ) ______ .... _.! _ ......... }_ .. __ ј___ i... ј 
f 6~ 1 &. м•:·\i~"' ............................ J:.~•m_ .... _iProtestanti----··J= ···-·· ····+--+······ +-····--+····· +-·-··· 
~-~--------- -- - --г- . -----г---·~-~--------· .. 328 iEdaar iJames I i i i [ i ! 488 Edminton !John ' г·· - Г - т··· г·········· I __ ._-_-_._._._ .. _._· _______ ! ~--·········f~п1:·····························g:~~-····-t;::::Ћ •• h -----Тw···-······Т --Г·l-··-+··· ····!-············· 
195 -··-----1E11orv -1---··--·-------гProtestant r·--.. ·------··----··г------~·-····----·-г::~::1-·-·---· i ·-·-т--· ! 
·· ~ ~ ·-----···-·----~ ~~~l~~on ................ -~~~~~::ег ....... Protestanrt -----·--· : W ........ --.. ... -: ...... - ..... --.... ···/--·-···f----·--·- f ·--··-----+·-.. ·· 
263 ................... ~Ёmmett ·························+watson ............. Protesta~~·t···· ........................ 1 W ................... 1············· ... ·········т············t····················1····················r········· .. ········· 
------· -------- , ·---·----:... . . -----· . . -· 327 Е ers James i Е 1 ! 80 1 ! 
265 !Fagan Charles Protestant iW ! ! [ ! ~· 
___ .. + + i --
~ ~~····················l~=~~k;:г ·····················}?h~~as············· ~~~:::::n:!lrish···················:~ 172 ···········: No. 4 ··············:··································t····················!···················· 
35----1Fiddes -··--··--·fci;;orge-·-·1ProtestantТ ______ T ! ·----г--t-----· i ·---,-· . 
. ::--.... ,~::::• ........... 1::---. :=;,;Jfcoffish ... ;: ::7 .......... ::: :--t;t ............. ].- ....... / 
33-----·-----iFlower -·---fJohn ·· 'ProtёsiantТ·····-·-----r-· ·; · ( -~---г---·1·-··---
~ ---~=am·-···--1~;Ь······-~~~=~t.•••h········-i_~sв· .. -JN04 ...... -ra+··-н~-·l·-~~t-w··-
- - .... .. . . ·-...........-r·--- . .. t .. 37 Fraser James Protestant ! iw ! i i i 
~:~----~~~~6: 9 .. ~~~:i::·==r~:~ottish ·· \~2 \No4 · 1 ---F- -f- т-·----· 39 ....................~Gane·········· ..................... /Edward............ f Protestant + ........................... r w ................... r_ ......................... r_ ........... 1,. ................. j .................... r ................... : 
340 ---iGatland ----гR.Е. ·-·--!ProtestaпHlrish --·-···----iE 14 \No 4 ... ј -----т-·---т~~--1 . 
565 ____ JGauden __ JFrederick ~estantt' ----·--···----JE ____ ,l _______ J_ ...... +.-·H i HW-t W 
38 ........................ . Gellie .............................. tWilliam ··············l·E~~1~stant .............................. iw .................... i .......................... i ............. • .................... l ........................................ . 1~: -~~~~~~ __ j~illiam tProtest!lnt 1 f~ _ t ; ~~ ~ ... нЕ -\ ---f ~ 
. - - . ___________ ! _________________________________________ . 
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546 1Gibson Thomas !Catholic .k iE i i +- I . 1~;~-.... -... ~:~=~: ·~-~~-~~е-.. -.... ~===·~ ~m_n_ry-.. ~=:==~::::~~·tl·~:~~.-... -..... -...... f ~~~:·~~=:"··+·······················f ......... :~+····:·=~ш:~:т:"""="ш"~--=:-..... -.... ::~.~ 
!201_ ............. Golden ............... -Thomas ··-tcatholic ·;lrish -···········ј-····--ш· 1·-·--···_· 1-... г-··-· L --t·-... --, 
~~:--......... - . .,, ~~=;1ith .... ., ... mmm ~ ~~~:~d ····--.. _Protestaпtt····_. ......... -·-····-t w ...... ---...... f ..... - ......... т.·4---· ......... ., ...... _. .. : ····---·-.. ·--··! ·---·· 
485·····················1Goodrum ······················tнi··························· .......................... ·····························1w····················1··························1············· ····················r···················· ................... . 
. 268 fGostidge ................... John Proiesfa'nГ ............ iW .... _. ........... Г ........ --··-·-·г-- i .. ... 
' 358 1 Graham John Protestant ! Scottish i Е 33 i No 4 i i Е t ----.. ·--- -__ ... .._ ..... _.~ .... _.__ ........ ._ .......... щ ........ .,. .. ......... ·-··········--···· 
·~:: ····················f ~~=~=: ························ ::~~:in ········· ·························f····························f ~ ···················f ·························f ············t····················I···················· ········ Е ········ 
199 ·----····1Green ·-·ш-шоош ~and-'protestantГЁnglish ........... !Е 34 ·····--·!No 4. ! -г-----~---1---· 
Е~----- ---------- -~~=~------------------------------~=• .. -. Protestantl Enяlish --·--·-- t~- 9 --------------t No_ 4 _____________ ! ___ 50 __ \ ------------t==i---i200 ····--... Greenaway... George ·-·- iPiotestantVrish .................. ГЕ 126 --··tr.Jo4--г·--····t-·----r-+-·---
' 360 Griffiths William Protestant ј i i i ј i ! ~~~ .................... t ~~~~~е ........................ j:~~r .............. =: 6:~~eo~~ntj :~:~ .... : .. ~=·······f ~ 115;4 ......... f No. 4 ............. +·········· ..... нw ·····1······ ~~:·:·:·:Т~::·~·:~:·~,,~=:= 
-----!···--.. ., ,,.,,_,, ,,_ ,, ____ ....... .-. ~ .. ,,_,, ___ ,,+и_ ......... __.., 
167 iнackett James Catholic lrish iE 259 i i i ! 
~~?.. ............. - .. ti8 ~.!l.!:i.~ .... _.._ ... _B1c~~-~~ .... _...j..., ...... __...-}--L-...J..____j _! --.....L..._ 
:~ ........................ ·~:~d ................................ 1 ~oeho~~e ............ .J 6:~~e:i~~nt. : ~::~ ................... 1 ~- ~ ~~··········1··························1····50 ... ·········н ...... + .................. ! 
1 416 ···-·· Handley ::=:::==:~:=Ј с.н ...... ::::=:::1.===:-~~: --~==:=:::=::ЈЕ =::~.~=:=1=-~=::=--т--·····, ---·-· 1 ----t--
:~: ------- ~=~~~n --- - ~::: _____________ ~h~:nt tlПsh----------------1~ 47- ~No4---------1---1--- i-·__J_ _____ _ ~Ёnsi n Harris ----· L.B. Catholic**llrish** jW 1 1 50 ј --···---г 1 --·-·-
~-'"-------+c~------1-,,------+,,,----i,.,...,...,..----+=-c--------............. .. .................. _ .. , ...... , ___ ............. •---
361 Hart Ge< 
----,+~, ___ .. _ __,r ........ ._ 1rge !Protestant'lrish !ЕЗ iNo4 i ј ~i · 
,..,.,.,,...,,,,.,,.,._ .. .,§,.,, ...... ~-,- ,.,._..._ -.-,.,.,._.__._._ 
489 ..................... j.Hart ....... ===ti.Geor~e ··············!·························· ·····························:··························:··························:············· ····················+···················· .... . 
~.§.L .. _,, ....... ..LI:!!!~........ G~~~····-+:-·- -·---- : w.. t - ~ Ј ··-----· . 
579 !Hartney Edward \Catholic lrish Ј Ј I ! i , 
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RegimentaПsurname !ёhristian - 1Religion 1Nationality TDwёUingi !Compan'-Y-!-18-6-9j1i75-=i6! 1878-79} 1880-81 
NumЬer ! !Name , \Section \ \ 1 \ 
, Number ... , _______________________ ., ____________ : , 
204 ____ ..Jtlaies -··--- ~ri2k._.Jatholic _ _Ј lrish _____ 1 Е 35 --··· 1 No 4 _ . _ 1 ____ ,._ ---1-------1 ~~; ········· , ... 1~~····························· t;:::es ··············~~~~~:~sh··················tE ·21···············f No·4··············t·····,+···········:····················t··················· 
449 ----rнelmericks ·- fGeor е --- Ј -- 1 -т-··---·т- i -··-у----г---, 
. . . . . ! ! • 
~ri: ..................... 1 ~~:hclifffe .................. ::~:: ................ ~~~::::~:;: 1 Australiaпf ~. ~67 .... -m~: ...... -+ .50t .... · ........... ! ............... ·+ .............  
_27_0____ Hindman _____ ------- .... _ .. __... _______ ,Ј._ _______ Ј...._ ____ L.,._j___ 1 ____ ·+---·-·., 
145 Hinton Joseph !W ј 1 ! Н 1 HW ! W 
362 _ Hinton ··-··--··- Неп __ Protestant~~-- :Е 55 __ ) No 4 ____ : ...?.9Ј _ Н .. 4У4" W ·-[;~_ .... ~:::_ ___ ·········· ;;s ............ Protestant"f"_ ......................... tw········ ____ i ___ ........... t············ ···· ___ 1·· .. ··············т·············.··· 
i.2-.Q~ Hone William ! 1 1 1 ! · 
iEnsign =iHorne J.R. i 1 1 1 ј ! ! ~~~ ..................... -~~:=~d .......................... ~~:~ck .......... .......................... , ............................. ~ Е ...................... ~ .......................... \ ....50 .......... +···················1···················· ,. - ,. ----+--,.. .. ~-...... ,с ~ ___ 4,-,,.,.,.,._,., 
207 Hov !Joseph _______________ Catholic __ J________ _ ________ L ________________ __t_ _______________ ј ј t 
41-----··jHunter__ ... lHu9h ________ jProtestan!.J_ ________ iW --··-··--···! _____ . ______ i ___ р Ј.. ______ Ј_ W ... 
~~
1
····················· :~~on························\~:~iel ···············f·~~~::::~:·1••••••••••·•·••··•••• .. ·····f :···················f·························f············t····················\····················f···················· 
__. .... - .. --...... _.... .. ...... __, ........ _ .. ~,.,. .. - .. ._"'1' ... -~ ................. -.. .. ...,. ... .,.. .. _. .. ...,.,,_ .... .,... ,,... .. ~ .. --.-.... ~,_,.,,..,. .. .,.,, ................. _ .................... -- • .. ....,.., .. ..........--f·-........ """ .... _..__...._ .. ~ .... ~ .. . 
209 ilnaram !William !Protestant lrish i 1 1 ! I 1 
47 _______ }lrlam ___ .,_. _____ ._~iwшiam ____ J:rotesta~-·- . lW __ Ј _____ i i ~ ----t---
Ensign .... ~ј lrwin ................................. Owen ........................................... [i. ·-·········-···--·! E ............... _ .. i.No. 4···-·········i-····-f-······--···i-···-·····-:· 
132 Jackson Thomas Protestant !W ! ! , ! 
156 .. Jackson ·- !Alfred Protestant· --- 1Е ··-т· r -~ ·1 ----· 
21 Q_ ____ J~ackso!! _____ .. __ ....ffi1omas Protesta~t Scottish \ Е 1 ~!..__...) No ~----Ј i -·~--- _ 
;~~···········=i· ja~~~~n ................... i~iь~~s ............ Protestant.i ............................ tE .s ................. t. No·4········ .. ····t.=F···:·········· ..... · .. ·+·················,· 
--.... -....... ,, __ .... ,,14' __ .... --~--.. ~ .... ·--·---------·------" -~-~---
48 Jeffries John .Protestant ! iW 1 i i ! 
~ \:O~~one - 1~~= - . Protesta-.f-- :: +- ! ! Н - i \ -Lieut ................... Johnstone ............. fvvilliam ................................ !~.~+··············· ... ··········ј E ...................... i.No· 4 .............. ~ .. 200··:··· Н/НЕ ···г·················г···· w···· .. 
553 - Jones-·-----tjamёs'-=~ ·---- ---· rw . _ f __ ::... l__ 1 1 ___ ·---, ... 
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Regimental Sumame 
NumЬer . 
! Christian li Religion I Nationality Dwelling/ ! Compa,_n_y_!_1_86-9-,l-18_7_5_-7_6....,1_8_7_8--7-9.,...I 1-8-80--8--.1 I 
Name Section ! ! 
! Number Ј _____________________ __! ! 
.: ................... !:: ............................ t~~~~ . .1:::: .. 1:::: .. _ Jw .1.1 е ........ \.- ••..... . ; ....•.. ј .... н······· ! ..... нwJ ... w __ 
443·---- Кеап ------!Jame~- -- . ·----· iE---i ·-·--·· ( ·--·t--·---т---·-- W .-., 
М!Ј.:____ Keddell ---·---~ackson __ -·- ...i--·- &___.,_L .. ___~---- L ·-- i __ , ...Ј_ .----
~~8····················· -~::~У ································f~~~~~s ............. ~~~~:~~nt ·:·····························1~ 341 ············l··························l·············l····················f ················ ] ............... ··· 
212 ·-··- Ketl~------------------tThomas ·-- ·----·тЁnglish -·--re 316 ---т::=::::==:-т-------т-----; ·-------·· ·---· 
365 --+,к~ -1Samuer .. 1 --;-t---- ј ________ \ --- ј -·-+ ---L--·-··1·--·-, ·~~~ .................... i~:::Y ................................. ~~1~am·············· ~~~~e~~·nt·fi·ristt··················f E·····················f·························f···5a···t········н········:······нw r·······~·······,· 559·--~г---- fThomas Catholic·1-----;E---··-1No4..... ( ··ј 1-~----·-
479 Kenny IJohn :/~olic~rish !Е 133 1No4 ј 50 i НЕ ј НЕ t Е 
----- --~---- ,.,._,. --.. - ... ,о,...........--... ~ ..... ---- • ~4·······--·-·~:::Z...rг···········!H•"!Y .... _. P.-n1· ·······-·····-:Е. 7 .............. :.No 4 ........ Щ-\-······-г·-··· 
, 215 -·----- Kiddle ---·····--·--f James ·- Protesta~ English ·--т Е 5 --·-·--ГNо 4 ·-·--т-1 ОО+--Н -- ј • HW -
. ·--·--------··-----------·------------У 
214 .. ~Jernan ________ j§_dward -~rotesta!!Ц_. __ j _______ ) ........ , ..____ .. (. ___ _ј ______ Ј 
161 ·····················ttingsley ........................ .!.t! ............................ ~Protesta~~·t···························.l ........................ .l ......................... l ............ ~ ..... HW ..... ) ................... .1 ....... W ..... . 
548 ___ ~kwrod .......... !William __ Ј -·-+--·-·jW _________ ј ...... __ 1... i -----L. ·-, 
111 !Knight Џames !Catholic i jW ј ј : ! 
366 ·----~hL ______ ,JEdward 4 ~ . јЕ 13 ____ ~4 --·-+··--+---- \ ~·· 
~~з················· .. ··l·~~~~Ьs .......................... !~~~~ ·················1~rol::::~:·i1rish ··················:~·42/43 ····+-·······················}···········1 ········н······+···нw····· ·······w······· 339··-·-·-·tкпox----····--·--+Jamesi.John ·Г-stant ti"rish - !Е 302.... iNo 4 I 80 t ""ј ~ 
50 -----·-h ~lie -----···--.. f§mes . ...,!Protestant 1 ____ , __ iw ........ ,- --_1.,.---- -.-...... 1 -··-·t-------------I-. .--.-----· 
·~~~ ····················t t:~~s .............................. i ~:w;rd·············· ~~~:::::~:. ! 1 rish ··················t ~ 57 ··············t No. 4·············+-··········t····················I···················· ............... --·-~ 
-·-- -~--------.... ., .._.._ -------.. --.. ----- ., "" - ~ 556 Lands Richard Protestant 1 Е ј ј 1 ОО i ! W 
59 Landv Peter Protestant 1 W ј 1 ! ј 
ш---·- .J.Lane ................................ Richard ... · ......... Protestant Ј. .......................... Ј .......... ---·т ................... r ........... 1 ........ н ....... l ..... HW .................. .--'. 
577 ilane Georae i ! iW ј 1 ± ј W 60 "lI.ariitt______ \PhiliJ:! ---- jProtestant 1 -- I г---··г 1 -- ; ___ -
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе ofMilitiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Мilitia. 
....----.,.,,,_----------Christian Religion Nationality 1Dwelling/ ICompany ! 1869 1875-7611878-79! 1880-81 Regimental jSurname 
Number Name 1 1Section 1 · 1 ! 
1 • t 1 . _ 1 Number Ј 1 1 
§.~-···--·-·-!La~--... :::::: tThomas /C~!holic '!rish ј ____ J .... __ ._J. ____ f-... - . ....J..--... r---·-
,.1.15 ..................... Lawless .......................... ' Thomas ............ : Protestant ............................. lW .................. .l ......................... i ............ J._ ............... ...i ........................................ , 
;:7-·-·--- t::~h ,,_................. ~:~~as ··- 6~~~e:i:~nt .En .. lish .... /е 134 .... !No·4--1···50 +--···--+----r--~~ 3 .................. ! t:~~~~d ··········--·-·-t ~=~:: ···-··- Catholic ...... f I rish -····---·-t w· 120 ........ t --····-----·-·t·· ......... J ...... ·-······-··1-······-·-····r··-·-----··-J 
123 ..................... L'Estran" е .................. fiGu ......................... Protestant~lrish .................. ј Е ...................... ј ........................... ј············ ј ................... ј .................... Г .................. . 
;-ощщщ .!Я ... .... У. ........... """'"'' .. • шш,,,_,............. •• Ш••••··----·-• 
272 Lever Henry Protestant !W i i , 1 
.46 Levine William Protestant 1 \w 1 ј i ј 150-- Lewis·-- Jesse -~-·-·-··· ! 1 ········-г····· { Т -······-т-··-·-········ k:~ =::::=: ........ it~~~stone .......... =::::~~~=ld ..... : ... 
1 
Protestant~h ......... r~·28 ......... =r No. 4·=::=: ...... Г .. ·-t-::=~+==+········ ........ 1 
273 =1~ап. ··-IJames ----·-f Protestan~···--·-- iW ... -l .. ·-·····-·---L-~------ ! -·-·--·..1---·· 
;~6 ..................... t~_~_Q......................1 ft,~~e;s .... ~Pro_ testant. 1 rish ................... : Е. 290 ............ : .......................... i ... 150%--J .................... f_ .................... , ................... · 
;-.................. _, -~----.. -~-·-·---· .. -- ............ __ .. _____________ ..... .ј. •• _. . -· ----
217 l.utton 1Edward 11rish 1 I 1 ! ј 
442 L all 1Alexander ! 1 1 1 . 
'
:-.................. tY:h .............................. 1~~~~ ............. ~~~· ~s~lish ........... f ~ 4;88 ......... f No.4$t --т-=т,,.,·--·· 
.. ...... i .. _... . .... . ·......... ....... .. ~===:[: ............ _ 
61 Lyons !Thomas Catholic lrish 1W 152 1 1 i 
~~~··"·······-!::" ····· Ј~;~. · -kC:~"1·f= ...... i: 341·······l························f ... :.± .............. \ ................ 1 ... _··-···-
65 я -- fмaguire .................. Js 1vester fprotestaпt'11rish ···-rw 23 -·-г--· ... ·т-·:Ј-... - ~---·--Ј----
69 ---·---Wahoп ......... Ј..·!~.·--·-··· ____ ........... _./ ! ! !=_нw 1_ нwЈ_ 1 
172 :Malcolm Edward 1 ! ! 1 456 Н 1 , 281.........1м;~dell .......................... John .................... Protestant·t ............................ TW ................... T ......................... Г ............................... ! ........................................ . 
~-·······~ап .... Timothv Cath.oiic ... i.lrish 1W 193 .... ј'... 1 ... Т.. ... .. __ 
218 JMarriott . James " 1 !Е 111 !No 4 i 1 - ··-
276 ..................... JMarshall ........................ Joseph ............... Protestant .ј ............................. 1 .......................... 1 .......................... 1 .................... НЕ ...... 1 .................... 1 ............ . 
280 LMa~hall _.......... . Samuel ......... (r<?.!estaпt11 _____ --+W -----+------·-+ 8Q..L .............. )_ _ __ li . 1 143 1Mart1n ,Henry , ,W ; , ! , . 
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе ofMilitiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Militia. 
Regimental Surname 'Christian JReligion JNationality !Dwe!ling/ 1company ! 1869, 1875-7611878-79! 1880-81 
Number Name 1 !. Sect1on ! ! 1 ! 
•Number 1 ................. - .. -1 ! ј 27 4 i IVlal1in .......... pames TProtestantj. ...... i W i i 1 Н I HW ! W 
,275 _______ 1 Martin ·--·-------·Samuel··---jProtestant :lrish 1W ЗОО.. 1 ----· 1 ·---··т···-·····--··y--··-----,--·----•37a····················fмartin .............................. ·George ........... tProtestanfti{~··rish···········тE·11···"·········тN0'4······ .. ······т········· 1 ............. ( ............... +······ .... ·········· 
543 ____ !мartin -···-·-----~illiam ··-f·-·----г~----- (--·----·-· 1 --·------i·-·-·t-·-----т------... -r-.. ·-
!.'!_1 ----·· \Marton ... ~illia~ iProtesta~ч: ::::: _ ј~_. ____ ј_ ____ _ј__-+····-·-_,Ј._, ___ Ј ______ · . 
~i:····················· !~::~~ ······················ jj:~:as·············l 6~~~eo~:nt .\ :~:~ ··················1: 2~6:т· 2~0 ·····················\·············(···············+···················!···················· 
·137 ......... _Tмatier ................... - .... Arth1.1r........ J;5'r~~~~t.~nti... ............ .1 ....... ·········=--·········-···-=т---·---1-····-----· ј ...... ....._ ... .,Ј...... ______ , 
~::-·······----~:х;:1г·· -------· ~r:;rk е ...... ···· iprotestant 1--·-·-···------1 w-··-·-··-\ -----·1-·--·-·+···--н -{--·нw ...Ј ••. ·---··· 
149 .... . ····1м.I:.ь. -····--1Тh·~·-1atholic_J··········· --1. ·························r.·-····· ··-т 50 ј ······--(···--·+--·-····· .. 
fвg"'' !МсСаЬе ,John -- \ ... · 1Е ·-------т-· 1 50 1 " ј · 
514 'McCallum 1samuel 1 1 Г ~- 1 1 , 219----iмcёarth :James . ·---·-·-t--··--·----r- . t -+ ; ' -
21s'""""" ............. :·мёcord.Y. ................ ~Riёhard··············_Protest:1····························! E······················i··············· .. ·········i·············1····················f··········=r .............. . 
-.................... _..,_ ....... t . . . ! . _L.. 77 \McCowen ... iHenry·-··-·тProtestanГ lrish----т·------·т i ··т--···---·r-·-·········1·····--" 
.!.~. ilVlcCulloch .............. James __ /Catholic jlr~~---.JW ~~- ! ! г i ---+·--···-
•А;=····.·········,~?~~-· -1~ah-+····-:······--···1·····+····-···1··-··-··t-·-··· 
118 --~McGrisor . !William tProtesta~!_! ··--· l _ ј • 1 !___ ~ i. __ ~~~ ·····················l·~~~~r~~ess ········=чй~:as ............. , 6~~~e0~~nt r:~ .................. : ~· 46 .............. : No 4 ··············1··=1 ·················+············· ... ···i················· .·· 
288-·-·-Mcln re ----=-f&!i.Dunca·n·· Protestant ·---------w---т--· ј "н ! . HW ј W" 
. 78 ··---~сК~-- James ___ 1Protestant ___ ~---· i --·---+----+· l _ __ј_ __ ...... ... 
! :~: ····················t ~~~=~~:: ..................... , ~::~е: ............. f Protestant ·t Scottish ·········f Е .1.9 ··············t No .4··············t·· .. ·······+·················}················ .. t········ Е ....... . 
369 -·---- !McKinlay ----lJohn Q --- !Protestant tдustralian јЕ 112 ____ jNo 4 -----~--,--· ... -т- L. .. 
279 !McKni9ht !John f Protestant f lrish 1W 83 f ј 50 ! ј 
287 t McLa - Duncan ~ Protestant -------rw----т---7--1-··-----·т--·---,-----
286 .................... TMcMa~am ··················· Edward ··············icatholic ······11rish .................. ~w· 86·······••m•(••••m••••············~········· i ···················г·················1···················· 
284 -------rмёРh~ ........ Henry ··---·-{Protestai1tГ" ___ ... ____ Tw ---... г- Т ----+ i f .. 
. --······-··-······-1-.. ---···:..l--······- ···-·········-············~········--····-·-·-----······1...·········--·-·····--··········· 
Appendix (Е ) AlphaЬetical table of Militiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Militia. 
Christian IReligion rNationality Dwe~ling/ Company 11869 1875-7611878-7911880-81 
Name , Sect1on , 1 
! Number 1 .... Ј .... 1 
Regimentail5urname 
Number ј 
~------------- ~=:~--------------1~S:------\p_-:t:::---1~1-27-------IN:---I-;- ____ н_~' 
560 ·------·-- :McWha --·--- William lprotestant11rish·--· iE.318 ·-ј ...... ј 50 --г~~~~+-·-----·-
;~· -----···· 1 ~:~~~ау ·-····----···--i~oeho~ge ·--;Protestant·t-···--·--·---+--------···---·--1 .. ---------+-·-· !··--···---·· : ··----t-··--
427·····················iмeyers ........................... tFrederick .......... Protestant .ј ............................. ј .......................... 1 .......................... 1 ............. 1 .................... Т .................. 1············ 
'277 tмiddleton-··----fд:iexander"' Protestant 1---·---т-----т---------т-·+------1 --~----·--
_в1 1м;11еr ---------------- po11п--------------_---T'rot•stan1L.........._ __ ------гw- __i ______ ~ ···· 1 ··· · I ..__ .!,,...... ___ _ 
t~~~ ················~::::~ ·······························! ~:=~zer ......... Protestant.· ····························f ~ ·····················f ·························f ··sof················l····················t····················. 
,~--- Milliaan . John ! ·-----· ~ --·--r-----!-==t=~:--.----· f ..... :ј::: ··-ј 
1
~8 Mollov James 1 _ ј l l Ј_ i 1 
~~а····················· ~~~dghan .................... ~~~~e1····\~~~~e0~~nt· :~:~················ .. i:·~:~···········l··························l·································f····················~···················· 
_..__ .. ,,_.._ .... ~ .. - .... ~-~,,, ...... .,.., .. -....~ .... ~-.. -~,,_~,,......._,__ .. _.,,,,,,,~ .. ~-..... -.. ...., .... _. ..... -....,.... .... - ........ ~~ .. ~ .. --.... ·--~-.. _. .. _,,,, __ 
~
23 / Moon Robert i Pro!estant I Enalish 1 Е 73 1 No 4 i ј S36 Moore AIЬert lProlestant IE . 1 1 l Е -
-~ o~ag~n··························· ~~~:~··············f ~:~:~~~nt· lrish .................. f :.37····-·······f·························f···--······· ···············--···:········· .. ········· ···················~ 
222 :Mor9.an--------1John -·--------wrotestant English ... iE.23 .......... iNo4 ...... (--!-···----т - . : 
371 -·---t~~~~~~~ ___ !~~~:(!~hoiic __ г_ .......... ·····г··. ·----+- ............ . f ..... t · . : ......... ! --
555 !мorris ............................. ~ ................. !.9.~~ ................. t ........................... i .......................... j···· .. ····················j"···········i·········н ·······г·· нw····f ········· 
573 i Morton ..... .-----1James ... -----f Proiёsiaпilf пsh __ ............... I ----·--·-·-г-·-·----т"sоТ---·--r--т ! 
~:.~01 _.-... ~~~~е -··--.. ~~~~ ~rotestant\-- ј~ ......... ---.. ј ... -... -, ........ --ј---+·· .. --···- f ---f·--· 
'54 ·····----··············1 Moves ............................. James················tProtestant·t··········--············ ... ·тw ···················г························г···········r····················ј············ ...... ··r ................... ' 
1444 -м~ё----- Edward·--1--- ·т-- 1 i r -----
!432 Mulholland William ! Protestant 1 i 1 i 
·331 ..................... tMullet .............................. Frederick ........ 1 ....................... 1 ...................... -r ..................... Г ....................... ! ............................. 1 ....................................... . 
~- ,MulliЯ~!!..... .. ___ ·Ј~---- 9ath~!~sh iW 158 .....Ј_ _____ Ј__ ___ i ј ·-·-
·473 fмullin/Мallin William Protestant ilrish __ ј i ~ ј 
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе of Militiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Militia. 
Regimental Surname Christian Religion Nationality (Dwelling/ (Company ј 1869ј 1875-76/ 1878-79 1880-SJ 
Number ! jName 1 1Section 1 ј ! ! 
, i Number ! ! ! ! 
224 -----1Mullions ________ J!:!aш ---©otestant Еп _lish ___ iE 56 ____ iNo 4 i _50 ... i- Н_ј HW ·--·. 
225 ····················+ Mullions ......................... \.~~seph ............... i Protestant English ........... l Е .79 .............. l No.4 ............. .l... 50 ·+······ н ...... .Ј. ..... нw ............. Е ........ , 
70 iMunroe ~PhiliE . ...... · · _ i i __ L i ~-- i HW _'f:! __ 
419 'Munroe · James Protestant Scottish 1 Е 116 1 No 4 1 i Е 
227 _________ i Murch . .... William. -- . __________ Ј ··-l-·-······-··--uo Ј, ... НЕ-·· 1 -·-·-··+ ·---·-
! :~ 2 ..................... 1~~~:: ........................... t:~~::1 .............. Protestant у ........................... :w .................. ·,:.. ........................ Ј ............ } ....... н ....... f ..... нw ..... ; ....... w ...... . 
1·63 ---tМurta );h ...... Gerald - Catholic "Tirish \W 32/34--·т---·--1: : r ј +е-
~:: --·····-- ,~:~,~ ·--·--·······-·--· j:~~-·····--iёaiholic··-irrish -·-·----:Е ··------: ----·---···:. 50~·-----+ ---=г 
i372 ..................... Na~n ................................ !Walter ............... tProtestant·t·· .......................... r ......................... T ......................... r ............ t···•ш ............. j ................ I ............. . 
:342 ................ !Neilson --·---·--тwшiam ---·-f Protestanti·---·- 1---·-(--- ( 60 ј НЕ-·Т НЕ ----
~ ----!=.:.son _______ J~:i~.~~-----------1Protestant 1 E"!/llsh ____ :Е_ 59 __ _ :No 4 ____ Ј_Ј _______ ..l ____ , _____ -
;i~ -·----i.~:~~:ls -·-····---i~~~~=~~-iProtestant1Scottish -·fe 154·-·4~~ :---·--t·-+! -·-· : ·---4-· 1 
--------------------~ . ~ ~ - -
.80 Nixon Robert Protestant' iW i i . i i------ ~~~:" _____ ------- ~::-----~::в~-,~~~;--- -1~:-~--------1-~- -----Ј---з-----_ 
290 -· !Norton ----···-~rge .L -- l. · · · 1 _____ 1 Ј" Ј ..... - 1 1.... i . ·-· 
~~ 8 ..................... ,.~:~~~~or ..................... tiG~,:~:~ .............. ! 6~~~e:i~~nt .i :~::~ .................. :w· 186 .......... : .......................... : ............. 1 .................. + .............. ±· ...............  
---· .... -~ .. ,11 _____ ,_.,.,.,_ ----·- ,,__ ... 1-,~--... ., ~ ..... .-+-~,,.--..... ~ ·---
83 Odlum John Catholic lrish !W ! ! 1 HW 1 HW ! W ~~ ___ ___ Jg~:ur;h~i~ ---------1::-~~~thy _______ :::~-~ ___________ \~ ~~: Ј _______________ ..1.. __ Ј • ••••: _ "+-__ =+ 
142 ···--- O'Meara________ riWilliam _____ __Jfrotesta~ДЩ!h ···-- i --··· i ·-·-- i . -·----l ---··-
375 O'Neill Edward TProtestant ilrish iE 53 iNo 4 i ! Е 
159 Osborn~- William___ · Protesta_nt i Ј l t ... i ·-·-· 
515 ;Osborne William i i i i i 
~29 10SW!! .. _... ~!~.!~ iPr~testant 'Еп lis~. l Е 12~ l No 4 ..... l ! Н 1 ':!У..\!.. ._.. ...... .., 
513 Palmer !William . \Е i ! 50 ! НЕ i НЕ Е 
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе of Mllitiamen, 4th Regiment, W aikato Militia. 
Regimental Jsumame 
Number . 
Christian ТReligion -11, Nationality- i Dwelling( i Company i 1869 1875-76i 1878-79! 1880-81 
Name / 1 :::::r ____ J _____________________ _J 1 
163 !Palmerson 1 ' ! ! ! з ! 
542 --- Park Adolphus I Protestant Scottish i Е 39 i No 4 i ··t НЕ Т ! . 
•...•••...................... ..............•••••.......................•.. •••••..•.....•.••............... •••······•··········•·•·• ····························+·························+·························•············t····················=····················'-···············•••••' 332 i Parker Richard ! Е ! ! 50 ; ! i 
Е -·1 Parker .. ·--··--···- James -····- ·-··--· -rilish --·-·-······ i .. -···---·······-- i --·- i--._ .. ·-·········г··-· .. ·- ·-······-. . . . 
____ 4Parting_ton ....... - Nathan ........ т Protestant __ . ____ iW ... .Ј _______ ..l.......... ! ... ~--·-i·------···-····-
::~·-···················l~==~:~:·····················.::::::~·-············l~=~~~~nt · :~:~ ··················:~ 1~21 ··········:··························:············}······не"··+·····не"'"'/········ Е ....... . 585·--------Теасосkе .. William·······-~---- :lrish ·-----т---···--... --т-----·r ----i --- Ј Е ....... . 
•Lieut. Peacocke John F. 1 iE i i р1 Ш' __.,..,..,..,..,..,. __ .,. __ .,._ ..... ,..,._.,.,_, _ .,..,..,......,..,. ... _..__ _ ...... ~......... ....,,.,.,._........,. 
:;6 .................... ~:::~~························· ~~':ard·············· ~~~:=:~:·ten··rish···········f E·62··············f Nо·4·············+·50--·1······н~······~--····~····· ········е········ 
297 Ре loe Geo11 е ··· Protestant i W \ ... 1 .... ! i • ·-·-·-
1 Ре Dominic Protestant lrish iW i i I i 
87--........ Phillips··························· Alexander ........ Protestant ............................ .JW .......... --··--y-·-· ............ i ........... i ................... 1 ................... f ..•....... ·-
89 Phillips Alexander Protestant iW i i ! i ! . 
~94 ....... ____. --- ! Philli~-- ... _____ Andrew ........... Protestant ................ ТЕ ------------г--··--г--т-·-······ i ---·-----,-
551 ___ LPhillips --·----~homas -- · Protestant ·-----------.-i.E ----·· i ______ i 50_J"m, _____ j ___ =t= • 
~:---·····--··········+~::~:n···························i~:~~s················ ~~~:=:~:- En .. lish···········f e·235········--·f No.4·············+·50·+··················:···················· ................... . 
·-------- --- . ···-·-----·------·----т·---·---·-- --.. . 483 Pithero 1William iW i i ! 
1 
~~Out. ·-···---·-·t~~~r~~--------··· ~-;~rice ............. l Catholic · rrish ............... 4 ~-239-·-·+---------·-··+--····-t·-------· :----+-- . 
~------------------t:~~:~ovnhain ~C::--fc:-:n1- IПsh----------~ --------:с+----- г----т-
298 Pottlewaite JJ~hn . /Protest~nt !W ! . ~ i i 1 ·-~~о···········----····· ~~::::····························!:~~=~············· ~~~::::~:· lrish·······----·······t~122···········tN0·4············+···········f·--······--·········:·--·--............ ,+ ................. . 
!377...... Powell !William --·--Proiestant English iё .. i2--·iNo 4 .. °1.scf"j Т 1 ·--·-
·2з1 (ratt t'John . ! i ! i 1 ! 
,,.,.,. _..,,......., ,.,.,.,.,.,.,..._ __ _._,,_,,,.,.,.,. ,.,....,_.-...... .._..-_.,....,.,...,.,._. ---~ .- .-•• ,.,. .... ~,.,. .............................................. Ј ,,,.,._....,.,...,.-...,._. __ ----
90••••••••••••••••--•••••• _Preston .......................... James ........... ~rotestant .1 ............................. iW .................... i .......................... i .... 5q= ............ 1 ................. 1 ................ . 
293 f Preston tJames · • !W ! ! i ·т 291___ ,Prior ... Beniami·n---т·- t ... tw --т--- t ._ .. -t·-·--- ј ---т-
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе of Мilitiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Militia. 
"'Christian f ReligionТNationalily i Dwe!ling/ 1 Company 1186911875-76 i 1878-7, 1880-81 
Name i ! , Sect1on , , i 
!Number \ 1 ! · 
378 Pritchard i George Protestant i Е 104 i No 4 i 50 ! 1 f 
~:5···················· ~=r ····-········1:~iz~os········,~::=~· - .jw-··········+· -<г=т-·--·-!·········--Г-. f~----------Quin"n···--·--·--tPaiiiCk __________ 1Catholic lrish -·· iw i i ----------r \ -----. 
~1--···---·-~alph --··-----~eit ______ LCatholic . lrish. _________ .i_ .... - ..... _i_ ... _. ............. ,,i .. 50.l _____ 1 ...... _. ___ L . i 
334 jRands !Joseph 1 /Е 1 1 50 ! НЕ ! ! 
.............................. , ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... ; ............................................................ .. 
Asst. SU!JL .. шayner _______ lWilliam _______ L------- ---······.....J..W ____________ j _________ j__ _______ J _____ ! ___________ ~
552 Raynes !James ! /W i ! Н ! HW W 
----·-·1-Regimental Surname 
Number 
~99 Reed !Неп~ iProtestant /W ..... ! ! ..Ј.. __ 
~~9 .................... =::n ............................ 1g:~i~e .............. ~~~::::~:· English ........... f~27 .............. fNo.4 .............. f ... 5o .. 1 ........ н ....... -:-, .... нw ... + ....... E ...... . 
• .,,,_, ,UW,t,t • • _.. • ; + ........ --~ .. - ........ --.. , 
581 Regan jWilliam Catholic lrish /W 168 ! ! 1 i ! 
!----. :::rds ···-·-·· .1=-1 __ --(atholic -- ······--iw.......-: .. -···-···-i······· ·_ ; ~w--i---·;; 
380 ···--1Ridout -· ................ -~е---- ______ !fr~!.~-~!~i1ГЕпя!!_~-~-------··ТЕ 171 ·-тNо 4 -т-- .................. \ ·---- i --·-
. 381 --···- · Riley James -·-- jfrotestant lrish __ 1 Е 151 .. _! No 4 ! ··- ............ ..Ј ........... Ј 1 
'534 .................... Rippon ............................ Abraham .......... i ..................................................... lE.231 ........... JNo.4 .............. l ................................ i ................... J .................. . 
:5~7 Rivers _ Edward __ . IProtestant ·-----·-·· /Е ! ___ 1 1------.....Ј ! __ 
232 Roberts 1William 1 1 ! 1 i 
,зоо ·--·-- Robertson ....... !~lexander f P'rotestant i 1w ....... L l f нт.) l ---: 
· 520 ...................... Roche ............................. f Hungerford .... .J Protestant .1 lrish .................. iw. 382 .......... 1 .......................... 1 ................................ -1. ................... ! 
93 ·-·--------·~Rodwill -·---·-- Samuel ______ ~rotestant ________ J _____ J __________ l. ____ .J_ ! ______ Ј ______ _ 
302 Roffe Geor е iProtestant 1W i 1 1 Н ! HW : W 
:~ ---l!~II···--·--·-~=~·- .. ···t:~=~ 1 :~:-·--·-··!~-~~- .... ;No 4-···-···l··········т-HE-t ··нЕ·...t··-····-··' 
'111 iRudland JNi_lli~rn ___________ lPrQt~~~11t __ E;11g_li~~ ј jt>Jo4_ ј .. .. !........ ! 
394 'Russell William I Г 1 1 1 Н I Н1!'!_L 
1:~--········--.-=~:nell ........................... ~:~~:, ................. :Catho;;; .... Jlrish ................. JE.242 .......... J ................. -·--т-;Q.;. ,;;.,; ............ + ............. ! ---
-~~-... -~---· ---·-········ ~ r .. ... .. . ---L--418 iRyder ,William 1 1 ! l 1 ! i 1 
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе of Militiamen, 4th Regiment, W aikato Militia. 
[ёhristian Religion Ј NatiOnatity i Dwe~ling/ 1 Company i 1869 l 1875-7611878-i91188D-ii 
!Name ј 1sect1on i 1 ј 1 
, , Number , , , , 1 
511 1sa1t ·································f·Ja.mes···············1················· .\::::::::: :: !w ! ! 1 i =-t 1 [ ·--· - $ --- -············· • • • .. • •••••• + ------+·-! !.~~~ .................... 1 ~=~=er~ ...................... 1:~i~m .............. f ~~~::::~n~----··t~ 61 ............... f Na· 4 .............. t·· 100+------н ........ i ................... + .................. I 
1оз"-- Saville··---····· William Protestant - -- iW i ·-·----т-·-~·---т------·· -·-
Regimental fsurname 
Number ' 
102____ Sayer 1Joel jfrotestanЧ--- lW l _______ J__ __ ... 1 ·----·--t· --···· 
~:5 ..................... 1·~~:~. le .. s ....................... -.. 1j~:e·s·· ······ ··'~ ...~.~. :.::::~:-/scottish···--·····:~170 ............ :No 4 .............. :-····--··! ........ t ..................... , ...................  
533 - . 1~cot{ ......... . . ,James Protestant jlrish . iE 15 ---· jNo4. ј ---т----·=~-----·-· 
308 ····-------~ott _________ ........ William ... _ ... _lPJotestantJ. ___________ JW ___ ........ _ .... J ............ ______ 1 1ООЈ_. .. · ...... L·-···-··--·! 1 
101 ................ · .... Ј Scotton ........................... William ....... · ..... JProtestant J ............................ l W ................... 1 ......................... 1 ............ J .................... ( .................... t··················· 
409 __ ј Shadbolt George ! ___ Ј_____ ! ! .... 1 1 l ·-+--·· 
521 !Shanaahan Owen /Catholic Jlrish ЈЕ:274 Ј Ј ............ Н ј · 
530 ---~Shanaя!!!!l _ ~Jame~ Jgatholic ·{lrish_lE.320 _____ L... . .... ......Ј_. --- \ ·--L---· 
Ensi9n Qtr ..... Shanaqhan .................. Ј ............................. ! Catholic* ···+·-.......................... ( Е .................... ) .......................... ) ...................... Н ·······~····················1·············· .····· 
584 Shane ___ A.W. ) i . LW ____ l _ ! .. i----··-·+-·-
304 Shannon ... ;James ·--- JProtestant i !W 1 1 1 ! 
~34 ___ j:Шh~herd ·----· James ____ ) Protes!ant iScottish . ј Е 40 ·--··-- ј No 4 _ ј -· i ---+,-.--J.----· 
~~~t ............. ~1~~::n ........................... ~:=d··············f Cathol1c ...... t-···························f E ·····················f························+·········· ····················/····················f···········.········· 
-------- ----· ·----+---··-·--·---· . ................. ·-·-- ! . 460 ~Shimmon . William ~ ~ 1 ~ ! 
399 !Shine James !Catholic Hrish !Е 285 ! ! 50 Н i HW ! Е 
51_1 _____ 1Shine .................... --- ... Jere~P,catholic ..... 1Т~sh ................ .ЈЕ. 28ЕГ ...... .Ј. ......... --- .......... f ........................ т--. ---· 
306 Simmonds .Edward -Protestant 1 iW 1 1 ! 
__ ,,....... ·------·--., t ~-----~,,,,,,.,..,... ......... _.._--..,.,,., .. -.......... . .... ,,,,_,, --·-· 
384 Simms 'Непгу ;Protestant English /Е 29 /No 4 \ i 
~4-----·~~on_ _ William ! ··d-·- )... . ... ! ... _ _Ј__~......+--- -·-·-··--·-~~~ ····················t ~~:~1ег ......................... ~=~~e··············f Protestant ·f····························f ~ ···················f ·························f ··· 50 ......... НЕ······:···················· ................... . 
387·---ismart'··---···iAlt.>ert . Jcatholic tEnglish ~Е 12 ~No 4 1 ·-··---т--·· 
17~- ј S~erdo_~----==1oh~ _ f Proles!;lnt I Englis"-....J. Е 74 ! No 4 ! ј ! . _ 
:~
1
······- f~m~~---······-- ···· ~=~·········-1-:::::~-1---····-······-···i:····· ···-···i········-······-f-•:~; ··l;·-·1--· -
---~ .. ..-- _ .. __ .... ,, .... ___ ---~ ............. ~ .. ,, .. .., .. ,,.... .. .,~ .. ..,,, ____ ,,~ ,о. -..--............ ~ tf'#W~--- јо 
144 1Smith 1Alfred ! ! !W i ! ! ! ~ - ... ~~,. -'! • • ,е 
Appendix (Е ) AlphaЬetical tаЫе of Militiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Militia. 
Regimental'",Surname --1Christian Rёligion',, Nationality Dwelling/ ј Company \-1-86_9...,.....18_7_5-_7_6..,.\-18_7_8 __ 7-sj''11sso-a1 
Number Name Section i 1 i 
- · Number Ј _______________________ ј ~ 
240 ----~mith ___ ~exander Protestant lrish _ i Е 196 ·---· \·-----·--·-- i 50 ·hHE l НЕ -~ . Е 
~:~ .................... f ~~::~-.............................. 1~:~rge .............. ~~~:::::~:· ~~9:::~ ........... f ~·~~2 ........... f ~~·:···---··· .. ·+··5o"f"··H/~E·.-: ....... HE ...... t .................. .. 
478 ·----· !Smith ----- fтho,;as ... !-.. Ш!! 1 --·---i -----· 1 . ј'-· -т----1- " 
480 fSmith !William f i i · 1 · i L 1 , 
571 . iSmi~--------i-Jose h Catholic !lrish. iE 272 ·-·г-··--г·- i --;-··-t·--· 
424 ..................... i S ... elman ....................... t Joh/,.·······~Catholic ...... / 1 rish .................. ј.Е"155 ............ 1 No· 4 .............. 1 ............ + .................. Г° ................. , ................... . 
508 ---fs~ce ------- Arthur ... ------t--------г--·-тЕ-----т-·-·----·--т=r--- ~ ··-- г-·-·--
400 ___ зiS~ ____ Walter ... Protestant ~h . ~----- 1 --· ~ -+· -+,.. _..,L ___ . ___ _ 
-~~ .................... ~::~~~~s······················j~~~~ce .............. ~~~:=:~:· ............................ fw ................... f······· .................. f ......... t .............. / .................. + ..................  
~---- . .. .... .. ...... ____ ,,-i--.. -~... ~ ,., 
97 !Stapleton !Richard Protestant ilrish 1W 260 1 1 ! [ Ј 
~37 ______ f St~~------+.~lliam ! 1Е .l.__ 1 ~ 1 .. L .. -
6~0·· .···-·········· !~::::::···········-·········=~=:щ~l~am·············· Protestant .............................. :E······················\No 4··-··········-:·1980 ········н·····+····нw·····! Е 
941f!!. ___ tstephens ______ ====·=-JJames_==:=· _Protestant_C=::==·1w:____ ___i______________ ·=··r --- ·---·- 1 ·-т--.. 
96 ______ 1!Stef}hens ...... -~ames ____ Catholic_ llrish iW 113 ..... i _________ i ........... r··----· .}__ ___ _ ~~: .................... ~::Р~=~: ...................... !}=~~as ............ ·························t····························f Е ····················+·······················f ············ ····················:····· ............... · ................... . 
451 --· 1St~Тeris- Wohn -- ·-·-····-·-·--+---- i--·-- ј ------11 ·-----·т··-·-- ··--· 
336 Stevens John f : !Е 1 i 1 i 
.~---. i~:::~~~.·-----i~~:r~;:·············r~~~:~~~;rrг~~=-г·--т-·,.--т ........ ···················+ .................. r ... --· 
'capt_---rStewart -- Тд!ап- ! ----t-----т,.--г Г 1Т- ... 
~-------------------------.!>·------------------------. • 
Lieut. \ Stokes Robert ~ TW Г Г Г Н i HW I W 
:~~ign'·"·········t:~::-------· :~~: ................. --...... +······· .. ··················tw·········"····т·----1· ......... f ........... 1 ............... t ...... ---·-· ....  
241 !suacien ----ffihn 1 ·-т··---···--т-··t- . ____ .. 
98 ...........Шullivan !Pat_rick ... Catho!~Цlrish Г ___ .Ј.~:------- --:l ј --· 
401 ..................... j.Sullivan ...................... 1/мichael .............. Catholic ····i!Jrish ................... j .......................... 1 .......................... 1 ................................. ~ ................ т ........... · .. 586 :Sydne~ i 1 i 1 ! 
140 tsvne----··· 1John p"i'otёsiant !-- i Ј r--'----т---т--· 
Appendix (Е ) AlphaЬetical tаЫе ofМilitiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Мilitia. 
-----,i------"'I .... C-h-ri-s-tia_n_....,...I_R_ellg.ion····тNational_ity_!Dw--e-!li-n-g/-!C_o_m_p_a_П_Y-\_1_8_69-...-1-87_5 ___ 7&"""'i,..1-в7-8---79-.--1-8i0-81] 
Name 1 ( 1Sect1on 1 1 ј 1 
1 ј i ! 1 ј NumЬer i i ! 1 !Ј~---· _J:albot~illiam ___ _..Catholic ~lrish ·- \W ___ ··---f ...... ј ___ ---~-m-.....i..... ! 
104 !Taylor R1chard Protestant' i i i , ! 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,0. •••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,0. •••••• · •••••••••••••••••• ,о. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
583 Пaylor Richard 1 !W i i . ј i 
1503 lтeas ______________ :_S_a_muel---rP-ro-te-s-ta-nt lrish _____ i-E-68-- (N_o_4 _____ i 1 оо 1-н-Е !НЕ-1 .. _Е ___ 
Regimental !Surname 
Number 
J_Q_7 __ ~!~.~~~-- l·вenjami~ ______ ,L___ _ ____ .. Jw l ......... _ .._Ј,,_ _ ___ _J..···--------i-----·----~ 
407 ..................... 1.Thomas ......................... ~F.G ..................... J ....................................................... iE ...................... 1 .......................... 1 .... 50 ....................... l ................... i ........ E ........ · 
:~:~ .. ti~~~~~ -----t~~л;~ t . .... јЕ --··---+ : ·----,-·нЕ ј НЕ t 
._313 ·--· bThon:!P~П ·-·--··-jAlexander~Protestant 1-·-·-··· i Е ........ - ............. \ _____ ........... _ ј-··-·-1·-·---1·---~ 
! ~~~ ····················tf~~mpso~ .................... ,~~ir~: ............. ~~~:::~:· Scottish ......... f ~ · 105 ···········f No ·4·······--····+· бО ·+······ н ....... ,:.. .... нw ....................... . 
1244 ----ТТ;~Јоhп - ---J.rish --iE2oв·····--·i--·-· ј5()---·-т- -----···--
!242 : f f(~n~ : : Charl!~.... Protestant =.. !Е "Ј... i 50 . Н~ ј НЕ t Е _ 
~~:~·····················.,i~: .. .. " ............... ..... ·······t~=~~e ............. ~==t= ···--··· i~-... ··········!··························: .. ··········•••ш••HE ...... f ...... HE ..... i···················· 
105 ·-·---···· [Juohili"-- ....... _--·f мathias --·-Тcatholic ~-~h jW 126/112I ·- --т-----... - --·-·· ~ ·---т--·-
314 ITumbull ГОХ8Пd0i IP-ntj ·· iW Г ! ' i 1 
'315 ·····----rтurner ... -·-···---··· Geor. е -··-·-rPгotestant i - jw ·······- (-----·-·--·i--·--,-·--·---·r i ·-·--··-i.316····················tтurner····························· Char~s····· ... ·····f Protestant· ............................ TE·····················r--········· ... ···········r···50 .. j .................... j .................... t ................. .. 
:529 !Туlог·-·----- JFrederick 1-----· 1Ё-----········- ( ј fоог-н--! HW Е ! 
389 Uzzle __ !Ја!'!!~~ }Pro~~ant English iE 121 "Ј~о ~- l 50 ! __ НЕ ј НЕ Е 
i~ ······ ······ ~~%n1-······---···/~~us1us··· 1Protestant t ·· ·-·······-1~·······--+·····-··+·so· f-···н-+-нw ·-1-··· е··-· 
~~~~··------~::=;OS ··· ~ =J;;:~~:c==.k _ _J =-: ~о/~Ј_нw Ј Ew 
~~e8ut. ················f ~=:~:~ ............................ / ~:~:rt· .. ·············f Protestant ............................. f W ................... f ·························f .........~ ....... Н ........ : .................. +········ ........ . 
. __ ........... 1.. --.... -------.;,.....-.. • ........ ~ .......... _ ._ .... __ . .., .............. + ,о,. ~ . 
471 !Walshe Liam !Catholic lrish jW 117 ј ј 1 1 1 
~--~:;ock____ ···-f ::•m·---±:::nt. lПsh·····-·····iE---1- .... t~~t--···-1----
\454-- jWarren \Jam;; ·--·---i ·-·- Т Т ·------~-----·--i-----
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical table of Мilitiamen, 4th Regim.ent, W aikato Militia. 
Regimental 'Surname l Christian Religion I Nationality ! Dwelling(1'ёompan_y_!-1_8_69-·1875-76! 1878-79\ 1880-81 
Number Name !Section ! i ј 
! ' 1 Number ! ! 1 
246 =;1Watson Robert ! ----г ! 1 
;247......... Watson ........................... 1William .............. Protestant·i···························.iE ..................... 1 ......................... 1 ............................... Т ................... ~ ................... . ~~~ · -~::З ------ ::::::;;---·-Ћtёstant i --------+------- 1 ·-----·+-- ·----- 1 -- . -----
:: ................ f:: ......................... j~=··············· ::~:: ............... 1=~19: ................... t ј .... нw .... \ .. =±-··-····· 
109 ··-· fweььer -----· lнe.n~ ---- +- --· f --- l ---- I I ~ Н 1 --+-----
\IVeber _ l Charles -----....i.--.. 
--~/ ·-·-- јЕ --··-- ј t=t=j ... ' ......... L.-.. 
l ~~ .................... ·::~::~·························..! ~~~~ .................... Protestant ........................... + ........................ f ....................... +··········· .................... ~····················г·················, 
1 ·--- -- • • • --- • .. • ·t----
322 Weeneck Gerrick Pr-nt !Е i i ! 1 
323 Wetton Edwi~........ Prot~~ant ! -~---ТЕ l l I Ј :: ::: ·-~~~ ·········-· J~~:;::~r ..................... ~~:~~k ............... :;:n1. ~.1/lish .......... i~ 1:;9 .......... :No. 4·············1=+ ... НЕ ··+ .... . . -·-····· 
532-------mhiseman-- !Walte~· Protestant iE ·---·-т--------·-т --- 1 ----т-----
~ ---------------------···А-................... -• ~ 
~. IWhite Willi~'!1. !P~!?testant !English !Е 110 !No 4 ~ 50 \ ..+------- ·---
:~~······· .. ···········t:~:::······························· ~:~;s················ ·······················-+···························fE.63··············f No·4············+···········t······нE······:···················· ····················· 
490 ----- lwhite ________ TWilliam___ Protestant ТЕn lish ·1Е 69 1No 4 --- ј sп ··----------·г··---·-- ---
4~1 .... _.~ite __ ._=l'!-lfred _ 1 l ___ __Ј_ ___ .Ј .. ._........ ... !... ·-------·--
~:~·····················J:~:=n "ton ................. ~:~i: е .............. ~~~:::::~: .! English ···········\ Е. 283 ···········1 No 4 ·············}··········· ···················+··················ј···················· 523 ---ТwiesЬa~en -· Wil~m ·---·--- !'catholic -t---------т:=::===-: . .т==:~-----··Ј ј --- Ј . 
126 jWillia~.~ Ja~~---·j'.~rotestant ! .. \W .. ! . \ 1----·-l ! ..... ~-
·-- ·-····· ms Charles Т 1 ! i \ r 
mson''""""""""' Frederick ......... ,Protёstant f ........................... Tw""'··············г ...................... r ............ 1 .................... j 
487-!Wilton 1l-lenrv--f---~--·· 1\fг· 1 -----~·--г---··---у--· 1 i 
396 ----+,Winder Adam ~tholic lrish I 1 1 1 ј f--:---............. ,j·=~ ..................... ~:::r-! Protestant. lrish ................ +.· ...................... : .. ·---· ... 1......... 1 НЕ ... + ............... ! ' -. 
157--··-twood Robert --·- JProtestant - ј . ! ... ! ---т-----г-·-+ . 
Appendix (Е ) Alphabetical tаЫе of Militiamen, 4th Regiment, Waikato Militia. 
Regimental 1sumame ·-тёьristian !Religion·-·1Nationality Dwelling/ icompany11869!! 1875-7611878-79! 1880-81 
Number ! Name ј ! Section i i ј 
! ! NumЬer l I Ј i ' 
535 jWood f John 1Protestant !English - - iE 241 iNo 4 i ~ Н 1 HW 
155 !~oodward ··-- '6~~~::············ ~~~::::т ........................... f~·····················f················-г 50··t""""'.н ........ 1 ... _: : -
249 --------·-гwoodward······----tedward ....... i --·-···--·······+··---···- (--· i ----·······--1--------,--···----т--т-··· 
•--------------------------~- -- ---- -------------------•----- ----- ---- --------•---- -- -· -- _________ $____ .•. ' 
~~--=-· Wri ~t____ 1 Sam.~~~ .. ____!f.rote~.!~~~J __________ l_.... . ..... · 1 ...... ~ 1 Јг·-щ··- ~ .... l.-·--····-··-
~~ :····················· ~!a:······················· .. ·····t~~~~d ......... ,Protestant ./ ............................. : .......................... :··························!·············:··················+················...\ ..... _ ............. . 
422·--·-··· ,Yeoman·---- !James icatholic lEnglish ·re4 . ТNо 4 ·т- г---· i--· .. . 
139 ___ ·-···-·лJ.Y~.-............... "'.-tBenjamin ____ . [!'rotestantJ ....... _ ----······· ~W -····--- ~··-····--····· ) - Г Н _J._HW .l __ Е 
402 ј 1 ! i i i i Ј i ! 
549 .. .. .. __ l_______ r .. Ј.. r .... r __ r 1 i L ... 
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